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Abstract
Neo-liberal practices based on economic theory and supported by appropriatediscourses are explored in this thesis to show how these processes affect social,economic and patriarchal structures, and explore their gendered effects. The sexindustries are analysed as an example to show how women who are in adisadvantaged position in society manoeuvre the socio-economic and patriarchalscene, ‘bargain with patriarchy’, and attempt to make a living or progress sociallyand economically through unconventional choices. This task is undertakenthrough the analysis of Mombasa self-identified sex workers’ life stories andnarratives.Neo-liberal practice resulted in increased poverty and ruptures in social structures.Even though some women manage to manoeuvre the patriarchal and economicsystems of Kenya to their own advantage through unorthodox choices (selling sexbeing one of them) and manage to change their initial disadvantaged position,many women are unsuccessful in this undertaking. An analysis of sex workers’work strategies and plans for the future shows that women aim to capitalise ongender and economic inequalities that marginalise them in order to advance. Inorder to succeed in this endeavour, women have to find entrepreneurial ways toperform certain socially accepted gendered roles. Therefore, it will be argued thatin a socio-economic system influenced by neo-liberalism that builds on genderinequality, the individuals who internalise neo-liberal logic can succeed inimproving their initial disadvantaged position to some extent, but that suchindividual agency is limited because it fails to challenge socio-economic andpatriarchal structures.
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31. Introduction: Duality of neo-liberal character and sex work
What do prostitutes and their customers do together? Men, for example, rarely
visit a prostitute in order to subsidize peasant households, and women hardly ever
become prostitutes so that they can have sexual relations with men.
Luise White (1990 : 10).
This thesis explores women’s agency in a world influenced by neo-liberaldiscourse and practice. Kenyan women traditionally have less formalemployment opportunities and occupy less-paid jobs in the informal sector, sothe experiences of women who earn money in unorthodox ways – through sexwork in this instance – are both revealing the agency of women and about itslimits. This research will look at the social, economic and societal structuresthat neo-liberal narratives and reforms influence, their gendered effects, and towhat extent individuals internalise neo-liberal economic logics in order to findtheir way within the structures and make or improve their living.The contemporary global economy is greatly influenced by neo-liberaldiscourse, policies and reforms. Despite the fact that neo-liberal policies did notyield the expected outcomes in developing countries, such solutions continue tobe promoted by international financial institutions (IFIs) as can be witnessed intheir recent policy prescriptions. The on-going global crisis has shaken neo-liberal fundamentalism, and, as Overbeek and van Apeldoorn (2012 : 5) pointout, reveal the multiple levels of crisis that is experienced by neo-liberalism:… the crisis is first of all simultaneously a crisis of the dominant accumulationmodel of the past decades, a crisis of the hegemonic ideology underpinned bythat model, and consequently also a crisis of the political and social order in theheartland of global capitalism.However, this crisis of neo-liberal ideas does not mean that the neo-liberalproject is seriously challenged. As Harrison (2010) argues, neo-liberal ideasacquired a meta-theoretical status and therefore alternatives to this model face
4difficulties in gaining space in the public discourse. This pervasiveness of neo-liberalism has partly to do with the ‘adaptive capacity of neo-liberalism, as aflexibly mutating regime of “market rule”’ as pointed out by Peck et al. (2010 :95). Therefore, processes of liberalisation, privatisation and marketisationcontinue, even if sometimes their forms shift.Neo-liberal practice, and especially free markets, which are supposed to bringbenefits to all parties involved according to neo-liberal logic, build on existingsocietal structures and allow for an increase in profits through the exploitationof already existing inequalities between rich and poor, men and women, andWestern countries and the developing world. As Comaroff and Comaroff (2001 :8) point out, such a system seems to include and marginalise people at the sametime: those who master the technologies and can manoeuvre the markets canensure great profits for themselves; yet those who do not, experience threats tothe most basic elements of their livelihoods. This duality of the neo-liberalregime means that, while certain groups of individuals function in a societydefined by free markets and choices, there are ‘exceptions to neo-liberalism’ touse Ong’s (2006 : 4) term, such as migrant workers, for instance, who areexcluded from the living standards created by policies in a market society.Sassen (2002 : 254-255) argues that migrant women, who as a result ofinternationalised, globalised and unequal economies travel various distances tofind employment as nannies, domestic workers, maids or sex workers,constitute ‘survival circuits’ and are of key importance for the functioning of theglobal economic order. Both Ong and Sassen explore movements of peopleacross borders, and how such processes are connected to the contemporaryglobal political economy. This thesis will argue that the duality of contemporaryneo-liberal market regimes creates very similar processes that rely on genderedstructures within countries as well.The experiences and world view of women selling sex in Mombasa and theirlife stories form the basis for the analysis in this thesis in order to illustrate theprocesses described above. The main argument of this thesis is grounded inwomen’s life stories and the choices they make when responding to bothdifficult living conditions in the market economy and to sex workers activism or
5NGO activities. The voices of women who are part of the Mombasa sex workscene will be used to show both women’s agency and its limits in relation todiscourses surrounding prostitution activities and neo-liberal ideas; it will alsohelp to show the position of women towards both the organisations andmovements that target them. This thesis will explore neo-liberal practice anddiscourse in Kenya. First, it will look at how neo-liberal economies affectsocietal structures, and what gendered effects these processes have. It willexplore how some women are both marginalised and included in the labourforce as a result of neo-liberal reforms and discourses, and how livelihoodopportunities within traditional socio-economic and patriarchal1 structures areoften complicated by neo-liberal practice. The second angle of analysis will takethe example of sex work and explore: how neo-liberalism influenced socio-economic structures and gender inequalities are experienced by women whosell sex; to what degree and in what ways the neo-liberal order, among otherinfluences, is internalised by them; and how the advancement and survivalstrategies of self-identified sex workers correspond to social, economic, political,institutional and gender rules as they try to ‘elbow out an effective sphere ofaction for themselves’ (Bujra 1977 : 14). The analysis will reveal to what extentwomen can challenge socio-economic structures and gender inequality –conditions not of their own making, to echo Marx – and exercise their ownagency in what Lonsdale (2000 : 6) calls ‘tight corners’. It will show that choicesthat women make when entering sex work have a potential to change theirinitial position. However, women, who want to succeed in this endeavour, haveto behave in ways that are compliant with existing social and gender structures.Therefore, the position of one individual can be changed and it is possible tobreak out of the marginal initial point; yet the gendered structures that areenforced by neo-liberalism remain largely unchallenged.
1This work will use the term of ‘patriarchy’ as defined in to Sylvia Walby’s (1989) article‘Theorising Patriarchy’: ‘a system of social structures and practices in which men dominate,oppress and exploit women’. This work admits that patriarchy is not static and universal, takesdifferent forms and depends on the interaction of different patriarchal structures (patriarchalmode of production, patriarchal relations in paid work, patriarchal relations in the state, maleviolence, patriarchal relations in sexuality and patriarchal relation in cultural institutions).
6Focus of the researchThis section defines the main problems that will be investigated and will situatethem in the appropriate bodies of literature. First, the concept of neo-liberalismand the use of global political economy will be explained. Second, the use of theterm ‘sex industries’, its issues, and limitations will be discussed. The third partwill explore links between neo-liberalism, sex industries and how genderedmarkets influence women’s options. Lastly, the choice of Kenya for the casestudy will be explained, before moving on to the research questions.
Neo-liberal global political economyNeo-liberalism is a key to understand contemporary global political economy;however, the term is not clearly defined. As Harrison (2010 : 19) notes, mostattempts to define neo-liberalism emphasise individual freedom as afundamental good, which is best attained through a competitive market societythat requires the non-interference of the state in the economy. As a result, neo-liberalism can be seen as a social practice that is based on economic theory andsupported by a certain discourse, which emphasises the importance of freemarkets and the individual.Neo-liberal economic theory was developed in opposition to socialism (Gamble2001) and as a voice of the ‘old’ liberal school. Two institutions – Mont PelerinSociety and the University of Chicago – were especially important for thedevelopment of neo-liberal thought.The Mont Pelerin Society (MPS) was established in 1947 by Friedrich vonHayek and marked the efforts of liberal intellectuals of all nationalities to meetand discuss the revival of liberalism. This intellectual movement promoted achange of course in political life, which hoped to ‘re-establish the principles ofliberal society and those of the market order’ (Turner 2008 : 71). MPS united allthe most influential (male) critics of collectivism of the time – Hayek himself,Milton Friedman, George Stigler, Wilhelm Ropke, Ludwig von Mises, KarlPopper, Lionel Robbins and many others (ibid.). A number of these intellectualswere based in the University of Chicago’s School of Economics where Hayek andFriedman were teaching. Both MPS and the University of Chicago served as
7places for the exchange of ideas and were crucial for defining neo-liberalthought. The University of Chicago was important in the course of thedevelopment of neo-liberalism for a more practical reason as well – it managedto bridge ideas with funding. A group of mainly United States-based wealthyindividuals and corporate leaders who opposed state intervention in theirbusiness interests were generous in financing institutions and think-tankspromoting liberal ideas (Harvey 2007 : 21-22). That is how, with the help of theUniversity of Chicago and MPS, a network of foundations, institutes, andresearch centres that promoted and disseminated the ideas of Hayek andFriedman came into being (George 1999).This network of institutions, as well as neo-liberal ideas, remained at themargins until ‘stagflation’ – or a combination of low growth rates and highlevels of inflation – took hold in the major world economies during the 1970s.Then, as neo-liberal thought seemed to offer solutions for stagnant economiesand also had great support from research institutions and political actors incountries such as the United States and Great Britain – which together played akey role in outlining a new approach to economic development – the language,policies, and ideology of neo-liberalism started to pervade the world’s politicaland economic scene.Neo-liberalism is built around the idea of freedom. In the context of the end ofthe Second World War, this focus was attractive given that individual freedomand dignity were often threatened by fascism, dictatorships, communism, anddifferent forms of state intervention (Harvey 2007 : 5). However, the particularnotion of freedom endorsed and used by neo-liberal thought is closelyassociated with the concepts of the market, equality against the law, andindividual rights, through which a neo-liberal conception of freedom is attained.Neo-liberalism, as any other theory, is a model based on abstraction built uponcertain values that can help one to interpret practice, but, as Harrison (2010 :29) observes:In itself, neo-liberalism does nothing; its ‘presence’ emerges through itsembodiment in discourse and practice, and only then through the effort ofinterpretation and critical reconstruction.
8Therefore when speaking about neo-liberalism it is important to marry theoryto human agency and to see what transformations and modifications neo-liberalism faces when it is implemented in practice (Ferguson 2006).In practice, the first departure from neo-liberal theory is its assumption of‘economic correctness’ and apoliticism. Following neo-liberal theory, the neo-liberal system leaves little or no space for politics, because decisions in themarket are theoretically made on the basis of efficiency, economic growth, andimplementation of ‘economically correct’ policies. Ferguson (2006 : 77-80) callsthis phenomenon ‘scientific capitalism’, because neo-liberal policies arepresented as neutral, non-moral, efficient, and based on technical principlesthat are in fact very rarely justified. This notion of scientific capitalism suggeststhat decisions in the market or state are not political, but rational and the‘correct’ way to behave. This view of apolitical decisions is problematic because,as Harrison (2010 : 30-31) argues, all practice is social, and all social practice ispolitical and based on certain values and expectations. As a result, scientificassumptions about knowledge, and cause and effect are difficult to predict, andneo-liberal policies are less scientific and more political than they purport to be.The second issue, which reveals a disjuncture between neo-liberal theory andpractice is the way neo-liberalism is implemented. As Turner (2008 : 135)observes, the oft-labelled neo-liberal international financial institutions (IFIs)are often criticised by neo-liberal theorists for the manner in which neo-liberalpolicies come into practice: the top-down economic planning that is performedby these institutions contradicts the notion of spontaneous order in the marketand the non-interventionist attitudes that are emphasised in theory. It isimportant to note that neo-liberalism has nowhere been fully implemented asdescribed in theory: IFIs that promote neo-liberal policies do not act accordingto the theory, while states that are considered to be ‘neo-liberal’ (for example,the US) do not have free markets and are reluctant to abolish state regulationsand protectionist practices (such as subsidies for the agricultural sector).Neo-liberal theory and practice also come into tension since, as Polanyi (1944 :48) observed drawing on anthropological research, ‘man’s economy, as a rule, is
9submerged in his social relationships’. This is why neo-liberalism, which putsemphasis on market exchange alone, fails to explain transactions that happenthrough other institutions than the market meaning that women’s work rearingchildren or doing other work in reproduction, for example, are not accountedfor. Moreover, ignoring social power relations means that the market builds onexisting social inequalities and as a result new patterns of exclusion start todefine societies influenced by neo-liberalism Patterns that, to quote Comaroffand Comaroff (2001 : 2), ‘inflect older lines of gender, sexuality, race, and classin ways both strange and familiar.’ Neo-liberal theory claims that all individualsare equal against the law, yet, the inequalities that are in place because of powerimbalances (between genders, classes, and countries) remain, and in manycases become even more starkly defined.Neo-liberal practice involves not only neo-liberalism influenced policies andreforms, but also a certain discourse that supports such changes. Harrison(2010 : 4) points out that when discussing neo-liberal discourse in relation toAfrica, one has to be aware of the interaction of two discourses - of Africa’sexceptionality and liberal integration globally.‘Africa’ as a category entered Western knowledge as a construct that is opposedto Western civilisation, progress, modernity and history (Ferguson 2006 : 2).Mbembe (2001 : i) notes that contemporary discourses on Africa continue thistradition and present African human experience through a negativeinterpretation, and often as only partly human, ‘of lesser value, little importance,and poor quality’. The negative associations that surround Africa arestrengthened through the discourse of the continent’s failure to create ‘proper’economies or, as Harrison (2010 : 18) argues, to neo-liberalise. This ‘failure’ toadvance in the liberal global world is interestingly intertwined with the neo-liberal discourse of advancement which is based on the notion ofdepoliticisation and neo-liberal policies that are ‘common sense’ (Harrison2010 : 25). One implication of this neo-liberal logic is that African states arethemselves responsible for such economic failings (Ferguson 2006 : 12).Therefore, as neo-liberal policies are so ‘common sense’ and individuals arerational universally, Africa’s ‘backwardness’ resembles Mbembe’s (2001 : 2)
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claims that Africans are constructed to be only ‘familiar to us’ (the rest of theworld), so in essence they are ‘the beast’ which needs domestication in order toenjoy human life. This discourse of African exceptionality reflects unequalpower relations internationally – Western countries dominate global politicaleconomy and as a result of this process Western ways of life are often seen as‘better ones’. The neo-liberal discourse, which acknowledges diversity(everyone has different wishes), is silent about inequalities of socialdifferentiation (Clarke 2004 : 39), and therefore African exceptionality isconstructed as a result of an African inability to be ‘like everyone else’.While international institutions, international organisations and the globalcommunity debate the reasons for Africa’s failure to integrate in the global neo-liberal project, Ferguson (2006 : 21) observes thatMost Africans can hardly feel that they are being dominated by being forced totake on the goods and forms of a homogenizing global culture when thosegoods and forms are, in fact, largely unavailable to them.The unavailability of consumer goods that is due to the poverty that is soprevalent on the continent can restrict consumption, but, as Lury (1996 : 6)points out, this restriction cannot prevent participation in consumer culture.Therefore, the willingness of Africans to live the life that is not available to themis manifested through a number of local discourses and practices that resembleneo-liberal ideas about society. One example can be Zambia’s ‘new culture’,which promoted business-friendly, future-oriented, youthful and technocraticattitudes that were supposed to get the country ‘up to date’ (Ferguson 2006 :120). Another example is Wiegratz’s (2010) study of Ugandan trade practicesbetween smallholder farmers and traders in rural markets, which highlights thedevelopment of practices that are ‘in line’ with neo-liberal ideology. As Harrison(2010 : 19) argues, due to the extent to which neo-liberal reforms have beenimplemented in Africa, African countries can be seen as the ‘cutting edge’examples of neo-liberalism in practice. Tracks of neo-liberal thought can beobserved both in the material arrangements of countries, and in the attitudes,perceptions, and ideas of people who live in these realities.
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This thesis explores the Kenyan economy by considering local political factorsand global influences. Neo-liberal practices that adapt to the local Kenyancontext, find new ways to frame exclusions and exploitation within neo-liberalsocio-economic structures and the neo-liberal discourse that supports thisprocess are the main themes for investigation in this work. For this reason thethesis draws upon literature on critical studies of African political economies inthe neo-liberal order (for example Comaroff and Comaroff 2001; Ferguson 2006;2004, 2010) as well as from studies of global economies and the gender effectsthat they have (for example Appadurai 1996; de Koning 2009; Ong 2006; Sassen2002; Standing 1999; Storper 2001).
Sex industries and sexualitiesThis thesis also engages with literature on gender, sexualities, and sex work.The influential work of the Parisian public health official, Parent-Duchateletmarked the beginning of modern studies of prostitution in the early nineteenthcentury. In an effort to prove that prostitutes are biologically different fromother women, he examined eye colour, weight, and the father’s occupation of agroup of prostitutes. He concluded that prostitutes are not different from otherwomen and that they do this job because of economic reasons for short periodsof time (White 1990 : 2). The emphasis on the economic reasons forprostitution was soon replaced by the pioneering discourse of Englishreformers who attached sanitary and disease issues to prostitution through theintroduction of the Contagious Disease Acts in 1864 (White 1990 : 3). Womenengaging in prostitution (and women who were suspected to be prostitutes)were obliged to have a medical examination because they were ‘spreading’diseases to men in the military and dock workers. This link between diseaseand prostitution became commonplace and provided the baseline for sexualityresearch in Britain and beyond. By the early twentieth century, ruling Europeanelites considered both African women and European prostitutes as possessingan ‘immoral hypersexuality’ which had to be controlled (McCurdy 2001 : 222).As Tamale (2011c : 16) points out, since then, sexuality research in Africa hasbeen medicalised and reduced to its purpose of reproduction.
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The literature on prostitution in the Kenyan context started emerging in the latetwentieth century as a result of anthropological studies (Bujra 1975; 1977;Nelson 1987; White 1990). However, with the HIV/AIDS epidemic, research onprostitution came back to the domain of health and medical research withsexual practices again held up as a threat to larger communities (Boyce et al.2007; Tamale 2011b, c). As a result, the majority of the contemporary studiesthat research prostitution are quantitative and deal with assessing knowledge,behaviour, and attitudes towards sex, as well as condom use (Spronk 2012 : 22).Since prostitution is seen as a societal problem in such research, the features ofwomen who sell sex are well documented. As such, it is known that Kenyanprostitutes can see this work as a part-time or full-time activity with asignificant number of women having other sources of income from smallbusinesses, trade, brewing, etc. It also reveals how female sex workers operatein a wide range of locations including homes, hotels, bars, and streets. Themajority have children and, while about 40 per cent are single, the other 60 percent are married, cohabiting, widowed or divorced with the vast majority ofprostitutes reported to have no, or only primary level education (Elmore-Meegan et al. 2004; Gysels et al. 2001; Luchters et al. 2008; Mufune 2003;Pickering et al. 1993).Spronk (2012 : 22) highlights how a problem with these epidemiologic studiesis that they show the patterns, but do not explain their causes. Another problemis that they create certain categories to identify groups of people, such as‘prostitutes’ or ‘sex workers’, which do not adequately reflect social realities.Epidemiologic studies often use data gathered from a certain group of womenselling sex who are not representative of a larger group of sex workers (seePheterson 1990). For example women serving truck drivers on a highway mighthave very different realities and understanding of their actions than Nairobi sexworkers serving rich clients or other groups of women who sell sex. Due tothese problems of epidemiologic studies, it is difficult to determine how reliablesuch quantitative data about any sex trade scene is. For instance, the KenyanNational AIDS Control Council (NACC) together with the UN Population Fundconducted a research project entitled ‘HIV/AIDS situational analysis on sex
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workers and their clients 2009’, and as a result of this a lot of data aboutKenyan sex workers came into the public domain. Yet, the NACC researcherswho conducted it point out that the research process was difficult because ofthe stigma surrounding sex work and the unclear legal status of the occupation,which raises the question of the reliability of the data. Moreover, due to thestigmatisation of male sex workers – a group that is an important part of the sexindustries, as indicated by the growing body of literature on ‘Beach Boys’ andmale sex workers (Boyce and Isaacs 2011; De Albuquerque 1998; Jamison 1999;Omondi 2003; Sindiga 1994; Taylor 2001) – their research focuses only on thefemale sex worker population (NASCOP 2012 : 20).This thesis is interested in exploring how women engage in sex work in a worldthat is defined by neo-liberalism influenced socio-economic structures anddiscourses. For this reason, even though the quantitative literature at pointswill be referred to, the main body of scholarship that this thesis borrows from isthe scholarship on gender in a changing socio-economic climate. In response tothe medicalised approach of societal relations in the context of AIDS, a body ofliterature that explores social changes, particularly with respect to the positionof women, came into being (for example see Arnfred 2004; Hodgson andMcCurdy 2001b). This literature situates prostitution in the social context ofchanging societal realities and gender relations. It is interesting to note thatdespite the fact that the debate on prostitution ‘is probably as old asprostitution itself’ (Ericsson 1980), women who prostitute themselves becomethe cause of moral panic and harsh societal critiques in historical momentsmarked by difficult social and economic circumstances (Hodgson and McCurdy2001a : 14). Social and economic difficulties are usually the result of a changingsystem in which society is functioning, and has more to do with shifting powerrelationships within community/culture/country than with a ‘moral crisis’ as itis often articulated in public discourses (Allman 2001). Following the historicalrecords of prostitutes’ work it is clear that, at different periods of time,interpretations regarding sexual conduct varied - from ‘natural’, ‘holy’, and‘criminal’ - as well as formed different ideological explanations surroundingprostitutes’ labour (Truong 1990 : 193).
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Another body of literature that this thesis draws on is the scholarship on sexwork in developing countries (Brennan 2004; Kempadoo and Doezema 1998;Lim 1997; Truong 1990). Scholars analysing the expansion of sex industries inLatin America and South Asia link studies in areas of gender, sexuality, tourism,migration and economy. The last three decades have witnessed a great growthin the scale of the global sex trade. In order to see the change in the scope of sexwork one can compare the geography of sex industries. For instance, Perry(1978 : 207) observes that in Europe during early modern times ‘[t]hese “lostwomen” were not lost at all geographically for everyone in the city knew whereto find them’. Communities had more limited areas where prostitutes gatheredand could be found, for instance areas surrounding central Nairobi – River Road,Pumwani and Pangani – between the World Wars (White 1990 : 70). Thecontemporary geography of sex industries is much wider, as Agustin (1998 : 66)notes, sex services are available in a great variety of locations:…brothels, bars, clubs, discotheques, cabarets, sex shops, peep shows, massageparlours, saunas, hotels, fetish clubs, flats, barber shops, beauty salons,restaurants, karaoke bars, dungeons, bachelor and hen parties and, in fact,anywhere that occurs to anyone, including boats, airplanes, automobiles, parks,the street.What could have been called the European sex industry a few decades agonowadays includes sex tourism locations such as Thailand, the Caribbeanislands, and Kenyan beaches. In addition, sex workers are often highly mobileand travel to and from cities and countries where money can be made (forexample Agustin 1998; Brennan 2004). This is because the sex trade has largelybecome globalised and internationalised.Literature points to the fact that global and local sex industries are connected invarious ways. For instance, some developing countries (like Thailand, Brazil,Kenya) developed what Lin Lean Lim (1998) calls a ‘commercial sex sector’ andthis sector constitutes a great part of each country’s economy (Enloe 2000;Truong 1990). It is important to note that tourist-oriented sex work constitutesonly a part of this commercial sex sector, and that local clients form aconsiderable group of customers. This research aims to link both tourism-
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related and local sex work that are usually analysed in the context of AIDS in theliterature, as women who sell sex very rarely make such a distinction.The term ‘sex industries’ that is often used in academic studies and publicdiscourses is, of course, ambiguous. First, even though sex trade is highlyglobalised and internationalised, it is not organised in ways that manytraditional industries are. Two women selling sex in different locations mayhave similar problems, but they might not be connected in any formal way.Moreover, one of them might consider herself to be a sex worker, while theother one might be insulted by the alleged association with prostitution or sexwork. Which points to the second issue of the usage of the term ‘sex industry’ –women who seemingly act in a same way and exchange sex for money inseemingly similar circumstances often do not share the same ideas about theiridentity, and can perceive their actions in very different ways. Whereas twofactory workers in different settings are likely to consider themselves to be bothfactory workers, two women selling sex might have two completely differentideas about their relation to what is called ‘sex industries’. Therefore, it can bemore correct to speak about multiple disconnected instances of selling sex withdifferent levels of organisation in different places and regions of the world thanabout global, or in the case of Kenya, national sex industries.Hence, when I use the term sex industries in this thesis I am referring to suchmultiple disconnected instances of selling sex rather then to a singularinterpretation of what an industry is or what sex work is. For analyticalpurposes the term ‘sex industries’ is useful to observe tendencies or similaritiesof the phenomenon of selling sex. This work will refer to sex industries bydenoting the many overlapping ways that women sell sex and approach menthat they target.There is also a great deal of confusion as to who can be called a ‘sex worker’ andhow this differs from the term ‘prostitute’. As Bakwesegha (1982 : 5) observedin the 1980s speaking about urban prostitution in Uganda, ‘everybody “knows”what “prostitution” is except the experts on the subject’. The term ‘prostitute’,in many languages and cultures, came to signify a specific identity, or even the
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psychological characteristics, of a woman and is often accompanied by negativeconnotations. For example, the Swahili word ‘Malaya’, which is often translatedas ‘prostitute’, can mean not only a woman who sells sex, but also a woman whocommits adultery (Day 1988 : 424). In addition to that, as Ferguson (1999 : 186)finds in his research on the Zambian Copperbelt, the concept of prostitution isclose to worthless in a society where sexual relations have a strong economiccontent: women are often dependent on men financially and for this reason,merely receiving money for a sexual encounter does not make a woman aprostitute, quite the opposite – such payments and gifts are seen as legitimateand acceptable. The emerging literature on love in Africa (see Cole and Thomas2009) also points to such relations between sexual and material exchange.Another term that is often used to refer to women selling sex is a ‘sex worker’.The term ‘sex worker’ was born from the prostitutes’ rights movement inWestern countries in the 1970s and was formulated to mean a specific form oflabour, but not a social identity (Kempadoo 1998 : 3-4). This term is alsoincreasingly adopted by African sex workers’ movements and scholars (seeNyong’o 2010; also Tamale 2011a). The term ‘sex worker’ has a politicalbackground, but as this research will show, women who sell sex tell stories thatpoint to a more complicated understanding about their actions than just a formof labour. What many women refer to as ‘sex work’ usually combines a form oflabour with personal life, different identities and reproductive activities.This research will use the term of ‘sex work’ to refer to a complex incomegenerating activity, which is often concealed and made to look like a life-style bywomen in order to increase their profits. Even though words, such as sexworker, prostitute and, in some cases, Malaya will be used, all of them will beused to denote an income-generating activity which involves exchange of sexfor money, but not to denote specific characteristics or the identity of theperson doing this job. Moreover, this thesis will focus on women who aim toexchange sex for money, as opposed to sex in return for food, goods, house rentor any other non-monetary items or services, to make a distinction between ‘sexwork’ and to what is often referred to as transactional or survival sex.
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Linking neo-liberalism and the sex industriesThis research links changes in sex work to changes in social life, includingpolitical and economic conditions, following from the structural approach ofscholars researching prostitution in colonial Kenya (Bujra 1975; 1977; White1990). The socio-economic changes that take place since the early 1980s will beanalysed in order to see the changes in gender relations and power. Neo-liberalinfluence is important, but by no means the only factor affecting these changes –historical events, contemporary local and global political decisions as well asfactors such as population growth or the HIV pandemic are also important inshaping the current status of the gender power relations.First of all, it will be argued that there is a link between neo-liberal practice andgender inequalities in society. The neo-liberal policy of privatisation leads to therestoration of the (mainly male) elite and their hold on economic power(Harvey 2007 : 19). At the same time, the mainly female marginalised and poorclass remains dispossessed of wealth and power. As women are gaining morepower by participating in formal labour, it may seem that gendered inequalityand patriarchal relations are unsettled by markets; yet it is important toobserve that often women are employed only because they are women. Thus itwill be argued that the neo-liberal market also exploits unequal genderedlabour relations and uses women as a cheap and less problematic labour force.Neo-liberal deregulation policies in Africa not only contributed to extremepoverty but also to the great shift from the formal economy to the informal one(Mbembe 2001 : 53-55). In many developing countries the implementation ofStructural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) exaggerated gendered poverty,because poor women found themselves excluded from medical services andeducation – locked in to the poverty they were born to (Babb 2005 : 213).Therefore, neo-liberalism influenced practice is an important link tounderstanding gender dynamics, inequalities and power relations.Gender power relations within the socio-economic structures of society are akey area to understand the link between a gendered economy and prostitution.Women, just as men, make choices about their living options. In socio-economicstructures that have little opportunities for female employment, or independent
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living, women still make choices when deciding to get married, to run awayfrom abusive families, to work as maids, or to become sex workers among otherchoices (Hodgson and McCurdy 2001a; Showden 2011). Since poverty isfeminised, and the informal economy is strongly gendered, many women faceengaging in sex related activities as one of the few survival strategies available.This thesis will explore how women who sell sex perceive their possibilities inthe neo-liberalism influenced Kenyan economy, and how making choices in theadverse socio-economic structures have led them to sex work.Finally, the analysis of neo-liberalism inspired practices has to becomplemented with the ideas derived from neo-liberal discourses to emphasisethe link between neo-liberalism and what is often referred to as the sexindustries. Neo-liberal thought emphasises that individual choices and needs, intandem with market forces, create consumer societies and evoke the process ofcommodification, during which even the most intimate social aspects ofindividual life are labelled with a price (Harvey 2007 : 166). For this reason, thediscourse surrounding the ‘sex industries’ often unites ideas about individualfreedom to choose, individual entrepreneurship and the market. The femalebody is often sexed and objectified in that it can be seen as being constructed bypublic discourses to correspond to male sexual desires and wishes (Barry 1996 :22). Yet, it is also important to note that the commodified body can also be seenas a tool of the neo-liberal subject that helps to reach certain aims (see forexample Hofmann 2010). In this way, women can portray themselves in specificways that they see as useful for their strategies of manoeuvring socio-economicstructures. Racial differences, colonial pasts, poverty, and cultural differencescan all be commodified through sex work.This thesis will explore the ways in which women selling sex attempt to surviveor progress in Kenyan society that is defined by neo-liberal socio-economicstructures and discourse. Looking at these structures and how women who sellsex manoeuvre them is helpful in the task of troubling the distinction betweenwomen selling sex being seen as victims or agents – as is often the case in theKenyan NGO sector. This thesis will use sex workers’ narratives to explore towhat extent such distinctions are useful in understanding the realities of the
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commercial sex scene in Mombasa, and how much influence neo-liberal ideashave over them.
KenyaKenya was chosen as a case study for this research for several reasons. First ofall, Kenya has a long history of orthodox economic decisions and engagementwith IFIs. For this reason Kenyan socio-economic and political history is shapedby neo-liberalism in its different phases: early ideas of market fundamentalism,later emphasis on good governance, and the recent shift of bringing the stateback in without moving away from the core neo-liberal ideas regarding thelong-term importance of free markets. The long history of engagement withneo-liberal ideas in Kenya also allows the analysis of neo-liberalism influencedpublic discourses.Second, the Kenyan sex industries are visible and an important part of thecountry’s economy. For instance, according to statistics from the Institute ofTropical Medicine (Vandepitte et al. 2006 : iii23), Kenya has the second highestnumber of sex workers in sub-Saharan Africa with an estimated 5.5 per cent ofthe whole female population engaging in paid sex. As was discussed previously,such statistical data is problematic because of the stigma attached to sex workand therefore it is difficult to determine if such numbers are reflecting realitywell. Moreover, due to Kenya’s popularity for different HIV/AIDS projects ororganisations, women can be more outspoken about their sex work thanneighbouring countries where such topics can still be a bigger taboo2. Yet, themost important factor is that sex work is part of the country’s life, and eventhough it is surrounded by debates about its legal status, morality andpromiscuity, the existence of sex industries is acknowledged and often referredto in public discourses. Lastly, the Kenyan Sex Workers Alliance (KSWA) whichwas formed in 2009 is another sign of the Kenyan sex industries’ visibility andsuggests a quest for space in the country’s political life.
2 Interview with Daugthie Ogutu, the co-founder of the African Sex Workers Alliance (ASWA),13/05/2011 Nairobi.
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Kenya is connected to global processes and the global economy because of itstourism industry, exports, and the fact that it is the financial hub of East Africawith many regional headquarters of international banks, international andregional non-governmental organisations (NGOs), multinational corporationsand companies that provide accounting, legal and information services based inNairobi. The long history of neo-liberalisation, incorporation in the globaleconomy, and visibility of the sex industries in the country means that Kenyapresents a good case study to investigate the relationship between a neo-liberalglobal economic system and the sex trade.The life histories of self-identified Mombasa sex workers will be analysed aspart of global processes that shape Kenya’s position in the internationaleconomy and its participation in global consumer societies. Processes inside thestate of Kenya will also be analysed to show how internationally and nationallydetermined policies affect the population in terms of poverty intensification andincreasing gender inequality.
Research questionsThe main question that this research aims to answer is as follows:To what extent, and in what ways, do neo-liberal practice and ideologyinfluence the agency of women selling sex in Kenya?In order to answer this main question, the research will engage with these sub-questions that help to underpin the main argument:To what extent and in what way do structures defined by the neo-liberal orderposition Kenyan women in the economy and society?How do women manoeuvre these structures to ‘elbow out’ some space for theiragency?How do women who participate in the ‘sex industries’ perceive the changingnature of their positions?What are the strategies sex workers use for survival and advancement? How dothese relate to their strategies when selling sex?
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To what extent, and in what ways, is the Kenyan commercial sex sceneconnected to the global spread of neo-liberalism as discourse and practice?Exploring these research questions this thesis will argue that neo-liberalpractice and discourse is an important influence curtailing and shaping theagency of Kenyan women who engage in sex work.This is so, because neo-liberal practice builds on the pre-existing socio-economic gender structures of society, while they also change gender-powerdynamics. For this reason, even though neo-liberal markets seem to give morefreedom for women through incorporating them in the labour markets, theopportunities that are available for women are poor and related to the oldgender order. Furthermore, because of the changes that resulted from neo-liberal reforms, traditional gender roles and perceptions became difficult to live;new masculinities and femininities that emerge from this process becomeincreasingly connected to sexualities (for men) and commodified, objectifiedand sexualised bodies (for women).Moreover, the ambiguous character of neo-liberalism – both building on anddestroying socio-economic structures in place – is visible when analysing thestrategies that poor women employ in order to make a living. Women usetraditional gender roles in order to depend on male wages, but do so in un-orthodox ways – cohabitating, but never marrying, being mistresses and savingmoney for their businesses, having multiple partners, or engaging in sex work.Through these arrangements that fall out of traditional gender structures,women manage to create some space for independent action. The strategiesthat Mombasa sex workers employ in order to maximise their profits from sexwork, clearly indicate women’s entrepreneurial agency and ability tomanoeuvre structures that disadvantage them. Women perform differentgender roles, select places to work from, appearances and behaviour patternswhen targeting different groups of clients and internalise market logic wellwhen explaining these choices. An entrepreneurial way of thinking is also clearin sex workers’ insights about competition that they relate to concepts ofwitchcraft and the supernatural.
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Women choose different work strategies that are in line with their future plansand dreams. The idea of a ‘good life’ that prevails in sex workers’ dreams for thefuture indicate women’s wishes to break away from their disadvantagedposition in society and re-incorporate themselves and their children in a betterposition within the socio-economic structures of Kenya. Women’s plans usuallyindicate that sex work for them ideally should be only a phase before the nextstage in their lives – marriage, business, or work in the formal sector.However, despite the fact that women make their choices both whenconsidering their work in the sex industries and with regards to their futurelives, it is also important that these choices are made in a very limited anddifficult environment that limits women’s agency. Women perform differentgender identities that are in line with social gender norms and plan lives thatrarely challenge their disadvantaged position within society. What is more, onlypart of sex workers exit the sex trade on their own terms – many of themsuccumb to the challenges inherent in the sex industries and therefore have toexit the sex trade without reaching their dream of a ‘good life’. In that casewomen have to live in very similar, or even worse, conditions than those whichresulted in them starting to sell sex.In all stages of a woman’s choice to enter sex work, the way she decides tooperate while selling sex, and in forming her ideas of a ‘good life’ and planningfor it, one can observe the neo-liberal footprint. Some women, who internaliseentrepreneurial ways of thinking, can use their income and experience from sexwork to advance in society. Still, just like in neo-liberal theory, there is always agroup of women who will remain in a disadvantaged position in the neo-liberalworld, because of the factors inherent to the market logics.
Methods and methodologyThis research is seeking to understand the practices and experiences that relatethe sex industries and neo-liberalism. For this reason grounded theorymethodology was chosen for this thesis. Grounded theory can be described as‘theory that is induced from the data rather than preceding them’ (Lincoln andGuba quoted in Cutcliffe 2000 : 1477). In a classic version of this theory,
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theoretical insights and conceptual categories are drawn from data, which canthen help to explain the topic studied (O'Connor et al. 2008 : 30). This theory isqualitative in its nature, and can use a variety of different sources for datacollection: interviews, observations, documentary analysis, media sources,letters, and books (Corbin and Strauss 1990 : 5). Data gathered in thesedifferent ways is then interpreted, explored and constantly compared, and thusdata collection and analysis is conducted simultaneously. As a result, theresearcher is ‘guided’ through informants and locations by the emerging theory,and allows the research to develop freely with its focus being directed by data(Goulding 1998 : 53). This method is well suited for this research, since it allowsstudying change while rejecting both strict determinism and non-determinism(Corbin and Strauss 1990, 2008).Another important reason for the choice of grounded theory is the importanceof female sex workers’ perspectives for this research. Political research hasbeen criticised by feminist scholars for focusing mainly on official and publicfigures; this way the female condition and position is excluded from researchbecause they tend to dominate unofficial, private, and the invisible spheres ofsocieties (Burnham et al. 2004 : 271). Thus, a grounded theory research methodthat generates insights based on data will help to include women’s perceptionsof the contemporary social-economic situation.A grounded theory approach was applied throughout the data collectionprocess in this research: data obtained through semi-structured interviews wasconstantly triangulated with information from grey and academic literature.The interview data was the main force in forming the main argument of thisthesis.This research uses data triangulation between sources collected throughprimary and secondary means. In order to collect primary data, two types ofsemi-structured interviews were conducted. The first group of intervieweesconsisted of representatives of various nongovernmental and governmentalorganisations, movements that work in various fields including gender,sexuality, health, poverty relief, and public policy. The second group of
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interviewees were women engaged in the sex trade themselves. Informationobtained through interviews was complemented by observations. Even thoughobservation played a less important role in this research, as the main source ofdata was experiences lived by people in Mombasa, the observation of socialrelations provided the researcher with data useful for the research as a whole.Secondary data includes media reports, government documents, and secondaryliterature. Triangulating data gathered from different sources facilitated ananalysis of the connection between sex work and neo-liberalism from differentperspectives and therefore a better understanding of their connections.
Research locationThis thesis is largely based on primary data collected during the period ofOctober 2010 to May 2011 in Nairobi and Mombasa. Nairobi is Kenya’s capitalcity and the main hub for many international and local NGOs as well asgovernment offices, and interviews were mainly conducted with people whoengage with the sex industries from a professional perspective, such as healthclinic workers, donors supporting sex workers-activism, sex worker-activists,people engaged with the promotion of women’s rights, academics writing onneo-liberal reforms or gender, and many others. The Kenyan National Archivesand the archives of two main daily newspapers (The Daily Nation and The
Standard) were also consulted.However, Mombasa was the main location of the research where I spent sixmonths conducting interviews with people in the non-governmental sector andwomen who identified themselves as sex workers.Rather than a small village or town, the coastal city of Mombasa was chosen inorder to be able to observe different types of sex work. Mombasa is the secondbiggest Kenyan city with a population of approximately 452.000 in 20093. AsMombasa is the main port of Kenya, it has a number of foreign sailors enteringthe city every day. In addition to sailors, a large number of international andnational tourists visit the city and its surroundings for beach holidays. Finally, areasonable number of Western men reside in Mombasa and its surrounding
3https://opendata.go.ke/
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areas due to their work or retirement arrangements. Local men and all thesedifferent types of people are targeted by sex workers in different ways, and sothe choice of Mombasa as a research location allows studying sex industries as acomplex, multi-layered entity. The second reason why Mombasa was chosen asa research location is the range of NGOs and institutions present in the city thatwork on the issues of gender, sexuality, and development, such as Solidaritywith Women in Distress (SOLWODI) and the International Centre forReproductive Health (ICRH).
Primary data
Interviews with sex workersInterviews with women who identify themselves as sex workers are at thecentre of this research. In order to find participants for my research I contactedthe Solidarity with Women in Distress (SOLWODI) office in Mombasa. SOLWODIhelps women who are in the sex industries to get qualification training,provides them with knowledge about HIV/AIDS, and has support groups. Theorganisation allowed me to accompany a field coordinator in her meetings withwomen who used to be sex workers, have benefited from SOLWODI’s trainings,and now have their own businesses. During these field trips and interactionswith people at the SOLWODI office I found a research assistant, who wasemployed by the organisation as one of the field coordinators and whose jobinvolved going out to bars and clubs at night, speaking to sex workers, andletting them know about HIV/AIDS and other programmes that SOLWODI run.The research assistant used to be a sex worker herself, so she knew many activesex workers, their operation places, schedules, and other details of sexindustries that were of great value to the research.SOLWODI was of crucial importance for this research, because it allowedforming initial contacts with women who sell sex; however, after these initialcontacts, research participants were found using a snow-balling technique andresearch was carried out independently from SOLWODI activities. Thisindependence of research was aimed for by the researcher, because the thesisproblematises both the reformist agenda of NGOs such as SOLWODI and the sex
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workers’ rights agenda of the movements such as KSWA that were alsoconsulted for the research. The main source of information for this thesis arethe voices and stories of women that were contacted through a snowballingtechnique and who have different opinions on, and affiliations to, the NGOsector targeting sex workers – some of the women in this research areconnected to the ‘reforming’ NGOs and benefit from their programmes, othersare affiliated to the sex workers’ movement, still others have sceptical opinionsof both.Together with my research assistant we discussed the composition of theMombasa sex work scene and identified different groups of sex workers that weaimed to interview. This included women who are new to the industry andthose who have been in the sex trade for longer periods; those who trade sex forsurvival reasons and women who are ‘doing well’ in sex work; young andmiddle-aged women, those engaged in sex work as part-time and full-timeoccupation; those who target local men, tourists, and sailors; and those whooperate in bars, clubs, beaches, streets and other locations. My researchassistant identified several women with whom I started interviews, and, afterspeaking with these women, I asked them if they knew anyone else who wouldbe interested in talking to me. Using this snowball technique, I interviewed 41women who identified themselves as sex workers and who were of differentincome, backgrounds, and ages. I interviewed only adult women, who are atleast 18 years old, and for this reason I had to turn several potential underageinterviewees down. Yet, I cannot be sure that none of the women lied abouttheir age. The youngest interviewee was 18 years old, the oldest 44 years old.The initial interviews that my research assistant arranged took place in theSOLWODI offices where I had a separate room to speak to sex workers.However, many of the following interviews took place in my research assistant’shouse, as women felt more comfortable just stopping by, spending some timewith us, and not necessarily speaking to me that day. Indeed, many of thewomen whom I eventually interviewed I had met on several occasions; theycame with their friends to my research assistant’s house or just stopped bywhile I was around. I believe that spending time with these women, eating
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lunches, and watching films together at my research assistant’s house was avery important part of my research for several reasons. First, it allowed somevaluable observations. Second, it helped me to establish a degree of trust, as aresult of which, during the interview women were able to be relatively openwith me even on controversial topics. For example, some of them admitted thatthey steal from their clients, which is considered to be extremely bad behaviouramong sex workers, while other women told me that they have had abortions,which is illegal in Kenya.My research assistant would normally introduce me to women, tell them that Iwas interested in their life-stories and that I am writing a dissertation about sexworkers of Mombasa. If a woman agreed to be interviewed, I explained to her indetail what my research is about, how the research material would be used, andensured that the anonymity of their identity will be maintained. I also asked ifthey were happy for me to use the voice recorder. I did not ask women to signconsent forms, as many of them did not go to school and could not read and atthe beginning of the interview I did not have any information about thewoman’s education, so I did not want to insult them or put them in anuncomfortable position. Yet all the interviews I conducted had verbal consent(that I recorded on an audio recorder if the woman agreed for me to use it, or,alternatively, in my notes). While explaining that all interviews are anonymousand before starting to record, I asked women to think about the nick-name thatthey would want me to use in my research when referring to their story. Thisway, when I started audio recording, women were presenting themselves with anick-name and could be sure that their anonymity will be maintained. Sixwomen did not want to be recorded, so I took notes during our conversationinstead.Most interviews were conducted in English as the majority of women have goodknowledge of this language. Still, seven interviewees did not speak English butSwahili, so our conversation was translated by my research assistant, or, in onecase, by the interviewee’s friend.
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In-depth open-ended and semi-structured interviews were conducted, sointerviewees had an opportunity to tell their own story (Devine 1995 : 199). Iusually started with questions about where they were born, how many siblingsthey had, what did their parents do, did they go to school, and how many classesthey completed. Usually these initial questions opened the way for women totell their remaining life-story the way they wanted me to hear it. While womenwere telling their life-stories, I asked additional questions about why they madesome choices and what were the alternatives (with regards to jobs and incomegenerating activities), what changes they saw in society and the sex industriesin their experience, who they saw as important actors in their lives, about theirstrategies for making money, how they spend the money that they earn, whattheir plans for the future are, and so forth. This method of semi-structuredinterview, which could be called interview-conversation, was employed becauseit allowed me to record the narratives and interpretations of women regardingtheir reality, which are often standing in stark contrast to global dominantnarratives. As Tettey (2008 : 163) notes, such a method ‘also gives subalternsthe opportunity to voice their interpretation of realities, their location withinthem, how they negotiate them, and why they relate to them the way they do’.In addition to this, the collection of life stories is important not only as adocumentation of personal experiences, but also as an indication of socialstructures, social movements, and institutions (Connell 2005 : 89), which is animportant part of this research project.The openness of the interviews also helped to investigate unexpected topicsthat became evident after the investigation had already begun (Bouma et al.1995 : 207). For example, the importance of witchcraft and the supernatural,religious beliefs, and ethnic politics were brought by interviewees and followedup by me. This type of interview was also chosen because it allowed for furtherprobing when relevant, and this was especially important when speaking aboutdaily life, consumption patterns, and many other questions relevant to thecentral research questions. The interviews lasted between 25 minutes and 1.5hours, most of them averaging around 40 minutes of recorded conversation.
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Political science and the spheres of public politics that are being studied, asRandal observes, are still often silent about the ‘gender dynamics’ ofcontemporary processes (2002 : 113). Women’s subjective experiences, and themeaning that they attach to it, are of key importance in this research but are notwell documented in the academic literature (most studies concerned with sexworkers are conducted in the context of HIV/AIDS transmission andprevention). Therefore, methods employed in data collection helped to fill inthis gap.
Interviews with people, employed in the formal sectorIn addition to interviews with sex workers, interviews with a wide range oforganisations and personalities in Mombasa and Nairobi were conducted.Professionals working in areas of gender, sexuality, HIV/AIDS, and developmentwere targeted for the first interviews. Then, using a snow-ball technique Icontacted more people who were recommended to me as having knowledge inthe area of my research: Kenyan feminists, activists, academics and peopleworking in various NGOs. Semi structured interviews with such professionalswere conducted. These interviews served as background information inunderstanding the environment where sex workers operate, the help andsupport that is available for them, the problems that they encounter legally andeconomically, as well as the activism around sex workers issues. Therefore,questions varied greatly depending on the expertise of the interviewee. All theinformants gave their consent for the interview, which was recorded on thetape-recorder or notebook.
Secondary dataThe secondary data sources that are utilised by this research fall into threemain groups: academic literature, ‘grey’ literature and publications in the press.Academic literature helps to form conceptual methodologies, provide theframework for the research, and supply general information on the researchtopics. ‘Grey’ literature includes reports and other documents like brochures ornewsletters that are produced by local and international NGOs, research
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institutions and international institutions such as the United Nations (UN), theWorld Bank (WB) and International Monetary Fund (IMF). Part of such datawas given to me by people who were participants of this research, otherinformation I got from publicly available sources, such as organisations’ web-sites. Finally, information that appears in the media (such as the BBC, or the twomain daily national Kenyan newspapers the Standard and Daily Nation) wasanalysed and included in the research.
Ethical considerationsThis research complied with the ethical recommendations of both theUniversity of Leeds Research Ethics Committee and the ethical requirementsattached to the research permit by the Ministry of Science and Technology ofKenya.
AnonymitySex workers are in a grey zone of legality; therefore all information obtainedduring these interviews was strictly anonymised for the safety of researchparticipants. Only interviewees who work in public office and consented to beidentified (for example representatives of NGOs, activists) are named. All theremaining interviewees are referred to according to how much information theinterviewee wanted to disclose. All interviewees gave their formal consenteither in writing or verbally with verbal consent recorded on an audio-recorderor notebook. The names of bars, clubs, and other locations that women mentionin their interviews are also anonymised in this thesis.
Potentially painful interview topicsBefore the interview I always told the interviewees that we can stop theinterview and that they can change their mind and not speak to me at any point.Sometimes when women told me about difficult experiences in their lives I sawthat they were getting upset and offered to stop the interview. However, none ofthe women agreed to stop speaking. For example, when Miriam (31 years old)started crying recounting the story of how she went to sell sex for the first time,I told her that we should stop, and that I did not want to make her feel sad.However, Miriam disagreed. She said that she wanted me to know her story and
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write about it, and continued telling her story. Moments like this were the mostdifficult part of my fieldwork as a researcher.Literature on the methodological and ethical issues in potentially sensitivetopics’ research emphasise the importance of listening and support during theinterview, since some research participants find the experience of telling theirstories cathartic and bringing them the sense of relief (Jewkes et al. 2000;Rosenthal 2003). During the interviews with my informants I used whatRosenthal (2003: 919) calls ‘active listening’ technique. It means that in thedifficult moments in the talk, when the interviewee was getting upset or startedcrying, I was responding with emphatic understanding by showing interest inunderstanding the respondent’s situation and willingness to be open to herfeelings. I aimed to create the environment where women could speak withoutjudgement and could feel safe.In addition to listening to women recounting the painful or traumatisingexperiences and supporting them emotionally, I often offered information thatcould be useful in relation to their problems. For example, if a woman wasscared about an HIV infection, I made sure that she knows where and how shecan get tested and for free. I usually was referring them to the services providedby the international and local NGOs working in the field, which I knew aboutfrom my interviews with the NGO sector and from conversations with myresearch assistant.
Managing participants’ expectationsThe fact that I am an outsider from Europe in Kenya meant that someinterviewees had expectations that were beyond the researcher’s abilities orscope of the research.Interviewees from NGO sector or local communities sometimes hoped that Icould find contacts in Europe through which they could secure more funding fortheir activities. Local actors sometimes hoped that I could help to fund some oftheir activities (for example, support their schooling program). However, Icould not help with any of these or similar expectations. For this reason, beforearranging the interview I was always clear about the fact that I cannot provide
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any material help and that I am coming as a University student with no links toEuropean NGOs. In some cases after the interview I could provide informationabout funding possibilities within Kenya (about which I knew from my otherinterviews), or in Europe; but while arranging the initial interview, I was alwaysclear about the purpose of the interview and my affiliation.Managing the expectations of my research assistant proved more difficult. Eventhough we had agreed on the work conditions, responsibilities and payment atthe beginning of our work, I was asked to assist with unexpected situations onseveral occasions. In cases where I was asked for money, I was just providingpayment for the future work, and made clear that this is the future salary that Iam giving. Yet, there were more complicated situations where I actually had togo and help my assistant to get home, in hospital or with her otherresponsibilities in her job. Even though such help was beyond my role as aresearcher, I still helped as a friend as long as such help did not create arelationship of dependency. What started as a strictly work relationship withmy assistant at the beginning of the research was transformed to a morepersonal relationship at the later stages, which mean that managingexpectations became more difficult.Finally, interviews with sex workers proved to be less problematic thananticipated. The issue of compensating women for participating in research wasdiscussed with my research assistant. As Van den Borne (2005 : 19) points outdiscussing the methods that she employed conducting research with Malawiansex workers, since women that take part in the research lose the opportunity toearn money while participating in the research, compensation for their time isnecessary. In my case, I was interviewing women during day time and usuallywhen they would not be engaging in the sex trade. However, most womentravelled from different parts of Mombasa or villages around to meet me, so Icompensated them for their travel expenses and provided them with lunch. Incases when interviews took place at my research assistant’s house, I bought thefood that we all cooked after; in cases when interviews took place in SOLWODIoffices, I had lunch with my informants in the nearby café.
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Data storageAll data collected is anonymised. Only anonymous data is stored. A coded filewith names and files is kept in a locked cabinet. All written field notes (aboutinterviews, participant observation) are locked in cabinets and all electronicdata is be kept on password protected computers and uploaded to theUniversity M:/ drive where it is possible to maintain security.
Structure of thesisThis thesis consists of six main chapters and a conclusion which brings the mainarguments together.The second and third chapters provide the necessary background for the thesis.The second chapter will look at political economy and social change in Kenyasince independence. The continuities in Kenyan politics and economy will beemphasised and changes that came with neo-liberal structural adjustmentdiscussed. This chapter will explain the contemporary political economy ofKenya and outline the major influences that define its character. Neo-liberalismwill be discussed as a major force in this process, yet other important aspectssuch as population growth, patronage, ethnicity-centred politics, and HIV/AIDSpandemic will be touched upon as well. This chapter will serve as a point ofreference for further analysis.The third chapter will explore gender in Kenya. It will be argued that neo-liberalism induced changing material realities together with neo-liberaldiscourse affect both Kenyan men and women in different ways and have aninfluence on people’s self-perceptions and understandings of masculinity andfemininity. The first part will explore how neo-liberal economic restructuringaffected Kenyan socio-economic structures. Thus, the diminishing economicpower of many men, and the implications of the process will be analysed.Moreover, the ambiguity of the position that many women occupy in theKenyan economy will be discussed: women are increasingly included in labourmarkets, but at the same time they are increasingly excluded from mainstreameconomies because of a lack of education, an increased burden at home, and theinformal nature of work that is available to them, so that they often continue to
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depend on the income of men. The second part of the chapter will look intochanging masculinities and femininities. First, and following on from thefinancial disempowerment discussed, changes in people’s understanding ofwhat it means to be a man and perceived masculinities will be analysed. Afterthat, changes in femininities, processes of commodification, objectification, andsexualisation will be explored.The shift in positions that men and women occupy in society will be furtheranalysed from the perspective of Mombasa sex workers in chapter four. It willbe argued that in a ‘situation of duress’ Kenyan women often continue to bedependent on male wages due to the existing socio-economic structures; yet,the way women attempt to frame such dependency is gaining new features inthe neo-liberal era. First, women face difficulties in the labour market andattempt to depend on male wages in new ways (cohabiting, but not marrying,having multiple partners, informal marriages); this tendency will be exploredwith sex work presented as one of such strategies. The commodification of lovewill be further analysed in the section on how sex workers perceived maledesires and structure their work and life strategies accordingly. Thecontemporary sex industries build on cultural, socio-economic realities andreflect the neo-liberal commodification of love, patriarchy, and the incomeinequalities of society. At the same time, a process of commodification allowssex workers to profit from the socio-economic inequalities, and through this,their role in local society starts changing as well: sex workers income is reliedupon by local businesses and benefits not only sex workers and their families,but also an extended circle of actors in the local communities, as will beexplored in the last part of this chapter.The fifth chapter will further explore sex workers’ agency within neo-liberalisminfluenced structures. It will be argued that a neo-liberal footprint can beobserved in the functioning of sex work: women attempt to exploit the marketby crossing the boundaries, adapting their appearance and behaviour, andperceive themselves as entrepreneurial agents. Moreover, the neo-liberal logicsof the sex industries can be further illustrated by the fierce and at times violentcompetition among sex workers. This chapter will first explore how women
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exploit the prevailing trends, life situations, inequalities and perceived maledesires in order to maximise their profits by crossing various borders in society.Then the analysis will move to the exploration of competition in sex industriesand how it is seen as being connected to witchcraft and supernatural beliefs bysome women. Supernatural beliefs will be analysed as a tool that helps sexworkers to deal with their ambiguous position: in order to be successful womenhave to be alone and trust no colleagues because of competition; yet, in order tostay safe in sex trade, women have to cooperate and help each other.Chapter six explores the dreams of women in the sex industry and reveals howsex workers aim to change their status quo, improve their financial and socialsituation, and break out of the cycle of poverty. First, the chapter will analysethe notion of a ‘good life’ that prevails in sex workers’ narratives and reflect onwhat such a ‘good life’ consists of. The materiality of sex workers’ dreams in apolitical economy of scarcity, and women’s willingness to change their positionwill be discussed. Second, the future plans of sex workers and desired outcomesof the sex trade (through marriage or through work) will be analysed. Finally,the chapter will look into what dreams sex workers have for their children; thiswill reveal that while women in the sex industry understand well their limitedopportunities because of their disadvantageous positions (lack of education,skills, capital) and wish for rich husbands or businesses as ways to exit sexwork and live a better life, for their children they have a completely different setof dreams – a life with good education and professions that can ensure anindependent existence and material comforts. The analysis of plans and futuredreams of women in the sex industries is important as a sign of attempts tochallenge the disadvantaged position that women occupy in Kenyan society.The dreams of sex workers discussed in chapter six are often in contrast withthe realities faced by women in the sex trade. The seventh chapter will draw onthe structures that define local globalised economies and thereby limit women’sopportunities, and examine the structures that are inherent in the sexindustries to show why many sex workers do not manage to live their dreamsand ‘good life’. The first part of the chapter will look at the challenges thatdefine sex work– the need and temptation to spend a lot of money in order to
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get better clients and make more money; the possibilities of getting pregnantand the difficulties arising from such an event; alcohol, drug addiction and risksof violence; and the possibility of being infected with HIV/AIDS or otherdiseases. Sex workers’ experiences will show that it is difficult to safelymanoeuvre the sex industries in order to reach the aim of the imagined ‘goodlife’. The second part of this chapter explores the possible options for an exitfrom sex work with the help of the non-governmental sector and will argue thatmost attempts to help women in distress to exit the sex trade are built on thestructural inequalities that pushed women into such occupations in the firstplace. Moreover, the NGOs and movements that aim to help women to leave thesex trade usually see sex workers as victims (hence, the reforming NGOs), or asentrepreneurial agents (for instance sex workers’ movements). This chapterwill argue that both of these attitudes are unhelpful in understanding therealities of sex work. For these reasons, many NGOs do not succeed inimproving the life of sex workers or manage to do so to a very limited extent.Yet, a new trend of making an exit from sex work by building on the experienceof being a sex worker will also be analysed to show that some women actuallymanage to leave sex work on their own terms.In the concluding chapter I will reflect on women’s agency in neo-liberalisminfluenced structures and its limits. The experiences of Mombasa sex workerswill be analysed as part of global processes influenced by neo-liberal practiceand discourse. The duality of neo-liberalism will be brought back to the analysis– even though some women manage to manoeuvre sex industries and throughtheir entrepreneurial agency leave ‘survival circuits’ and stop being ‘anexception’, many women are unsuccessful in this undertaking. Therefore, it willbe argued that in a neo-liberalism influenced socio-economic system individualsthat internalise neo-liberal logic well can succeed, but such individual agencydoes not challenge the structures itself and therefore is limited.The discussion of female agency in a neo-liberal world that forms the backboneof this thesis adds new dimensions to many academic debates. First, the debateabout gender in neo-liberalism does not limit itself to only neo-liberal ideas,practices, or discourses and unites all of them, which allows for a more complex
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analysis. Women’s agency can then be discussed as influenced by neoliberalismas practice, as well as discourse or ideology. Second, a discussion of thecommodification of the female body and sexuality in this research shows thatsuch processes can be employed as part of the strategy of women to progress orreach certain aims in life, which brings together debates of commodificationwith debates of pertaining to agency. Third, the analysis of sex workers’ dreamsand plans for future adds to the literature on risky sexual behaviour in a newway as it shows the motivations for it. Moreover, by looking at women in localsocio-economic life, sex workers are analysed as important local economicactors, who, in some cases, capitalise on their experiences of sex work or ofbeing HIV/AIDS positive for their own benefit. Finally, this thesis explores howneo-liberal ideas are internalised by women in the sex industries and how thismeans that sex workers adapt different gender identities when targetingdifferent clients and employ the market language of competition whenexplaining their choices, which adds to the growing body of literature on neo-liberal societies in Africa.
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2. Political economy and social development in Kenya since
independence
‘All major social forces have precursors, precedents, analogs, and sources in the
past. It is these deep and multiple genealogies that have frustrated the aspirations
of modernizers in very different societies to synchronise their historical watches.’
(Appadurai 1996 : 2)
It is often appealing to separate the economic and political spheres of certaincountries for analytical reasons. Yet, as Hornsby (2012 : 4) points out, such asharp division is of limited use, since politics and economics are intertwined tosuch a degree that one cannot be discussed without considering the other. Forinstance, various redistributive and growth-oriented economic policies in thehistory of independent Kenya can only be fully understood when one considerswho was benefiting from them at certain periods of time (ibid). For this reason,this chapter will explore both economic and political developments in Kenyasince independence in order to set the stage for further analysis.The main argument that this chapter puts forward is that the contemporarymoment in Kenyan political economy is heavily influenced by neo-liberalreforms implemented since the 1980s. However, neo-liberal practice alonecannot explain all particularities of the workings of Kenyan socio-economic life.For this reason, the history of Kenya’s political economy and society will beoverviewed and the key important aspects, events and changes pointed out.Kenyan post-independence economic history is generally seen by economists asconsisting of three main periods (Legovini 2002; Swamy 1994; wa Githinji andHolmquist 2009). The first period was marked by economic growth and theexpansion of social services, and lasted from independence in 1963 until theearly 1980s. The second period, which started with the oil shock of 1979,coincided with the end of the cash crop boom in Europe and severe droughts inEast Africa (Iliffe 2007 : 260); and therefore its main features were slow or
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negative economic growth, losses in social provisions for the Kenyan population,increasing poverty, and the country’s engagement with international financialinstitutions. The third period started with Mwai Kibaki’s presidency in 2003.During this period Kenyan economy started to grow again, yet, as this chapterwill show, the economic growth did not translate into increasing equality orprosperity for the majority of Kenyans, rather the opposite –social andeconomic inequalities deepened and opportunities available for the poorremained limited.The political history of independent Kenya is also considered as consisting ofthree main periods (Hornsby 2012; Iliffe 2007). The first two periods werepresidencies of Jomo Kenyatta and Daniel arap Moi. Like in many African states,both periods were marked by one-party (KANU) rule and clientelism, incombination with centralised and bureaucratic politics. Kenya, in stark contrastwith its neighbours, managed to avoid wars and military coups (Hornsby 2012 :3). Whereas both presidencies had their similarities in terms ofauthoritarianism, centralisation of power, and ethnic bias, it was different partsof Kenya that benefited from such policies under different presidents. As waGithinji (2012 : 13) argues, the mechanism of Kenyan administration wasinherited from colonial administration and based on ethnic authorities;moreover, the system was:...a winner takes all system of elections in a capitalist political economy but witha relatively weak capitalist class. In this context the state is a major player inthe economy and the president particularly has tremendous powers in makingappointments to various state owned or public-private enterprises.This meant that politicians rewarded key support bases with access to stateresources. As a result, Kanyinga (2004 : 264) observes how, analysis of povertyby districts in Kenya shows that central province, which is predominantlyKikuyu, the ethnic group of presidents Kenyatta and Kibaki, is more developedthan other regions. The second most developed areas coincide with areas ofKalenjin, Meru and Kamba ethnic groups that were promoted by President Moi.Ethnic groups that benefit from access to state resources changed over timedepending on the changes in presidency and resulted in visible inequalitiesamong different regions within the country. The third political period in terms
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of political history started with externally endorsed general multi-partyelections that ended one-party rule in 1992 (Iliffe 2007 : 300). Even thoughDaniel arap Moi retained his position as the president of the state and KANUwon the majority of the seats in parliament, the elections of 1992 areconsidered to be the beginning of the democratisation process in the country(Barkan 1993 : 85).This chapter will explore how economic and political decisions influence oneanother alongside the material realities of people in Kenya since independence.Hornsby’s (2012 : 4) observation that wealth is of extreme importance on theroute to power, and political power is salient for wealth accumulation in Kenya,is key for understanding these developments. Political change can be seen asthe continuity of a declining economic situation. At the same time, economicdecline was also partly influenced by political decisions, as I will discuss below.For this reason this chapter will first look into the socio-economic and culturaldevelopments of the 1960s and 1980s, before moving on to the period thatstarted in the 1980s, and then continuing to explore the current moment.
Kenyan political economy and social development, 1963 - 1980
Independence and the creation of the Kenyan state were followed by years ofoptimism. Economic expansion, which was propelled by the commodity boomof the post-war years in the 1950s, continued with annual average real growthrates of five to eight per cent until the 1980s (Legovini 2002). New nationalleaders were inspired by their political success, encouraged by such continuouseconomic growth and aimed at replicating the modern states of the time withdevelopment plans and the bureaucratic control of industry (Iliffe 2007 : 260).A ‘mixed economy’ was the chosen development strategy of the Kenyan state.This strategy meant that the state would play an entrepreneurial role andencourage the rise of African capitalists. According to this strategy, theseAfrican capitalists would come to replace state capitalism once they werestrong enough (Himbara 1994 : 471). The sessional paper no. 10 ‘Africansocialism and its application to planning in Kenya’ (RoK 1965) which set out theobjectives of the KANU government, outlined political equality, social justice,
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human dignity, freedom from want, disease and exploitation, equalopportunities, and high (and growing) per capita income equitably distributedas the main aims and objectives of Kenyan development. This strategy, alsomaintained that, as Gertzel (1984 : 429) points out, ‘the objectives of equity andjustice could be achieved within a merit-based, achievement-orientedcompetitive society which recognised and rewarded individual initiative’. It isinteresting that independent Kenya was putting emphasis on the individual,competition, and merit as the important basis for society’s development, asthese aspects are considered to be the corner stones in contemporary neo-liberal understandings of how growth can be achieved (Harvey 2007; Turner2008). Yet, the Kenyan government’s take on the role of the state in the processof development was very different from a neo-liberal one, as the state’s role wasrecognised as key for facilitating such a process, just as outlined in thedevelopment theories of the time.During the first two decades of independence Kenya was seen as a success storyby Western countries. In the early years of independence a number of politicaleconomists (see Beckman 1980; Kaplinsky 1980; Leys 1975, 1978; Schatzberg1987) analysed the example of Kenya in what became known as the ‘Kenyadebate’. The question of whether the dependency model could be applicable tothe Kenyan experience or not, was at the core of this debate. Some scholars, forexample, Langdon (1975 : 26), maintained that Kenya’s incorporation into theinternational capitalist economy is best described through ‘enduringdependency relations between Kenyan and the centres of the internationaleconomy’. Kaplinsky (1980 : 104), who was also a student of the dependencyschool, believed that even though the Kenyan indigenous capitalist classmanaged to benefit from its relation to foreign capital and accumulate throughindustry, ‘the inbuilt contradictions of economies of this type [small non-oilproducers like Kenya] make it difficult to foresee that such a pattern ofaccumulation — with or without foreign capital — can proceed in a viable form.’The other side of the Kenya debate – scholars that were critiquing thedependency theorists – were inspired by the successful industrialisation ofseveral Latin American and Asian countries. Building on the Marxist analysis of
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the development of capitalism and imperialism, Leys (1978) argued that Kenyahad the prerequisites for a ‘transition to the capitalist mode of production’,which became possible because of the emergence of a domestic bourgeoisie andits control of the state. Revisionist scholars saw the Africanisation of the privatesector as a success, which indicated progress in the industrial realm as foreignactors were replaced in the Kenyan economy.Scholars participating in the Kenya debate were building on the economicdevelopment theories of the time and their outstanding analysis of thestructural factors affecting the Kenyan economy is a valuable addition todevelopment theory. However, as Berman (1998 : 307) points out, suchanalyses were ‘uncomfortable with cultural factors that suggest Africanidiosyncrasy and difference within the global development of the capitalistworld system.’ Therefore, as Berman (1998 : 308) continues, in order tounderstand the African state, it is necessary to adopt a historical approach andconsider the cultural logics of politics, which can be understood through theanalysis of linkages between cultural rationality and material political andeconomic dynamics. In the case of Kenya, it is important then to understand therelationships between power and politics, ethnicity and class, and patronagenetworks and accumulation.
Power, wealth, ethnicity and patronageLike all societies, African societies have always been marked by multifaceteddifferentiations of wealth and power (Berman 1998; Iliffe 2007). It is importantto point out that in pre-colonial African polities power was not based on controlof land, because land was plentiful. As Herbst (2000 : 36-41) argues, control ofthe land ‘was often not contested because it was often easier to escape fromrulers than to fight them.’ As a result, and in response to population scarcity inAfrica, it was rights over people that were important signifiers of power.Relations of domination and dependency were based on patriarchal power thatcut across differences of gender, generation, lineage, clan, language and culture;and thus the power relations of pre-colonial Africa were usually of patrons andclients (Berman 1998 : 310). These power relations extended from thehousehold level to the communities and to bigger political units. Formal
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political control was not an easy achievement, as it had to be constructedthrough the establishment of loyalties and oppression (Herbst 2000 : 41). ‘Bigmen’ – who controlled complex networks of clients – had reciprocal but unequalrelations with ‘small boys’, governed their women and children (Berman 1998 :310-311), and drew their power from unequal patron-client relations. However,as Schatzberg (2001 : 24) notes, in the African context such power of the ‘chief’came with fatherly responsibilities. It was the responsibility of a ‘big man’ tonourish, provide and protect those over whom he exercised his power. ‘His ownkind’ had to be seen to have enough to eat, decent clothing, shelter, andhealthcare. In addition to that, a man also had to be a ‘teacher’ and make surethat young ones are decently raised and kept moral values and ethics(Schatzberg 2001 : 148). As a result, powerful ‘big men’ had to accumulatewealth in order to maintain their client networks and provide for theirdependents, as only in this way could they continue to be powerful.The arrival of colonialists modified the dynamics of patron-client relations.Metropolitan states did not want to invest a lot into the civil apparatus and theadministration of their colonies (Herbst 2000 : 68). For this reason, colonialstates applied the strategy of divide and rule: African political activities werefragmented and isolated from each other so that no sustained alliances againstcolonial rule would be formed (Berman 1998; Mamdani 1996). Eachadministrative unit ideally contained a single ‘tribe’ and people lived withindigenous and newly invented institutions and structures of authority.Relationships between local authorities and the colonial administration took apatron-client form, as colonial administrators were providing local chiefs withsources of income, rewarding them and elders with some profits of commodityproduction and trade, and this way securing their loyalty (Berman, 1998: 316).This system had some unexpected outcomes and shifts in the existing localpower relations: the chiefs and headmen in their active quest for accumulationof wealth distributed patronage to their kin and supporters, and often abusedtheir powers to punish enemies and extorted extra-legal payments frompopulations under their control. Lonsdale refers to this process as the‘vulgarisation’ of power (Lonsdale 1992a : 5). Such actions started the
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processes of social differentiation, class formation and created the base for classconflicts and construction of more bounded and politically salient ethnicidentities (Berman 1998 : 317).The new sources of wealth that came with colonial commercial farming, thebuilding of cities and missionary education, were extremely important inexpanding areas of patronage networks. Ethnicity, which used to be relativelyfluid and negotiable in pre-colonial times, became more rigid and singularduring the years of colonialism (Lynch 2006 : 49); as such, it has been at thecentre of Kenyan class formation. As Berman (1998 : 331) points out, adominant class emerged from many overlapping groups of chiefs and elders,literate intellectuals, successful farmers and traders who were interested inclaiming their customary rights to control land and labour, as well as beingeager to maintain social networks of clientage. Meanwhile, poor anddisadvantaged people used ethnicity to support their access to land and otherresources, while reminding the wealthy and powerful of their responsibility tocare for their kin. During colonial times, ethnicity came to be an importantaspect of the organisation of social and patronage networks.Independent Kenyan politics focused on the presidency and, as Gertzel (1984 :410) observes, manifested the continuity of colonial power dynamics – thepresidential institution was based on the principles of patronage whichrequired that political leaders would sustain a local base if they wanted toremain in power. Patronage was distributed through the party and,interestingly, such workings resulted in a highly participatory political system,where local pressures were exercised through the party mechanism ‘right up tothe President’ (ibid.). As Peel (1984 : 182) reiterates, traditional norms ofredistribution and communal responsibility were continued to be practiced,because political and economic elites saw such a system as being beneficial forthem. Networks of patronage were important as a basis for political supportand were increasingly organised around ethnicity. The state, at the same time,played a central role for the accumulation of wealth. As Berman, citing Bayart,(1998 : 334) observes:
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”Civil service departments and public enterprises constitute virtuallybottomless financial reservoirs for those who manage them, and for thepolitical authorities which head them.” The result has been the extension ofethnically-based patron-client networks to the very centre of the stateapparatus, with their ramifying linkages reaching from cabinet to village toproduce what J-F. Bayart graphically describes as the 'rhizome state'.For this reason, understanding ethnicity based networks of patronage is ofextreme importance when analysing the political economy of independentKenya, as it helps to explain the Kenyan government’s decisions over time andpeople’s perceptions of them.
AgricultureThe Kenyan economy was shaped by its colonial experience – as Schatzberg(1987 : 2) points out, the British designed Kenyan economic policies inaccordance with the needs of the metropolitan economy. For this reason,production concentrated mainly on the export of primary products, whileimporting (mainly British) manufactured goods that were required (Adedeji1984 : 196). As a result, secondary and tertiary economic activities, that arenecessary for the development of local industries, were not well developed atthe time of independence (Schatzberg 1987 : 2). It was agriculture that hasgenerally been the source of wealth in Kenya and, in the post-war cash-cropboom period, sustained the continuous growth of the economy. As a result, abias towards rural development and agriculture were important in independentKenya’s development policies.The Kenyan government saw smallholder agriculture as key for the country’sdevelopment. For that reason, half a million hectares of land were used toresettle about 34,000 families of farmers (Legovini 2002 : 14). Farmers wereencouraged to grow tea and coffee, as well as hybridised maize, and peasantproduction expanded greatly (Iliffe 2007 : 260). Expanded agriculturalproduction was enforced by self-help programmes that also contributed toagricultural growth. Yet, it is important to point out that there were greatregional differences in such tendencies and that the post-independenceagricultural expansion contributed to increasing socio-economic inequalities. AsGertzel (1984 : 442) argues, the land reform programme modified the patterns
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of land distribution in rural societies, with poor peasants being the mostdisadvantaged, as wage earners and richer farmers started expanding their landinto the former ‘African areas’. Moreover, division and ‘Africanisation’ of landpreviously owned by European expatriates initially absorbed the expandingpopulation; however, rapid population growth with close to eight births perwoman (Odile and McNicoll 1987 : 209) meant that marginal land was dividedby more people and as a result of that, increased the numbers of rural poor(Iliffe 2007 : 261).It is important to point out that, in contrast to many other African countries, inKenya there was a strong relationship between the national urban elite andinvolvement in agriculture. As Peel (1984 : 168) observes, in the late 1960s andearly 1970s, food shortages, inflation, and rising prices motivated somemembers of the elite to move into large-scale farming of food-crops that wereintended for urban consumption. The elite used their connections and influenceto obtain more land and to get financial support from state institutions. Forexample Legovini (2002 : 14) notes that as a result of large farmers’ lobbyingefforts, prices for Kenyan farmers’ output were very competitive and reached90 per cent of international prices. Such policies immediately delivered anincrease of agricultural output and economic growth. Yet, as she continues, themarketing parastatals that were responsible for the control of interregionalmovements of agricultural produce, often kept producer prices above marketprices, and as a result of such policies, parastatals such as National Cereal andProduce Board or Tea and Coffee Board were important reasons for fiscalimbalances in public finances.Whereas such policies were labelled as ‘irrational’ by IFIs, given the politicalcontext of the time, they were in no way irrational. As Iliffe (2007 : 264) pointsout, policies that were implemented in the early years of independence wereprimarily political, not economic. Seeing the example of Congo breakdown infront of them, African political leaders aimed at strengthening the state andavoiding state collapse. And they did that in a way they knew best – through thestrengthening of governmental controls and the multiplication of networks ofpatronage. Supplying constituents with good prices for their agricultural
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produce and providing jobs for people from their patronage networks was seenas a way to ensure the political stability of the government (Bates 1989; 1987).
‘Africanisation’ of the private sectorWhereas a strong focus on agricultural development was an important part ofindependent Kenya’s policies, it was the Africanisation of the private sector thatwas the main item on the independent government’s agenda (Gertzel 1984 :429).In the late colonial years Kenya’s internal market for consumer goods wasdeveloped enough to have some local manufacturing industries supported bypolicies of import substitution. As Peel (1984 : 173) observes, these wereneither basic, nor heavy industries, and were mainly concentrated in the areasof light manufacturing and assembling, dependent on foreign capital. As a studyconducted in 1963 shows, Kenyan manufacturing firms were owned mainly bylocal Indians (67.2 per cent), followed by local Europeans (24.1 per cent), someinterracial partnerships (5.2 per cent) and 3.4 per cent of manufacturing firmswere in foreign hands (Chandaria's research quoted in Himbara 1994 : 470).Local African entrepreneurs did not have the capital and skills to develop suchindustries and were occupied mainly in distributing manufacturing produce orproducing small scale consumption goods for the urban population (Peel 1984 :173).Immediately after independence, several policy documents were announced bythe independent government pronouncing that, while Kenyan leaders acceptedthe role of foreign capital and local non-Africans as wealth creators, the Africanpopulation should have an opportunity to engage in such wealth creation aswell (Himbara 1994 : 470-471). The Trade Licensing Act of 1967 provided abasis for the transfer of foreign owned trade and commerce to African hands(Gertzel 1984 : 430). In addition to the ‘Africanisation’ of the private sector, theKenyan government took an active role in creating entrepreneurial parastatalsthat were supposed to facilitate the private sector of African capitalism andassist Africans in entering simple industrial processes (Himbara 1994 : 472).State investment in industrial projects usually took the form of partnerships
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between local capital, foreign finance and technical expertise (Swainson 1978 :375). Swainson (1978 : 375-376) argues that state participation in such jointventures did not necessarily mean state control as these projects were rununder management contracts. However, she continues to show how theconditions of the contracts were intensively negotiated and suffered from highlevels of political corruption within the state; one important minister of the1960s, for instance, earned the reputation of ‘Mr Ten Per cent’ among foreigncompanies.Another problem with state initiatives was that the Kenyan population saw it asethnically biased towards the Kikuyu community. As Lynch (2011 : 177)observes, the Kikuyu community has been over-represented among thecountry’s elites at independence and gradually came to a dominant position inthe political and economic scene in the early seventies. Even though it can bedisputed that this process of ‘Kikuyisation’ was centrally managed, it is difficultto deny that Kikuyu elites made little efforts to address growing regionalinequalities in the country.The Kenyan policies of ‘Africanisation’ and parastatals did not reach theirproclaimed aims. First, the parastatals sector was ineffective. Already in the late1970s and early 1980s various commissions of inquiry arrived at the sameconclusions: parastatals were becoming a financial burden, because theyoperated unprofitably due to the fact that their chief executives were politiciansand not skilled managers; moreover, shielded from competition, parastatalcompanies showed various degrees of inefficiency, were producing inferiorproducts, and had high wage bills (Himbara 1994 : 474). All these inefficienciespoint to the working of social and patronage networks that were discussedearlier. Second, state involvement in the private sector failed to create theindependent class of African capitalists as intended. This failure is bestillustrated by the effects that the transition from Kenyatta to the Moi presidencyhad on governing elites. The most successful Kikuyu capitalists that rose towealth and power in the beginning of independence (and usually wereconnected to the Kenyatta family with personal ties) were soon replaced byKalenjin power holders in many multinational corporations and domestic firms’
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boards (Himbara 1994 : 477). Such a process of state bias shifting from‘Kikuyuisation’ to ‘Kalenjinisation’ as Lynch (2011 : 221) has put it, reflects theimportance of parastatal control for patronage and self-enrichment. Therefore,to use Berman’s (1998 : 338) phrasing, some of those, who were ‘eating’ or‘devouring’ while getting their share of state resources, were themselves eatenin the ‘amoral food-chain of politics’.It is important to point out that the state’s involvement in the private sector andindustries did not change the way the Kenyan economy was incorporated intothe international economic system. Despite increasing growth in the privatesector, the country still depended on foreign imports to a high degree. Gulhatiand Sekhar (1982 : 955) point out that such import dependence was the resultof transnational corporations that controlled Kenyan industry preferringforeign imports to local ones. In addition to that, Kenyan exports were growingand entering new markets, but still largely depended on the purchasing powerof neighbouring countries and especially the East African Common Market,which collapsed in 1977. Dependence on foreign capital, imports, and marketsproved to be of extreme importance for the Kenyan economy, largelycontributing to the economic decline of the 1980s, as will be discussed later.
Socio-cultural changeThe early 1970s in Kenya were marked by continuous growth, with manypeople better off than ten years before. The strategies of the Kenyangovernment in the fields of agriculture and the private sector also resulted inmore people benefitting from economic growth. Yet, some serious weaknessesin these policies were becoming visible as well.First, after independence, a whole range of new occupations were opening forthe Kenyan population. A diversity of opportunities arose for educated people;the workforce of industry and commerce became increasingly diversified andspecialised; and the urban working class population became more stable andcommitted because of new pension schemes, wage increases and extendingwelfare schemes (Gertzel 1984 : 440). Yet, this process also increased visibleinequalities in society, since, as the gap between Africans and non-Africans
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narrowed because of a rapid increase in African earnings, the gap betweendifferent groups of Africans widened. The differentiation and ranking ofoccupational categories also became increasingly visible because of the coloniallegacy of segregated residential areas in urban areas, and the most visible werethe ever increasing population of the urban poor living in squatter housing andworking mainly in the informal sector for wages less than half of thoseprevailing in the formal sector (Gertzel 1984 : 441).In addition to the ‘vertical’ inequalities of society, ‘horizontal’ inequalitiesbetween regions (natural and ethnological) within the state also deepened. AsPeel (1984 : 143) points out, the ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ dimensions of socialintegration in Kenya are linked, as there was a tendency for regions andcommunities to structure around an emerging hierarchy; moreover, thecomposition of social strata was not accidental with regards to its regional andethnic origins. This relationship between economic class and ethnicity madeethnic rivalry a central issue of politics, because ethnic associations were linkedwith the economic opportunities available. Gertzel (1984 : 443) gives anexample of late 1960s Kenyan school children’s awareness that the advantagesor disadvantages that they had depended on the province they resided in. TheCentral and Nyanza provinces that were used in the example reflect theperceptions of Luo deprivation in comparison to Kikuyu advantage.Inequalities of opportunity were largely linked to the different levels ofeducation that people had. The Kenyan educational base had been growingsince the end of the Second World war and the independent schools that startedbeing opened in 1920 played an important role in this process (Gertzel 1984 :444). Local communities were establishing their own schools that weresupported by communities themselves, and not by the colonial state ormissionaries. These independent schools were especially popular in CentralProvince, and therefore people from Kikuyu areas were overly representedamong educated Kenyans. As Peel (1984 : 178) points out, this growing numberof educated people provided clerks for the colonial government, commercialcompanies, and teachers for schools. Educated youths that were occupied in theformal sector formed a new generation of elites and were conscious bearers of
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new values, differing from the ‘old elite’ which consisted mainly of chiefsholding local political authority.After independence, Kenya’s educational strategy was aimed at increasingeducation at all levels and redressing regional imbalances. Jomo Kenyatta,Kenya’s prime minister of the time, called for a development strategy based on aspirit of self-help (Harambee) in 1963:As we participate in pomp and circumstance and as we make merry at this time,remember this: we are relaxing before the toil that is to come. We must workharder to fight our enemies – ignorance, sickness and poverty. I therefore giveyou the call: Harambee! Let us work hard together for our country Kenya(quoted in Mwiria 1990 : 351).This harambee movement is responsible for the construction of many schools inindependent Kenya. Bogonko (quoted in Amutabi 2003 : 130) observed thatthere have been more secondary schools erected through the self-helpmovement than built by the state. Amutabi (2003 : 130) points out that Kenya’sfirst Education Commission had issued warnings about the expansion of
harambee schools and drew attention to the fact that such institutions wereproducing ‘disastrously poor results’. Yet, such warnings were ignored bypoliticians, who were often involved in sponsoring harambee schools.The support for the expansion of education by politicians is understandable – inKenya, education, along with politics and ethnicity have been perceived as thekey to privilege and power and sought after by many. Therefore, in the end of1973, marking the ten years of independence, President Jomo Kenyattaannounced a decree declaring free education for the first four years of schoolingin primary schools, which boosted primary school enrolment (Amutabi 2003;Somerset 2009). The second wave of increase in education enrolment followedthe 1978 presidential directive by President Moi who expanded free educationfor the whole duration of primary education (ibid.). With two million childrenenrolled in primary schools and 300,000 in secondary schools, Kenya was ableto achieve impressive enrolment results in the late 1970s (Gertzel 1984 : 448).Yet, as Gertzel (1984 : 450) observes, Kenya maintained the inherited colonialschool system. This way, even though racial segregation was abolished, the
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system of high-cost, low-cost and free schools that remained meant theinequality with regards to access to education became based on economic strata.Criticising the ‘politically fronted schools that threaten to tear the Kenyansociety apart’, Amutabi (2003 : 130) points to the economic un-viability andunequal quality of education throughout the country. This conflict between thepopular demand of education, the ideal of a more egalitarian society, and theneed for skilled man-power with relevant training, points to the process ofsocial transformation that was affecting an increasingly unequal society withlimited resources (Gertzel, 1984 : 449).
1980s: the transitionThe economic success of the early independence years turned into a crisis in thelate 1970s. Political structures and issues played an important part in setting upthe stage for financial crisis, but there were several reasons for the crisis thatwere outside the reach of Kenyan politicians.One of the most fundamental reasons for the economic melt-down was rapidpopulation growth. Kenya’s population growth rate rose from 3.4 to 3.8 per centfrom 1962 to 1979 and was among the highest in the world with fertility rate of8.1 births per woman in the early 1980s (Sindiga 1985 : 73). Such demographicchange is directly connected to improvements made in health care and nutrition.The early years of independence were marked by the construction of largehospitals in big cities and primary health care centres in rural areas. Aid donorssupported the establishment of teaching hospitals and a lot of emphasis was puton improving health, diet, and hygiene (Oliver and Atmore 2005 : 325). As aresult of such efforts, infant mortality in Kenya halved from 160 to about 87 per1000 live births between 1958 and 1977 and crude death rates decreased(Sindiga 1985 : 74). The victory over disease and death is surely a greatachievement for the Kenyan population, yet it also brought the young stateunder great economic and social stress. As Oliver and Atmore (2005 : 325)note,‘[i]t meant that, until childbearing habits adjusted themselves to the new levelsof life expectancy, the young nations of Africa would have “to run in order tostand still”.’ For this reason, even though Kenyan economic progress was
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remarkable in absolute terms, when taking into account the needs of a growingpopulation this success was only modest (Adedeji 1984 : 226).In addition to a growing population, the second important reason for Kenya’seconomic decline was changes in the global economy. The manufacturing sectorof Kenya was aimed at local consumers and exports to the East AfricanCommunity (Low 1982 : 293). In 1977, the custom union between Kenya,Uganda and Tanzania broke down and Kenyan export markets started suffering(Legovini 2002). Kenya’s economic growth in the post-independence years wasmainly based on agricultural exports supplying the post-war commodity boom.This long post-war boom ended in 1973 with the oil producers’ price increase.During the 1970s the price of oil had increased fifteen-fold, and theconsequences of this increase for countries like Kenya, which relied on oilimports, was that essential imports cost more (Oliver and Atmore 2005 : 332).In addition to that, Africa’s dependence on motor (not water or rail) transportmeant that transportation systems and many other aspects of the economy leftthem especially vulnerable, and their terms of trade declined rapidly (Iliffe2007 : 261). The years of 1979 and 1980 were also marked by severe droughtsand agricultural prices fell, which affected the Kenyan economy particularlyharshly (Legovini 2002). As Illife (2007 : 261) points out, while other continentswere producing competing commodities and the focus of international tradeshifted to the exchange of manufactured goods between industrial countries,sub-Saharan Africa’s share of international trade fell down to probably itslowest point in a thousand years.The consequences of this crisis were disastrous for Kenya. As Organisation ofthe Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) invested their surplus from oil tradein the financial sector, vast amounts of money became available for lending(O'Brien and Williams 2004 : 223). The availability of such external funding wasseen as a solution by the government to stabilise the country’s economicsituation. As Oliver and Atmore (2005 : 333) observe, in the decade from 1975to 1985, African economies that were borrowing money relatively easily wentuntransformed and so the structural weaknesses resulted in even moredevastating results. In 1986, Kenya’s external debt was 64 per cent of its GDP
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and it rose to 86 per cent in 1992 (Legovini 2002). Serving such a huge externaldebt sometimes cost more than the revenues received for exports and soonenough sources of borrowing started to decrease (Oliver and Atmore 2005 :335).In 1980, Kenya became one of the first African countries to accept IMFsurveillance and to receive a World Bank structural adjustment loan (Gibbon1995 : 7). At that time, Kenya was seen as a reliable country and a good placefor investments by Western powers and IFIs. For that reason, the first structuraladjustment loan was only tied to requirements to implement more outwardoriented policies in the industrial sector. After receiving the loan, the Kenyangovernment showed initiative and introduced two important macro-economicreforms on its own: the exchange rate devaluation and the introduction of realpositive interest rates by the Central Bank (Gibbon 1995 : 11). The secondStructural Adjustment loan that Kenya received in 1982 had more extensiveconditionalities of trade liberalisation and reforms in agricultural sectorattached. Trade liberalisation was slowly implemented by the Kenyangovernment, but agricultural sector reform proved to be more ‘difficult’ (Gibbon1995 : 12). The main difficulty was the World Bank’s requirement to privatisemaize marketing. Marketing chains were of extreme importance for the Kenyangovernment not only because it was the main channel for the country’s foodsupply, but also because, since the death of President Kenyatta, it became thecentre of the national political patronage system (Ikiara et al. 1995 : 31). Forthis reason, the Kenyan government resisted reforms regarding maizemarketing. Therefore, a pattern developed whereby the Kenyan governmentwould agree to conditionalities attached to the loan, but after receiving themoney would find reasons for non-compliance (Gibbon 1995 : 13). This processlasted until the early 1990s.Economic difficulties were not the only problem for Kenya in this transitiontime. The relatively easy gains of the post-independence period were now over,and politically it was also becoming increasingly difficult to justify the state’slegitimacy (Gibbon 1995 : 10). This was not a new issue in Kenya, as during theKenyatta presidency the state’s legitimacy was ethnically partial and not all
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ethnic groups had access to the fruits of independence. The discontent felt bypeasants who saw some lands being passed over to members of Kenyatta’s ownKikuyu ethnic group – particularly among those who regarded themselves as‘locals’ of the same area – was shared by a critical part of the intelligentsia whoopposed the regime. The state under Kenyatta was criticised not only becauseof its ethnic politics and for the enrichment of a small group (which includedKenyatta’s family and friends), but also because of an increasing concentrationof presidential power that was becoming less accountable (Gibbon 1995 : 10).Another issue that led to the questioning of the legitimacy of the Kenyatta statewas the level of state repression met by anyone who challenged the president.Even though Kenya of 1960-1970s was a relatively free and open country andKenyatta allowed some criticism and political debates, ‘he came down with aniron fist whenever his leadership was threatened’ (Lynch 2011 : 176).With Moi’s accession, advantages enjoyed by the Kikuyu started beingredistributed and the areas of state legitimacy shifted; however, the feeling ofstate illegitimacy gained even more intense forms, as the political-administrative classes and free professions that were preferred by Kikuyuproduced some strong and vocal opposition. Moi’s response to such opposingvoices – restrictive measures for political freedom – brought the Kenyangovernment’s legitimacy to the centre of international debates (Gibbon 1995 :10). With a changing situation in the international political arena because of theend of the Cold War, Kenyan autocratic rule resulted in frequent suspensions ofon-going aid programmes and calls for democracy. The restoration of multi-party democracy (Lynch 2011) marked the end of transition and start of thesecond period in the political economy of Kenya, which is the main concern ofthis thesis.
Kenya in structural adjustment and later neo-liberal policiesAs was already mentioned, Kenya implemented only introductory reforms thatwere prescribed by the World Bank until 1993. After 1993 the new governmentstarted complying with IFI requirements attached to Structural AdjustmentPrograms (SAPs) that were building on neo-liberal theory.
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Neo-liberalism is built around individual freedom as a core political andeconomic value. This is best attained through a competitive market society,which requires the non-interference of the state in the economy. Theindividual’s right to choose, to participate in the markets and to fulfil his needsare always emphasised when explaining the benefits of neo-liberalism and the‘miracle’ of a system in which markets help everyone to fulfil their dreams(Duménil and Lévy 2005 : 16). The market is the cornerstone of the neo-liberaldoctrine, and the market mechanism is offered as a solution to almost alleconomic and social problems (Howard and King 2004 : 40).At the heart of structural adjustment conditions was the deregulation ofmarkets (liberalisation), privatisation, macroeconomic stability, andwithdrawal or ‘rolling back’ of the state (Braunstein 2012 : 33). Many of theimportant neo-liberal concepts were not far from how the Kenyan governmentimagined developing society, as was mentioned before. Yet, the withdrawal ofthe state from any economic decisions was problematic, not only because of thestate’s heavy presence in the country’s economy, but also because of patron-client relations that were an integral part of such interference. For this reasonthe Kenyan government resisted implementing many of the required reformsuntil 1993. The poor results of the SAPs were blamed by IFIs on such non-implementation; yet, as Gibbon (1995, 1996) convincingly argues, even fullimplementation of prescribed policies could not have led to a great economicrecovery because of the erroneous intellectual foundations on which structuraladjustment policies were built on.First, the assumption that the free market would bring efficiency can be debated.The market economy is claimed to be superior to any other system because ofits ability to mediate free exchange and trade which, in turn, supposedly bringsincreased welfare to all parties involved (Turner 2008 : 115). However, such anunderstanding of the market fails to understand the social constructions thatdetermine the structure of production relations and relations betweenproducers and external forces (Gibbon 1995 : 21). The study of Ikiara et al.(1995) of the Kenyan Cereal Chain shows how many public and private playersinteract in the cereal market which makes it difficult to believe that state’s
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withdrawal from this mix would end certain practices, such as for example ‘rentseeking’. Moreover, Ikiara et al. (1995 : 67) argue that the private sector alone isnot able to take over the role of National Cereals and Produce Board unless it isassisted to do so, which points to the difficulties of separating politics, state andeconomy. The separation of state and economy, which is seen as an ideal byneo-liberal structural adjustment, also raises the question of how suchseparation would happen. If, as Gibbon (1995 : 21) argues, the link betweenstate and economy should be severed by political actions, keeping in mind thepatronage networks related to the state, it is possible that the withdrawal ofpatronage from the public sector can result in an increase of patronage in otherforms of public assets, such as in land as occurred in Kenya (see for exampleKlopp 2000).Second, studies that were conducted in Kenya to evaluate grassrootsdevelopment and change over the course of 1980s (Kanyinga 1995; Ngunyi1995) show that there are many criticisms that could be directed to the WorldBank’s accounts on resources that might act as adjustment bearers, such as theprivate sector or voluntary organisations (Gibbon 1996 : 763).‘Civil society’, in the logic of structural adjustment, is supposed to play the roleof pluralising the institutional environment and promote democratic ways ofpolitical interaction. Yet, in the case of Kenya, many social movements, forexample, harambee or Kenyan churches, have a variety of different relations tothe state and political elites and therefore their pluralising effect is a complexand ambiguous issue. For instance, harambee movements, which could be seenas a manifestation of civil society, serve both the interests of Kenyan elites andcommunities as an instrument of politics and economics (Thomas 1988 : 4).Instead of acting as a pluralising force, harambee movements are part ofKenya’s political life. Similarly, the NGO sector that grew tremendously between1996 and 2006, often fails to play the supposed pluralising role and in fact isserving as a tool to maintain the social and political status quo (Hearn 2001,2007; Mercer 2003).
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Such situation is in part to do with changes in donor policy: since the firstgeneration of reforms (SAPs) did not reap the expected results by the 1990s,IFIs abandoned heavy-handed, unpopular reforms. The approach todevelopment shifted towards emphasis on partnership, participation and goodgovernance which are supposed to create ‘ideal conditions’ for internationalfinance and investment (Craig and Porter 2003 : 54), and, in turn, would resultin social development. Therefore, instead of strict conditionalities internationaldonors endorsed partnerships as a new way forward – this new developmentstrategy, instead of prescribing interventionist decisions to countries, holds thatrecipient countries must own reforms and make their choices for development(Collier and Dollar 2001; Craig and Porter 2003). The ownership of reforms ispromoted by involving NGOs and civil society organisations as representativesfor the poor. Yet, as Craig and Porter (2003 : 54) argue:But these approaches are nonetheless prone to accusations of being mere ‘spinand deceit’, embodying a basic duplicity in dealing, on the one hand, with ‘thepoor’ – who are to be ‘included’ –and, on the other hand, with the politicaleconomy of poverty and inequality – which is not robustly addressed, exceptthrough commitments to growth and ‘inclusion’. As others have noted, ThirdWay rhetoric certainly has a special facility for re-branding and re-spinningnew progressive outfits for old liberal policy […].Having started with SAPs in the 1980s, neo-liberal reforms morphed intoPoverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs) in the new millennium, introducednew policies and what Pierre Bourdieu and Loïc Wacquant (2001) call the ‘neo-liberal newspeak’ that surround them, but the essence of the reforms that arepromoted by the IFIs are the same ‘sound’ macroeconomic framework,liberalisation, deregulation, and privatisation that should increase economicgrowth and efficiency (Abrahamsen 2004b). What is more, as Abrahamsen(2004a) argues, this new emphasis on partnerships ‘invoke specifictechnologies of global liberal governance which help produce modern, self-disciplined citizens and states that can be trusted to govern themselvesaccording to liberal democratic norms.’ So the recipient states can no longer besimply described as governed through coercion and domination; asAbrahamsen continues, the power in partnerships is voluntary and coercive atthe same time and produces new forms of agency and discipline.
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Consequently, in this process, as Harrison (2001) points out, it is difficult todetermine between external and internal actors and interests, because interestsof donors and political elites are converging. Since the era of neo-liberalrestructuring, donors are trying to make countries ‘own’ neo-liberal reforms; atthe same time, in the face of dried up opportunities to earn money in the privateand public sectors, the NGO sector arose as an alternative for making moneyand rent-seeking (Hearn, 2007 : 1102). For this reason, many NGOs are createdby civil servants, who lost their positions during restructuring, but still maintaingood contacts with ministries (Fowler in Hearn, 2007 : 1103); and who adoptneo-liberal discourses. Therefore, while some elite (mainly international) NGOsserve as a haven for elites looking for gainful employment, most NGOs are small,understaffed and heavily donor dependant, and are ‘more likely to be concernedwith the practicalities of service provision and income generation than withpolicy debates on debt and macroeconomics’(Mercer, 2003 : 754).Neo-liberal adjustment was based on a Western understanding of economicsand ignored the history and culture of recipient countries when implementinggovernance reforms (Nanda 2006 : 272). This way the power of informalpolitical processes, as Chabal (2009) points out, was ignored in developmentpolicies and resulted in a situation where, for example, in Kenya, both formaland informal governance was cohabitating in the state. This means that,domestically, political leaders were behaving according to the workings ofinformal politics (maintaining relations and delivering benefits to their clients)and that relations with the outside world were based on a formal modernWestern bureaucratic model of the state (Chabal 2009 : 6). Of course these dualdemands of two types of governance were conflicting, as investments in thename of self-sustaining economic growth were spent to please clients and so,once resources to sustain this system ran out, informal governance came todominate. Such a misunderstanding of continuous cultural and politicalpractices had profound effects in different spheres of the Kenyan state.
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Adjusting Kenyan economy and employmentThe process of structural adjustment had significant effects for the Kenyanpopulation. First, opportunities for wage employment shrank and incomegenerating activities shifted from the formal to the informal sector. Politicalreforms that were aimed at increasing the efficiency of the Kenyan economyresulted in significant personnel reduction in the parastatal enterprises whichtraditionally accounted for a big share of public sector employment. In additionto shrinking employment opportunities within state enterprises, the size of thecivil service was also reduced through voluntary early retirement andretrenchment programs (Oiro et al. 2004 : 9). Moreover, the implementation oftrade reforms in early 1990s meant that local firms, especially textile andagriculture-based ones, were facing strong competition from imports. As aresult of that, most firms could not sustain high levels of employment and,exploiting a new 1994 redundancy law, started reducing the number of theirworkers (Manda 2004 : 18). The situation further worsened when facing stiffcompetition from abroad; companies in the textile and sugar sectors startedclosing down, leaving thousands of former employees unemployed (Manda2004 : 28).This massive loss of employment is important on several levels. First, the mostobvious effect of decreases in waged employment is for the previouslyemployed person and his or her immediate family. With massive reductionsaround the country, it became increasingly difficult for people to findalternative waged employment which meant that many families lost their mainsources of income and had to adjust their living standards to the new realities.Moreover, due to continuous population growth labour markets could notabsorb a rising labour force into the formal economy. This meant that manyfamilies could not afford education for their children, or suddenly found itdifficult to seek for medical help. However, besides this immediate effect, therewas another important social aspect of unavailable waged employment.Because of existing patron-client relations, many employed people were sharingtheir income with a wide network of clients: income was trickling down towider networks of kin, relatives and other people. Severing such income from
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waged employment meant that all of the people in such networks experiencedfinancial loss (see Dia 1996 : 192).The on-going reforms resulted in a great shift of workers from the formal to theinformal sector as can be seen from the growing share of workers in theinformal sector (from 20 per cent in 1990 to 70.4 per cent in 2000) and theshrinking share of wage employment (see Table 1). Jobs that appeared as analternative in the informal sector were not only poorly paid, but also ratherinsecure due to the low survival rate of firms which made workers vulnerableto poverty (Manda 2004 : 26).
Table 2.1: Employment outside small-scale agriculture (1988-2000)









1988 1736.3 77.5 2.5 20.01989 1796.2 76.2 2.5 21.31990 2395.0 58.8 2.0 39.21991 2557.1 56.4 2.0 41.61992 2753.2 53.1 2.0 44.91993 2997.5 49.2 1.9 48.91994 3355.1 44.8 1.7 53.81995 3855.1 40.4 1.6 58.01996 4325.8 37.4 1.5 61.11997 4698.4 35.1 1.4 63.51998 5083.2 32.7 1.4 65.91999 5477.5 30.5 1.2 68.22000 5893.0 28.4 1.1 70.4Adapted from Manda, D. K. (2004). Globalisation and the Labour Market in Kenya.Nairobi: Kenya Institute for Public Policy Research and Analysis. P.25
During the 1990s formal sector employment expanded by 1.8 per cent a year incomparison to a 3.5 per cent labour force annual growth (Nyangito et al. 2004 :27-28), which means that structural adjustment reforms did not manage tocreate enough jobs for the growing population of Kenya. This, in turn, meantchanges in the ways of making a living: acquiring education and seeking formalemployment in big towns, which was seen as a good way of making a livingsince colonial times, ceased to sustain families in the face of government
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downsizing and privatisation policies (Smith 2001 : 430). Local commercialactivities remained as the main income generating activity for many. Thisprocess also had highly gendered implications as will be further discussed inchapter three.Agricultural production, which had grown since independence, starteddeclining in the 1980s and continued to decline after the reforms of the early1990s. As mentioned before, such a decline was partly related to externalfactors such as bad weather conditions and the end of the commodity boom.However, as Kimenyi (2002 : 11) points out, structural adjustment reforms alsohad an influence through the failure to improve agricultural performancebecause of the institutional void that was created by market liberalisationpolicies. The policy packages were general for all developing countries andconcentrated on removal of government subsidies, market deregulation,reduction of import tariffs, and privatisation of marketing and service provision(Nyangito et al. 2004 : 9). What is more, policies were implemented abruptly,with no transition period allowed. It was assumed that the role previouslyplayed by the Kenyan government would be taken over by the private sector.Yet, as the example of the National Cereal and Production Board shows, theprivate sector was not ready for such challenges (for example see Ikiara et al.1995).As a result, the agricultural sector showed mixed results after the reforms. Onone hand, the total population of the country continued to increase and thedomestic food production, which grew at 1.5 per cent per annum in 1990s, didnot match population growth (Nyangito et al. 2004 : 16), which meant thatKenyan food security started declining and the country started depending onfood imports to meet the needs of its population. On the other hand, someKenyan crops were still important cash earning sources. For example teabecame the most important cash-crop with horticulture produce following closeby, and coffee and sisal remaining important export commodities (Legovini2002). Kenyan horticulture received a lot of attention and was celebrated as asuccess story by the IFIs. However, it is important to point out that such‘success’ was made possible by the investments of foreign companies that
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export most of the produce to European markets and employ local labour atexploitative terms and conditions (Barrientos et al. 2003; Dolan 2002; Hale andOpondo 2005). Many ‘successful’ companies in Kenya rely on foreign capital andemploy Kenyan labour in conditions very similar to those under colonial rule. Itthus seems that the process of ‘Africanisation’ of the Kenyan industries wasoverturned and the Kenya debate of 1970s suddenly gained a renewedrelevance for the contemporary Kenyan economy.Seventy-five per cent of the Kenyan population live in rural areas and dependon agriculture for their livelihoods. Nyangito et al. (2004 : 86) observe thatthere has been a shift in the contribution of household incomes from thedominance of agricultural in 1982 to non-agriculture related activities. The non-agricultural activities that sustain most farmers today also experienced a shiftfrom wage employment in 1994 towards mainly informal businesses andactivities later on. Such shifting patterns are related not only to reforms inagriculture, but also to reforms in many other sectors. For example, therelaxation of employment laws had a significant influence on theinformalisation of labour. As a Kenyan Human Right Commission report(Mutunga et al. 2002 : 17) shows, multinational companies that came todominate production use new laws to increase their profits. For example in thecase of Del Monte, in 1999, only 31 per cent of the whole workforce working forthis multinational company was composed of permanent workers. Theremaining workforce was either seasonal or hired on a daily basis, which meansless protection and social security for the latter two groups. Therefore, a shift inthe nature of household income does not necessarily mean a shift in occupation.People in rural areas still depend on agriculture-related activities for theirlivelihoods, yet, they work on different terms than before the reforms and theirincome has fell. The average income of the rural household which has beenincreasing between 1982 and 1994 started experiencing a decline since thereforms (Nyangito et al. 2004 : 66), even if part of the people work in the agro-companies that are considered to be successful by the IFIs.Tourism came to be one of the most important pillars of the Kenyan economy.In the first decade of independence the number of people visiting Kenya as
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tourists increased by 132 per cent and since 1987 tourism has been the leadingearner of foreign exchange overtaking tea produce (Omondi 2003). Kenya’snatural beauty, wildlife, good climate and white sand beaches attract a largenumber of tourists every year, while its standing as the regional business hubfor East Africa means that the country also enjoys a significant number ofbusiness travellers. The Kenyan National Bureau of Statistics (2009) counts thatin 2008, which was a bad year for Kenyan tourism because of the electoralviolence of 2007, saw 1.2 million international arrivals. In 2010 this numbergrew to 1.6 million (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 2011). The presence ofthe tourism and business travel sectors and its links to domestic industries areseen as a success in terms of attracting investments, but the effect of this‘victory’ on society can be somewhat less than triumphant: as Julia O’ConnellDavidson (1998 : 74-87) observes, the tourism sector that attracts a lot ofinvestments does not always have a ‘trickle down’ effect on societies that hostmultinational corporations occupied in this field. Most of the profits come backto developed countries and opportunities that are available for localpopulations are often limited to low-paid and unskilled jobs. A big tourismsector also brings inequalities between places far away and local populationsinto sharp relief, as both visitors and people who host visitors can see thedifferences of their purchasing power, opportunities, and living conditions.Whereas the economic situation of post-colonial Kenya became more uncertainas a result of changing economic opportunities, the Kenyan population alsoexperienced significant social change.
Social changeAs a result of neo-liberal fiscal policies centred on balancing the national budget,the Kenyan state found it increasingly difficult to fund public services in thesectors of health and education.Health sector ‘user fees’ were introduced across Kenya in 1989, but cancelledafter less than a year on the grounds that they denied access to healthcare topoor people. Finally fees were re-introduced in 1992 with some changes thatrequired payment of the fee after receiving treatment and expanded the groups
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of the population that were exempt from fee payment (Bedi et al. 2004 : 7-8).Despite healthcare reform formally taking the poor population intoconsideration, studies show that contrary to the guidelines on the pricing policyin public dispensaries, fees continued to be charged and the Ministry of Healthwas unable to enforce fee waivers (Nganda, 2000 quoted in Bedi et al., 2004 : 9).Mwabu et al. (1995) report a drop of about 50 per cent in public clinics’attendance after the introduction of fees and a discussion paper by Bedi et al.(2004 : 30) concludes that most Kenyans started relying on non-governmentalservices for healthcare. This includes not only private healthcare clinics, butalso traditional treatment and home remedies. Private health facilities arenearly four times more expensive than government ones, however, they attractan increasingly larger number of people, even the ones who struggle to pay theexpenses, because of their superior quality (Bedi et al. 2004 : 31).Structural adjustment also coincided with the HIV/AIDS epidemic. The firstreports of AIDS cases in Kenya in the mid-1980s were denounced as alarmistand racist by the Kenyan government. As Thomas (2003 : 181) observes, thegovernment’s response was influenced by the financial constraints of thecountry. First, some government officials were worried that too much attentionto HIV/AIDS would have bad consequences for Kenya’s reputation as anattractive tourist destination. Yet, income derived from tourism was crucial forthe government’s ability to repay loans and purchase expensive exports. Second,the Kenyan healthcare system was already overburdened and the governmenthad no means to increase its spending. This slow government response to theepidemic, can be linked, at least in part, with high HIV infection rates amongKenyan adults (15-49 years), which reached 14 per cent in 1990 (Thomas 2003 :182). HIV prevalence rates continued to grow until 2000 when they reached13.4 per cent of the population and then started to slowly decrease4. Thereasons for the decreasing HIV prevalence rates are attributed to President Moifinally declaring HIV/AIDS a national disaster, the encouragement of condomuse, and to the death of many infected people.
4http://www.avert.org/hiv-aids-kenya.htm#contentTable0 accessed 25 October 2012
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High HIV infection rates in combination with the government’s reducedspending on social services and an increasingly difficult economic environmentmeant that many Kenyan households faced severe problems. First, people whowere infected were of the most productive age which means that many of thefamilies lost their bread-winners and had to care for the infected. Loss of familyincome has strong gendered effects as women are more likely to take theburden of caring for the sick, to withdraw from income-generating activitiesbecause of their home duties, and are more vulnerable to stigmatisationbecause of social perceptions, as will be discussed in chapter three. In additionto the financial burden that caring for an infected family member (or a few as isoften the case) brought, there was the stigma related to HIV/AIDS. These twoprocesses together, as Beckmann (2010) shows, are related to the breakdownof social and emotional support networks and points to the broader processesat work – commodification in areas of treatment and care-giving as well as theemergence of markets for health. The gendered effects of this change will befurther discussed in chapter three.Education was another area significantly affected by structural adjustment.Cost-sharing reforms in education were introduced in 1988 and, similarly tohealthcare reform, led to a fall in primary school participation rates. Somerset(2009 : 242) shows that between the census of 1989 and 1999 the number ofpupils attending primary school increased by only 1.25 per cent which issignificantly lower than the growth of the total 6-13 year age group which was2.68 per cent. The introduction of user fees for education meant that youngpeople from poor backgrounds could not afford education and in this wayremained locked in the vicious circle of poverty (Babb 2005 : 213). Thisespecially affected girls who still suffer from negative stereotyping in society,and drop out of schools at a much higher rates than boys; as a result of that,only 16 per cent of females (compared to 23 per cent of males) who enrol inprimary education reach tertiary education (Shabaya and Konadu-Agyemang2004 : 409). The initiative of free primary education for all introduced byPresident Mwai Kibaki in 2003 marked a 35 per cent increase in schoolenrolment, however, issues regarding the quality of education remains. Private
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schools out-perform public schools in examinations by a significant margin(Somerset 2009 : 249). Surveys of school quality in Kenya show that manyschools still suffer from limited quantities of textbooks and other learningmaterial available, while groups as large as 100 pupils (see Bailey 2009) aresometimes found crowded into classrooms that are too small for such anamount of students. Somerset (2011 : 496) points out that many schools needsubstantial resources that are well beyond those available to them in order toachieve an ‘acceptable level’. The poor quality of public education means thatmany parents struggle to send their children to private schools even if it puts aheavy burden on family finances.In the face of shrinking state entitlements in Kenya, market based privateinstitutions and organisations offer a wide range of services and social care forthose who can afford them. However, in a country where 45.9 per cent of thepopulation is estimated to live under the national poverty line and 31 per centof the population below minimum dietary energy consumption (World Bank2011 : 47-48) one has to consider two groups of Kenyans. As Were et al. (2005 :50) point out, structural adjustment reforms disproportionally affected thepoor ‘deepening asymmetries in income and access to resources’ and resultedin winners and losers in the process. An analysis of the real monthly earnings ofindividuals with different levels of education in Kenya since 1978 shows thatwinners after neo-liberal adjustment are highly skilled and university-educatedindividuals as their earnings increased with time. Unskilled and semi-skilledindividuals, though, constitute a group of ‘losers’ who experienced great lossesas a consequence of the reforms (Manda 2004 : 35-36). Given the highinequalities in Kenyan society that prevail since structural adjustment, thecommodification bias has two dimensions. First, rich and middle-class Kenyans,who are what Were et al. call ‘winners’ after reforms, experience themarketisation of their lives. Private healthcare, private pensions, privatechildren/elders care, and private education are available to them and women ofthese households can rely on the help of modern imported technology, hiredhouse-help, drivers, gardeners, maids, and cooks. The issues of shrinking state
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entitlements are not affecting this group very much, because they have financialmeans to seek private services.Still, the group of ‘losers’ who experienced losses as a result of reforms areoperating in very uncertain conditions with very little or no social security andno clear job prospects. Harvey (2007 : 18) notes that the implementation ofneo-liberal policies in the state results in increased inequalities in society andthe creation of extremely rich individuals that profited from the privatisationprocess. This is surely the case in African states where the interaction betweenrich, middle class and poor reminds one of Sassen’s (2002 : 255) description ofglobal cities and the labour division in them. Rich and middle classprofessionals are highly-paid and occupy managerial and coordinative positionsin key areas for the global economy. Groups of such professionals can be easilyspotted in the cities of Kenya, as they work for international corporations, NGOs,and technology companies; earn salaries that allow them to live independentlyfrom their parents; and maintain a certain lifestyle (see for example Spronk2012). Companies that create demand for other highly-skilled professionals alsocreate demand for low-paid service workers. The demand for low-paid labour iscreated not only by companies operating in the global economy and requiringcheap farm labour for their produce, for example; but also by the lifestyle of thepeople who are benefiting from such a system. The lifestyle of the high-paidprofessionals create low-paid job opportunities for maids, nannies, and staff atexpensive restaurants, bars, shops, and hotels that well-off people patronise. AsSassen (2002 : 255) observes, traditionally, a growing economy or growth incertain sectors has been a source of workers’ empowerment. Yet, in the currentmoment of the global political economy, which will be defined in the next partof this chapter, such a link is broken and produces a class of workers who areisolated, marginalised, and barely visible.
The current moment in Kenyan political economyDespite the changes in the international political economy and the fact that theon-going global financial crisis challenges the IFI’s hegemony (Hickey 2012), themain features defining the Kenyan economy today are still large inequalities,unemployment, and inadequate social services. These issues are not new;
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analogous problems in the Kenyan economy were pointed out in the early yearsof independence. For example, commenting on the late 1960s Gertzel (1984 :417) pointed out that Kenya was in a phase of growth with no correspondingdevelopment. Similarly, as wa Githinji and Holmquist (2009 : 113) argue, theimpressive growth rates that started to be recorded in Kenya since 2002 are notsustainable and do not generate development that would be sufficient for socialinclusion and equality. This is so due to the nature of the economic growth andinequalities. Wa Githinji (2010 : 10) analyses the year 2005, which recordedone of the biggest growth rates, as an example illustrating this: 78 per cent ofvalue added growth generated by exports that year was owed to the cut flowersector, which amounts to 25 per cent of growth in agriculture, but occupies lessthan 0.01 per cent of the agricultural land in the country. Large commercialfarms generate a considerable part of the recorded growth in agriculture, yetthis does not mean the reduction of poverty or significant improvement ofliving conditions in rural Kenya, since the majority of people occupied inagriculture are small-holders and subsistence farmers. Therefore, the IFI’s focuson the economy as a whole does not necessarily translate in the improvement ofthe economic position occupied by the poor. Neither of periods considered here– early independence and recent economic growth – have transformed theeconomy of the country, and thus both have failed to bring about more equalitythrough the ‘trickle down’ effect.The issues of contemporary Kenya are the legacy of different policies adoptedover the years of independence and even during the colonial period. Neo-liberalpolicies that are an important marker in defining the contemporary Kenyaneconomy are also as relevant today as at the time of their implementation. AsBraunstein (2012 : 1) observes, despite the fact that the term ‘Washingtonconsensus’ sounds old-fashioned, the macroeconomic policies that arerecommended and prescribed for developing countries are little different fromthose prescribed in the early 1980s. A burgeoning criticism of reforms resultedin international donors reintroducing the state, accompanied by the concepts ofdemocratisation and good governance, to the neo-liberal discourse and theagenda for Africa (World Bank 1997). The IFIs saw the failure of SAPs as a
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result of a lack of ‘adequate institutional depth and capacity’, not because ofunsuitable policies, so commitment to neo-liberalism remained (Woods 1999 :40). Although there is still no clear criteria for what constitutes goodgovernance and how to measure it , the emphasis of the IFIs shifted from crude‘liberalisation’ to the state’s capacity to effectively use development assistancethrough the good governance framework (Nanda 2006 : 270-274). For thisreason the new generation of reforms are more concerned about the nature ofstate action: institutional capacity building, civil service (or more broadly publicservice) reform, the introduction of new forms of information technology,finance management and human resource management, technical assistance,and the facilitation of public participation in policy monitoring, evaluation anddevelopment (Harrison 2004 : 18).The new face of neo-liberal practice in Kenya, as Comaroff and Comaroff (2001 :36) point out, commenting on ‘millennial’ capitalism, is marked by the sense ofchange and crisis. The Comaroffs see such a sense deriving its strength from thestate’s inability to assure its citizens a regular income, to protect them fromdestitution, and ensure their safety. Neo-liberal capitalism is marked bycontradictions: it seems to both include and marginalise in unanticipated ways,and it produces desires on a global scale, yet at the same time reduces certaintyof work and security for many (Comaroff and Comaroff 2001 : 8). In addition tothis ambiguous nature, the current moment breaks away from the past becauseof the influence of media and migration, as argued by Appadurai (1996 : 3).Because of the expansion of mass media and its increased reach, people todayare more aware than ever of their ‘place-in-the-world’, to use Ferguson’s (2006)term, and of global inequalities. People are also better connected and have goodknowledge of the lifestyles that are unavailable to them. In combination withthe mass media’s outreach, the process of migration is another force of change –both media and migration allow for the imagination to create dreams that areno longer bound within specific local, national or regional spaces (Appadurai1996 : 4). Neo-liberal practice locks the poor in restrained economic realitiesand poverty, but is accompanied with neo-liberal ideas and discourse that
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emphasise freedom and entrepreneurship. This ambiguity is important whendefining the socio-economic life of Kenya.The Comaroffs (2001 : 9) call the current moment ‘the “new” world order’,Sassen refers to it as the ‘New economy’, however, in the case of Kenya thecurrent moment, even if different from previous historical moments in someaspects, still bears a lot of continuities of colonial political economy and post-independence policies. For this reason in this thesis I will speak about acontemporary political economy which emerged in the early 1980s withstructural adjustment and continues until today. By contemporary politicaleconomy I mean the political economy which is grounded in neo-liberaltheories and practices, that are encouraged by IFIs and implemented by theKenyan government; where the workings of the market, as the Comaroffs pointout, create sharp divisions between populations by including and marginalisingpeople often at the same time; and where, because of the outreach of massmedia and the scale of migration, people’s dreams reject the marginalisedpositions that locks them in and across local, national and regional borders. Thepolitical economy of Kenya has strong links to the global political economy notonly through its trade, agriculture and tourism, but also because of expandingconsumerism.
ConclusionsThe current moment of Kenyan political economy is influenced both by neo-liberal ideology and by domestic political developments. The neo-liberal projectexperienced some shifts within the global and national politics of developmentsince mid-2000s. It is argued that the cancellation of debt in many Africancountries (or having a manageable debt, as a case in Kenya), finding newresources such as oil or gold for example, investment and aid originating fromnew rising powers such as China, and social protests generated by the foodcrisis opened the door for the emergent unorthodoxies in African policy anddevelopment ideology, as can be observed in the recent examples of Uganda andMalawi (Harrison 2012; Hickey 2012). The role of the state in the process ofdevelopment is finding its way back into public discourse and some practices.
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However, as Hickey (2012 : 688) argues, even though it is now recognised thatthe most effective institutions are the ones fitting the specific characteristics ofthe country for which they are intended, and that such an approach now isvisible in the IFI documents and discourses speaking about ‘best-fit’ practices,the main focus of the IMF still remains macro-economic stability and a limitedrole for the state. To be precise, the role of the state in the process of structuraltransformation is acknowledged by IFIs in the short run, with a WB report(Randa et al. 2012) calling for investments into Kenyan transport and electricityinfrastructure in order to create high-productivity wage jobs; but the coreemphasis on macro-economic stability and free markets remains.Even though the global hegemony of neo-liberalism seems to be weakened, theprocesses that previous neo-liberal reforms set in motion now have taken life oftheir own. The neo-liberal project can be best seen through changes in socialpractices (Harrison 2010; Wiegratz 2010), and thus, the effects of socio-economic realities shaped by the political economy of the country have aprofound effect on its population at the current moment not only because of thework opportunities it creates (or does not create), but also because changingmaterial realities have a strong influence on gender relations, power, andunderstandings about what it means to be a man or a woman, which will befurther explored in the following chapter.
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3. Neo-liberal practice, discourse and gender
‘Economics are the method, but the object is to change the soul’ (M. Thatcher
quoted in Harvey 2007 : 23)
Neo-liberal theory often claims rationality and scientific neutrality towardsgender, but neo-liberal practices have gendered assumptions concerninghuman resources, their allocation to production, their reproduction andmaintenance (Elson 1995b : 166). As Griffin (2007b : 224) points out, neo-liberal discourse builds on the assumptions of a ‘reality’ of heterosexualreproduction that is based on the duality of a man and a woman , and where sexis reproduced as a ‘natural’ binary. Such an understanding of reality impliesstatic gender relations where oppositions of feminine and masculinecorrespond to women and men, and where such a gendered order and powerrelations constitute the ‘reality’ in which economies are functioning. As a result,the implementation of neo-liberal policies and reforms has gendered effectsthat are particularly strongly felt by those who fall out of the traditional modelof family and whose identities do not (or cannot) correspond to traditionalunderstandings of what constitutes being a man or a woman.Neo-liberal macroeconomic policies do not simply have a negative social impact,they are designed in a way that carries an unjust social content and does nottreat men and women or households of different financial capabilities in thesame way (Elson and Cagatay, 2000: 1355). This chapter will explore in whatways neo-liberal practice together with discourses surrounding it affect menand women differently in Kenya.First, this chapter will look into gendered possibilities in the labour market andsocial justice, and how changes in these areas affect power relations betweenKenyan men and women. It will explore how neo-liberal restructuring affectedthe male ability to earn money in traditional ways, and what widerconsequences such reduced financial power had. Furthermore, in response to
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this change and with increasing demand for cheap female labour, the position ofwomen in the Kenyan labour markets will be analysed. Whereas neo-liberalrestructuring disrupted traditional gender relations and realities througheconomic and social reforms, it also affected the societal understanding of whatit means to be a man or a woman. In turn, hegemonic masculinities respondedto economic difficulties by often shifting the emphasis to sexuality and/orviolence, and hegemonic femininities also started experiencing changes. Thesechanges will be discussed in the second part of this chapter.This chapter will argue that inequalities and the marginalisation of certainpeople in neo-liberal political economies happen not because neo-liberalpolicies are intending to negatively discriminate, but because these policies failto recognise and to take into consideration already existing gender inequalitiesin the economy causing problems to be deepened further. Changes in thematerial conditions that people live in have been brought by neo-liberalrestructuring and continue today. However, the implications of neo-liberalismin practice are reaching further than just loss of economic opportunities orsocial security. In response to the worsening living conditions of many, societalunderstandings of gender roles and norms started shifting, affecting Kenyanmasculinities and femininities.
Gender in contemporary Kenyan political economy
Neo-liberal restructuring in Kenya, as discussed in the previous chapter,focused mainly on the reform of fiscal policies (deflationary policies), theliberalisation of the economy, and agricultural reform.The fiscal policies had a two-fold effect on the Kenyan population: first,balancing a budget meant cuts in the funding of the public sector, which in turnmeant a drop in public sector jobs. Considering the Kenyan government’s heavyinvolvement in the economy as discussed in the previous chapter, public sectorjobs were one of the main employment options for educated people. Loss of jobsin this sector meant that many Kenyan families lost their main source of income.Moreover, high population growth rates in combination with increased accessto education, contributed to the large number of people who could not find
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employment. To fully understand the implications of this situation it isimportant to remember the high Kenyan dependency ratio, which in 2010reached an average of 4.6 dependents per one working person,5 and look intothe gender effects of these policies.The majority of people who lost their jobs during restructuring were men, asKenyan women constitute, and have historically always constituted, a minorpart of formal sector employees (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 2011 : 72).This massive loss of jobs and lack of alternative options for employment forthose who lost their jobs or new entrants to the labour market directly affecteda great number of families previously reliant on male wages. Still, the effect of adecline in income goes beyond just the immediate families: as discussedpreviously, patron-client networks are of extreme importance in understandingKenyan political economy as they constitute informal safety nets for thepopulation. A World Bank publication (Dia 1996 : 192) recognised that thepresumed social and political costs of civil service reform usually ignore suchinformal flows of money. As a result, a reduction in civil servants’ income leadsto a reduction of transfers in informal social networks. This, in turn, increasessocial inequalities, and reduces the ability of the poor to access schooling andhealthcare.The reduction in public spending affected women in different ways than men.First, women who previously directly or indirectly (via informal social networks)depended on male wages started facing financial hardships and increasedburdens in their families (I will expand on the double burden of women below).Second, women who were employed in the public sector were affected. AsManda (2004) points out, women in Kenya were not necessarily targeted bydownsizing programmes, yet they were more likely to experience aconsiderable drop in earnings. Moreover, inequalities between male and femaleearnings tend to be smaller in the public sector than out of it, entailing a biggerloss for women who lose their jobs after retrenchment, this especially being the
5 The World Bank data, accessed 8/02/2012 through http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/World Bank defines dependants as people who are younger than 15 or older than 65 year oldand their calculations are based on this assumption, however not all 16-64 year old people areemployed in Kenya, so the dependency ration can be higher than this.
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case for women who are breadwinners in their families (2004 : 27). It isimportant to remember that, between one fourth and one third of Africanhouseholds are headed by women (Heise and Elias 1995 : 935) and so the cut ofemployment in the state’s social sectors can be directly linked to the increasingpoverty in female-headed households. In addition to this, the public sectoroffers some benefits, such as maternity leave, which are not always available inthe private sector and are unavailable in the informal sector, which is analternative to the public one. This is another reason why women suffer biggerlosses in the process of public spending cuts (Manda 2004 : 28). Finally, highpopulation growth rates meant that while opportunities for formal employmentbecame scarce, the number of educated women who could not find suitableemployment started to grow.To summarise, whereas the reduction of public servants was seen as a waytowards more effective governance by IFIs, the realities of retrenchment meantthe disruption of the Kenyan social order. Men who lost or experienced thereduction of their income started having problems for maintaining their powerpositions in patron-client networks. What is more, many men could not find anoccupation in formal employment at all due to population growth withoutcorresponding economic growth. Men faced increasing financial difficulties intheir families and their position as head of the family was shaken. The financialdifficulties experienced by men had direct connections to the insecurity ofwomen who depended on male wages and to poor segments of society whopreviously relied on informal safety networks (Dia 1996; Elson 1995a).The decline in the effectiveness of informal safety nets is of great importancewhen considering the second effect of neo-liberal fiscal policies – the state’sreduced ability to fund public services. The introduction of ‘user fees’ in theareas of healthcare and education resulted in less Kenyans using these services,as was discussed in the previous chapter. Yet, this does not mean that theKenyan population stopped being sick or ill – care for the sick and ill oftensimply transferred from the public sphere to the private sphere of thehousehold. This usually means a bigger work load for women. Not only dowomen usually take care of the sick at home, they are also more likely to
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withdraw from the labour force and lose their income if they have to care for afamily member because of social expectations (Upton 2003; Urdang 2006). Insituations of financial hardship and uncertainty, women are bearers of theprivatised ‘costs of social reproduction’ (Elson 1995a : 1852).With a decline in the possibility to participate in the consumption of goods andservices, women start carrying a double burden. This is especially the case withwomen from poor households, because, as Buvinic and Gupta (1997 : 264) state,such poor women do not have other women to do their household jobs.Moreover, in addition to housework, they spend more time getting water orpreparing food because that is cheaper than buying semi-processed food. Poorwomen face greater time and mobility constraints than men or women frombetter-off households and that is why they often ‘choose’ jobs that can be donein addition to housework even if they are poorly paid and insecure. For thisreason, poor women provide their services to better-off households orcompanies as casual agricultural labourers, maids, cooks, and nannies.Insecurity of employment usually accompanies women because of the nature oftheir work: it can be seasonal, formulated as a temporary contract, and oftenaccompanied by (sexual) harassment, especially when working in a familialenvironment (Hale and Opondo 2005 : 309). Nevertheless, in periods ofeconomic decline, as the one following structural adjustment, the situation ofwomen from poor households only deteriorates, because they are more likely tolose their jobs, and take up more responsibilities when dealing with thenegative effects of recession (Elson and Cagatay 2000 : 1356).Cuts in public spending, or deflationary policies are important because of theirgendered consequences (Braunstein 2012; Elson and Cagatay 2000). Removingthe deflationary bias from macro policies would not deal with genderinequalities, because there are other biases at work. For instance, a malebreadwinner bias which comes from the assumption that social reproduction isconnected to the market economy through the wage that is paid to a malebreadwinner and which largely provides cash for his dependants (Elson andCagatay 2000 : 1355). This bias manifests itself through the connection that thestate makes between the right to claim state benefits and the norm of a full-time
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life-long formal employment. Individuals who do not fit in this model havefewer rights to claim social protection or have to do so through the persons theydepend on. As a result of this, many women are excluded from entitlements andare dependent on others during periods when they have to take care of others(children, sick) or when they are old themselves (ibid.). In Kenya, where themajority of women never enter formal employment (the majority of women areoccupied in agriculture), they might be excluded all their lives. During structuraladjustment, the loss of jobs was an important factor in the reduction of socialsecurity; yet, years after SAPs, neo-liberal practice continues to reduce socialsecurity in other ways than loss of employment. For example, through labourforce discrimination according to employment contracts (regular contact,seasonal, temporary, daily workers) which have different levels of socialsecurity attached to them (see Mutunga et al. 2002).Another major area of structural adjustment reforms that carried genderedconsequences in Kenya was agriculture. Reforms in this area were long resistedby the Kenyan government and started being implemented only in 1993 (formore about agricultural reform in Kenya Ikiara et al. 1995; Nyangito 2003;Nyangito et al. 2004). The first important consequence of liberalisation inagriculture was that while new opportunities created by marketing and pricingpolicies benefited better-off farmers, resource-poor farmers were hit severelyby rising consumer prices and had to resort to wage labour. What is more, neo-liberal practices came in place at the time when due to population growth thepressure on land was increasing and becoming a farmer became more difficult.This had an especially strong influence on the feminisation of poverty asKenyan women account for approximately 75 per cent of smallholder labour(Gibbon 1992 : 80).The second important gender aspect of agricultural reforms in Kenya is itseffect on increasing male-female disparities within the household incomebecause of a gendered division of labour. Women start having more expenses,because they traditionally are seen as responsible for the household budgetamong other care tasks. Men are primarily responsible for cash crops so theybenefit from an increased income (Gibbon 1992 : 80). Of course, this description
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of the household does not capture the variety of different householdorganisational patterns among the different ethnic groups that live in Kenya.However, the division of labour in the household usually follows patriarchalhierarchies and in most cases women still remain at a disadvantaged position incomparison to men. Relations between husband and wife and labour divisionpatterns in households are important factors when determining a household’sability to successfully farm (for example, how household structure defines itssuccess in farming new cultures see Heald 1991). Moreover, in addition tofarming specificities, in a society which is ‘as comprehensively male dominated’as Kenya (Gibbon 1992 : 80-81), in the process of land individualisationwomen’s rights to land – traditionally safeguarded via family membership –started disappearing (Aliber and Walker 2006; Drimie 2003). This is especiallyimportant, because female property ownership and inheritance is problematic,even more so in rural areas (Carrier and Miller 1999; Daley and Englert 2010;Gibbon 1995). As a result, women have become increasingly disadvantaged andstarted having less bargaining power in the household because in the case ofdisagreement, if no agreement is reached and a woman is on her own, sheusually has less capacity than when she is in cooperation with a man (Elson1995c : 6).Neo-liberal restructuring sought to increase economic growth and, according toneo-liberal logic, should have increased employment. History shows that neo-liberal restructuring did not manage to create enough economic growth thatwould meet the needs of a growing population. What is more, neo-liberaldiscourse, as Griffin (2007a : 723) argues, is based on the core concepts of‘economic growth, trade liberalisation, foreign direct investment, the size of thepublic sector, debt crises, monetary policy, economic freedom and choice’; andthus, the notion of gender becomes visible through its absence. This is so,because neo-liberal practices are based on gender inequalities. As Braunstein(2012 : 15-17) points out, in countries with labour-intensive export-orientedsectors, like Kenya for example, it is low female wages that ensurecompetitiveness and profitability for companies and generate economic growth.In turn, and as a result of neo-liberal practices, gendered hierarchies are
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maintained through the incorporation of women in low-paid labour. Kenyanwomen started experiencing an increase in job opportunities in the horticulturesector and export processing zones (EPZs) since 1990 (Mireri 2000). However,these opportunities for women came into being precisely because they arewomen: they are expected to marry a few years after starting work andtherefore less likely to join trade unions, and in addition to that, womengenerally agreed to work for a smaller salary (Braunstein 2012; Elson andPearson 1981). What is more, work opportunities in these sectors are tightlyintertwined with new labour laws that made it easier to make workersredundant (or where Kenyan labour law did not have power, as in the case ofEPZs) and with a new fashion of temporary work contacts (Hale and Opondo2005; Manda 2004 : 29-30). This increase of female labour demand came at thesame time when women were already experiencing an increase in theirdomestic labour, as was discussed previously, and therefore resulted in morework and worse conditions for many.Neo-liberal economic practices disturbed power relations between genders:because of general economic decline, both men and women startedexperiencing financial difficulties. Whereas men found it more and moredifficult to maintain their roles of providers for their families because of publicsector retrenchment and other fiscal policies, women experienced ambiguouschanges. On one hand, women saw an increase in their work load at home, onthe other hand, female labour came to be valued in the labour markets as well.As Standing (1999 : 583) points out, such gender outcomes in labour marketsreflect the outcome of discrimination and disadvantage and not naturaldifferences between men and women. Neo-liberal markets build on existinggender inequalities in search for profits, and this working of neo-liberalismaffects both the position of men and women. Neo-liberal practice and itsgendered effects are of extreme importance when understanding thecontemporary political economy. As Braunstein (2012 : 1) points out, eventhough speaking about the Washington consensus seems old-fashioned, from amacroeconomic perspective little has changed since the early days ofadjustment, as the key policy recommendations remain the same. The following
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sections discuss the changing understanding of femininities and masculinitiesas influenced by the changing material realities of Kenyan men and women.
Masculinities and femininities of the neo-liberal order
African societies, according to Harrison, can be seen as the ‘cutting edge’ of neo-liberal practice because of their long history of external involvement and neo-liberalisation (2010: 19). Neo-liberal practice involves the promotion andimplementation of economic sector reforms, but, as Wiegratz (2010 : 124)points out, in order to have a functioning market economy ‘market societies’ areneeded. Such ‘market societies’ embrace the market economy and capitalistsocial relations. In order to do so, as Wiegratz continues, a corresponding set ofmoral norms is needed: individuals should be rational (homo oeconomicus),basing their decisions on cost-benefit analysis, with a strong sense of self-interest and expressed individualism, oriented towards material success,egoistic, and individualistic. The neo-liberal reforms in Africa that introducedchanges in economic organisation resulted in the disruption of those norms,values and practices that did not mesh with neo-liberal ideology, and this hadan adjustment effect on societies and culture (Wiegratz 2010 : 125-126). Anemphasis on individual utility maximisation together with increasingly difficulteconomic conditions affected the self-perceptions and realities of men andwomen. This transformation will be further discussed in the following sections.
Adjusting masculinitiesEvery culture produces a number of masculinities that correspond to culturaland institutional settings; as Connell(2005 : 36) argues, different categories ofmasculinities (hegemonic, complicit, marginalised and subordinate) form ahierarchy and interact via relations of alliance, dominance and subordination.Drawing on Connell, Miescher (2003 : 89) points out that in the colonial Africansetting it was usually not clear which masculinities were dominant orhegemonic, because understandings of gender depend on the specific contextand the actor’s subject position. However, this section will argue that the socio-economic evolution of independent Kenya had a strong influence on thestrengthening of a dominant model of masculinity – that of the ‘big man’. The
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financial hardship that followed structural adjustment and continues to defineKenyan economic life today disrupted this hegemonic notion and produced newways through which people perceive ‘proper’ male behaviour within differentsettings.Traditional pre-colonial East African communities were mainly patriarchal,suffered from generational tensions, and included multiple types ofmasculinities. Iliffe (2007) explains that in pre-colonial Africa a way toadulthood was marked with initiation rites through which elders dominated theyoung. By custom, young initiates were forming an age-set and with the entiregroup were passing a sequence of grades from junior warrior-hood to seniorelder-hood. Junior warriors usually undertook military tasks and wereforbidden to marry. Although the exact arrangements of this kind varied fromsociety to society, generally such a system allowed elder men to keep amonopoly over wives and power while avoiding generational tensions (Iliffe2007 : 120). It also allowed different types of masculinities to coexist in thesame space peacefully. Elder men, or ‘big men’, were at the top of the socialhierarchy and controlled the networks of clients, or ‘small boys’, with whomthey had reciprocal, but unequal relations, as well as women, children and otherdependants (Berman 1998 : 311). As was mentioned in the previous chapter, inthe African context, control over people is a key for power. Therefore, malesexual control over women and the resulting offspring is of uttermostimportance for the construction of ‘big man’.The new opportunities created by colonialism and commercialisation meantthat masculinities became intertwined with financial potential. First, colonialpowers institutionalised the system of ‘big men’ and their patron-clientnetworks, as was discussed in the previous chapter. In addition to village ‘bigmen’ receiving payments from the colonial government, some young menmanaged to find another route to adulthood through the money earned inmigrant labour or skilled trade (Lindsay and Miescher 2003 : 10). The Hut Tax,which was introduced by British colonialists in Kenya (Gertz 2007 : 58), wasprobably the most important factor influencing changes in traditional authority,as young men started migrating, finding employment, and having independent
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financial power. These new economic opportunities that were available throughformal education and jobs in towns challenged traditional village elders’authority and contributed to the emergence of new masculinities that wereclosely related to new ways of accumulation. However, the power that came intraditional or ‘new’ ways carried responsibilities to provide, nourish, andprotect. Mutongi provides example from colonial Western Kenya whereassisting widows in the community was an important part of affirming one’smasculinity. Women were calculatedly presenting themselves as ‘poor widows’to men of the village and in such a way placed men in a situation where aidingthe ‘bereaved widow’ would uphold the male self-image and masculinity(Mutongi 2007 : 8). As a result, in order to maintain power, individuals have to‘invest’ in aiding others and maintain social relations, as was discussed in theprevious chapter.The archetype of the African ‘big man’ became probably the most enduringimage of African masculinity during the independence years. The power of the‘big man’ came with responsibilities to care for his ‘own kind’, and this model ofa big man that takes ‘proper care’ of his family has become the dominant formof masculinity throughout postcolonial Africa as stereotypes in contemporarypopular culture also affirm (Lindsay and Miescher 2003; Spronk 2012). Awealthy powerful patriarch with business and government networks both inthe city and in rural areas, he can be found in many satirical essays orcaricatures about contemporary Kenya and other African countries. Forinstance the archetype of the ‘big man’ can be found in Ngugi wa Thiongo’sshort story ‘Minutes of Glory’ (1975) when describing the clientele of TreetopBar: The owner was a retired civil servant but one who still played at politics. Hewas enormously wealthy with business sites and enterprises in every majortown in Kenya. Big shots from all over the country came to his bar. Big men inMercedez. Big men in Bentleys. Big men in their Jaguars and Daimlers. Big menwith uniformed chauffeurs drowsing with boredom in cars waiting outside.There were others not so big who came to pay respects to the great. Theytalked politics mostly. And about their work.Even though this hegemonic form of masculinity is out of reach for most men,the focus of most types of masculinities remains the male wage and its ability to
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provide for a large group of dependants, both kin and non-kin. The power of theAfrican man was always dependant on his membership in certain social unitsand his access to land, labour, and resources (Berman 1998; Berry 1989).Spronk (2012 : 187), in her research on young Nairobi professionals’ sexualities,observes that the notion of being ‘responsible’, which implies that a man is self-reliant and financially able, is still the key to young males’ understanding ofwhat it means to be ‘a man’ in contemporary Kenya.Another important trait of the archetypical ‘big man’ masculinity is itsconnection to male virility and sexuality. An active sexual life and havingmultiple partners is a very prominent trait of the powerful man in many Africansocieties (Spronk 2012; Tamale 2011b). Kenya is no exception, and, asOdhiambo (2003 : 432-433) concludes in his analysis of post-independenceKenyan literature, men search for women to boost their ego and self-esteemthrough sexual relations, be it within the family, or through extra-marital affairs.Sexual desire being defined as a mostly male ‘need’ both by Kenyan men andwomen (Spronk 2012 : 212) points to the importance of being sexually active infeeling masculine and identifying as a man. In turn, the number of love andsexual relations, girlfriends, lovers that a man has, is a sign of his prestige andthus his masculinity (Haram 2004 : 221).In contemporary Kenya, the two traits of masculinity – financial power andsexuality – are to a high degree intertwined. The connection between love andmoney is not a new phenomenon in what Cole (2009) calls ‘economies ofintimacy’. It is also not a new combination in the understanding of masculinity,as Schatzberg (2001) shows in his analysis of African leaders as fathers andproviders. In her essay on fitiavina – a Malagasy word usually translated as ‘love’– Cole shows how affect and exchange are both equally important inconstituting fitiavina. Traditional cultural practices in Madagascar emphasisethe importance of reciprocal exchange of material support and care in bindingpeople together (Cole 2009 : 113). Yet, as Thomas and Cole (2009 : 21) argue,the increasing inequality and growing monetarisation of social relations inmuch of Africa has disrupted the balance between affect and exchange andresulted in the introduction of a new pattern – that of love versus money–with
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all the problems that arise out of such an opposition. As a result, thecontemporary discourse of a man as provider and controller also involves newcultural influences that emphasise sexuality, especially female sexuality inentirely new ways (Cornwall 2003 : 240).Contemporary African men emphasise the ability to spend money on a woman,to sustain her and the family, as an important issue (Cornwall 2003;Silberschmidt 2004; Spronk 2012). Images of desirability include not only thesimple provision of food and shelter; contemporary young Kenyans also speakabout cars, elegant clothes, and other means to impress (see for examplepicture 1). Courtship, the sexual advances of men and finance are directlyrelated in the way people speak about these matters. For example Mills andSsewakiryanga (2005 : 92) point out references to the international corporateculture that are employed by students of Makarere University when referring tothe dating scene:Courting thus involved “presentation of your C.V.”, seduction necessitated agood deal of “science”, but student poverty, “structural adjustment on thepocket”, made the whole process near impossible.
Picture 3.1: Taxes6
6 Published in The Standard, 24/06/2011
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Another example is that of Nairobi underground hip-hop artists who sing aboutthe three most important life areas for men of Nairobi: drinking, partying, andhaving sex (Mwangi 2004 : 5). All these examples show new ways of connectingfinance and a simplified version of affection. The poverty that was created bystructural adjustment is directly connected to the rising common understandingthat there is ‘no romance without finance’ in an economy where money has asocial power and love always has a material aspect (Bennett 2011; Mills andSsewakiryanga 2005).The connection between wealth and sexuality became especially problematicwith the financial difficulties arising from structural adjustment. As wasdiscussed earlier, processes of privatisation and government downsizing leftmany men without sources of income and forced them to look for other meansof survival. In addition to that, more women were entering the formal labourforce and men found it more and more difficult to earn money and maintaintheir role as breadwinner. Traditional power relations were further disruptedby the arrival of the discourse of human and women’s rights in the growing NGOsector. As a result, it became difficult to maintain the status of ‘big man’.Silberschmidt’s (2004 : 234) research in rural and urban Tanzania found thatmen in both settings were experiencing disempowerment because of changedsocial and economic conditions and their inability to provide. According toSilberschmidt, this disempowerment resulted in men’s lack of social value andself-esteem. Being unable to fulfil the deemed masculine role of malebreadwinners, men started to link their masculinity and self-esteem to sexualityand sexual manifestations. Having multiple partners and sexually aggressivebehaviour became a way to strength or reassert one’s masculinity. Emphasisingthis trait of masculinity becomes a mechanism to compensate for the lack offinancial stability and the ability to provide – the major part of masculinities.Lindsay and Miescher (2003 :20)observe that in the wake of structuraladjustment young men were caught in between different images of masculinity– from responsible provider to insatiable lover – that were difficult to fulfil. Inthe face of social expectations of economic potency, becoming a man andwithholding power became a difficult task.
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Men are expected to be not only financially stable, to provide, and to be sexuallypotent–the notion of masculinity also carries some traits of violence andaggressiveness. Heald’s research of Gisu people in Kenya and Uganda (1982,1991, 2001) shows that becoming a man, and thus masculinity itself, isassociated with a ‘bubbling up’ quality of lirima which can dictate a man’sactions and thoughts (1986 : 67). Even though this quality is very important inthe transformation process of becoming a man and marks the main differencebetween sexes (1982 : 31), in everyday life it is seen as dangerous, because it isassociated with violence (2001 : 49). For this reason men are expected tocontrol their lirima. However, in present day Kenya, violence is not wellcontrolled by individuals or the state as indicated by the rising criminality ratesand violence (Abrahamsen and Williams 2005 : 427) and high – around 50 percent – levels of intimate partner violence (Lawoko et al. 2007 : 774). Sexualviolence is an important part of intimate partner violence, but it is difficult tomeasure its scale because of blurred boundaries between coerced, forced, andconsented sex (Kilonzo et al. 2008 : 189). According to various studies, non-consensual sex is a common feature of early sexual experiences in Kenya foryoung women. Erulkar’s research on sexual coercion among young people inKenya shows that one in five sexually experienced young women had non-consensual sex, perpetrators usually being women’s intimate partners (2004 :186). Moreover, ever-married women are more likely to report coercion thantheir never-married counterparts indicating a high level of sexual violence infamilies (Erulkar 2004 : 187). Kilonzo et al. (2008) attributes high levels ofsexual violence to the lack of clarity of what is consent in marriage and inrelationships. In addition, violence and sexual violence could be seen as shapedby masculinity in need to compensate for a lack of financial power.Silberschmidt (2004 : 242) points out that in East Africa, contemporarymasculinity became almost synonymous with toughness and aggression.When being tough, financially stable, or sexually potent fails, a man risks losingall he has. Sembene Ousmane in his novel ‘Xala’ (1976) describes exactly such asituation: when El Hadji Abdu Kader fails to consummate his marriage with athird wife, he loses not only his manhood, but also his friends, two wives, wealth,
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and reputation. With changes that already disrupt many traditional notions anddiminish male financial power, men are preoccupied with their position insociety, and look for alternative ways to emphasise their masculinity and power.Such tendencies are not specific to the African setting. As examples from post-adjustment countries in Latin America, Caribbean and East Europe show, workinsecurities that were brought by neo-liberal restructuring and incorporation inthe global economy had profound effects on masculinities worldwide (seeAshwin and Lytkina 2004; Bourgois 1996; Chant 2000).Connell in his work speaks about the significance of masculinity therapy as aform of masculinity politics (2005 : 211). The most popular Kenyan version ofmasculinity therapy that concerns itself with healing male wounds, isundertaken by local traditional healers and witchdoctors as can be observedfrom street-side advertising (picture 2), and is very much directed at sexualpower.
Picture 3.2. Manhood. October 2010, Nairobi
The tendency of therapeutic practices is towards accommodation between menand women, and current socio-economic conditions. With Kenyan womenexperiencing an increase in the demand for their labour (both skilled and
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unskilled), as well as women’s rights movements, Kenyan men have to redefinethemselves in relation to these new female roles. As Spronk (2012 : 216-220)shows in her analysis of young Nairobi professionals, men still find it difficult toaccept women in senior positions or even as colleagues. Even though youngmale professionals feel that they are the new generation which has brokenaway from that of their fathers, the emphasis on ‘Africanness’ and feeling intouch with one’s heritage are very important features in people’s lives. As aresult, traditional notions of masculinity are complemented with some ‘modern’features and define new masculinities that correspond to older ideas aboutwhat it means to be a man to different degrees.Lindsay and Miescher (2003 : 19) suggest the example of S. M. Otieno as a newtype of African masculinity, that of a modern, cosmopolitan man who is awestern educated lawyer, quotes Shakespeare, has a wife from a differentethnic group, and breaks with older models of patriarchy by choosing(according to his wife, as no written will remained) to be buried away from hisLuo patrilineage. However, the finale of the burial saga (see for example Stamp1991), which featured the Otieno clan’s victory in court to the right of buryingthe body, shows that such a type of masculinity is seen as a threat to traditionby both the legal system and Kenyan society. Another similar example of amasculinity that is seen as a threat by his own community is that of JohnGithongo, who investigated bribery and fraud of under the presidency of MwaiKibaki (Wrong 2009). As Wrong shows, Githongo did not meet the loyaltyexpectations of the ‘big men’ in his ethnic group by choosing to investigateruling elites’ frauds. In the context of prevailing patron-client political relationsthat have an important ethnic aspect, such behaviour is seen as a betrayal oftraditional society.These examples of new modern forms of masculinities are few, contested bysociety, and raise many doubts and confusions in young ‘modern’ peoples’ lives(see Spronk 2012), but they still involve financial stability as a means to achieveother good qualities of a man, which points back to the archetype of a ‘big man’.As Connell (2005 : 216) observes, a hegemonic masculinity has been incrediblysuccessful in maintaining economic, ideological, and sexual domination. That is
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why it is more common to encounter modern Kenyan men who correspondmore to the traditional notion of masculinity. For example, a very moderneducated man with a successful business who still has his main home in hisrural village, and his family living in a way that is very compatible with moretraditional notions.Changes in social, economic and political conditions had a strong influence onmale roles in society. Despite shifting power relations between genders,'important socialising institutions' – the mass media, church and educationsystems – still encourage traditional gender roles (Lemon 1995 : 63, for howChurches respond to realities of contemporary livestyle see Spronk, 2012 : 219)and place men in a contradictory position. When speaking about the example ofNigeria, Cornwall observes that male identity and agency are marked by thesechanges in everyday conditions. Men speak less of obedience and enduranceand more about love and romance, are more anxious to satisfy women’s sexualand material needs, and point out that love has a price. Coming back to theKenyan case study, in one interview, Christy (30 years old) explained to me thatshe would not marry any man that earns less than 20,000 KSH a month (whichnot many men do), because for less money she does not think it is possible tosustain a family. Christy’s reasoning implies that marrying is only worthwhile ifa man brings in enough funds to considerably improve her own life, mirroringthe traditional ideal of what it means to be a man. However, such expectationscarry great imprints of the contemporary political economy, where the sociallife of people becomes increasingly monetarised and labelled with a price. Insuch a context, masculinity starts having new aspects that are very closelyintertwined with money, even if it seems to be reflecting the traditional notionof a ‘big man’. While the media and advertisements continue to reinforce apicture of a ‘real man’ that meets traditional expectations (in theadvertisements Kenyans usually see men dressed in suits, working in modernoffices and driving cars – all pointing towards their power and financialstability);an event featuring a Nigerian pastor who promised to help women toget husbands held at the Kenyatta International Conference Centre in the end of
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2010 which was attended by hundreds of women (Harun 2011), points to thefact that this type of masculinity is not achieved easily.Men hold power in African social, cultural, economic and gender structures, buttheir position has worsened since the restructuring of the Kenyan economyafter the 1980s. As Silberschmidt (2004 : 240) notes, even though men havemore freedom compared to women, particularly in sexual matters, theirdiminishing opportunities to earn money put them into a precarious position asheads of the household and breadwinners. Male authority diminishes withchanging gender power relations and so does their self-esteem. Many womenunderstand that the romantic ideas of partnership are not enough and choosemen who are generous and wealthy, even if they are married (Haram 2004 :221). This is very well reflected by the explanation that Peninah Mwangi, thedirector of Bar Hostess Empowerment and Support Programme, gave to themyth that Kenyan women outnumber Kenyan men by three times. Kenya’ssociety has no significant diversions from the natural sex ratio, which meansthat there is approximately an equal number of males and females in thecountry. However, Peninah explains that when she and other women countmales, they count only the ones that meet the requirements of ‘men’, or rather,the ones that correspond to the dominant notion of masculinity. For manywomen, as Peninah points out, men are needed for two reasons: ‘making a baby’and ‘to pay the rent’. Both notions correspond to what is deemed the mostimportant parts of masculinity: the ability to provide, financial stability, andsexual potency. If many men are not able to fulfil these expectations, womenstart to believe that it is better to share one man than to have one ‘not-man’. Asthis section showed, neo-liberalism inspired policies that were implemented inKenya and the financially uncertain environment that Kenyans experiencetoday have had a strong influence in defining new ways that people understandwhat it means to be a man. As gender relations are always defined in relation toeach other, it is important to see what changes contemporary political economybrought to understanding what it means to be a woman as well, which will bedone in the following section.
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The commodification, objectification and sexualisation of womenWhereas the contemporary economic conditions made men vulnerable in waysthat were unimaginable before and shook the common understanding of what itmeans to be a man, women experienced socio-economic changes in ambiguousways. On the one hand, as discussed earlier, many women started experiencingan increased domestic burden and financial difficulties. On the other hand, withthe increase in demand for female labour and women’s movements somewomen started having some opportunities that were not available to thembefore. New ‘liberties’ are still highly restrained by economic and societalstructures, but the discourse and perceptions of such a freedom are importantin understanding new emerging femininities, as will be discussed in this section.If men and masculinities are traditionally defined by a man’s ability to provide,his sexuality and strength, women are identified as daughters, sisters, wives,and mothers – i.e. femininities are traditionally defined in relation to men. Thecolonial authorities of Kenya continued to embrace this definition of women intheir relationship to men, and considered women separately only when theybecame a ‘real’ problem (i.e. when they started entering town on their own asdomestic workers, prostitutes, or when they were left behind by men in theirrural areas) (Frederiksen 1994 : 60; also see White 1990). The main features ofhegemonic femininity are caretaking and devotion, with motherhood beingcelebrated as the ultimate symbol of womanhood (also see Ampofo 2004;Spronk 2012 : 167). In a traditional understanding women are assigned to thedomestic, informal sphere and usually only enter the public sphere in periods ofsocial change when conventional gender roles are unsettled (Spronk 2012 :137). In such historic moments, as for example when women started seekingcareers as nurses, teachers, clerks, and businesswomen in towns, the moralpanic about women becoming ‘wayward’ or about the rise of ‘prostitution’ is notuncommon (Allman 2001; Cooper 2001; also see Cornwall 2001; Hodgson andMcCurdy 2001a; McCurdy 2001; Mutongi 2007 : 144; Parpart 2001). Followingthis pattern, the moral panic that can be observed in the contemporary Kenyanpress about women who are engaged in sex work (Kiarie 2012; Mghenyi 2012;
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Oluoch 2006; Warigi 2012) points to changes in the social realities incontemporary Kenya.The changes that affect women’s position in society are influenced by manydifferent forces. The influence of neo-liberal practice and discourse are at thecentre of inquiry of this thesis; yet, other forces, such as women’s movementshave to be acknowledged as well. Oduol and Kabira (1995 : 206) argue thatconventional notions of social movements cannot fully explain the women’smovement in Kenya. Women have been active actors addressing their problemssince pre-colonial times when groups of women formed self-help units aimed atassisting one another during periods of distress. Some of these women groupswere mobilised during the colonial times to rebel against colonial policies suchas forced soil conservation policies, or low-paid coffee picking for example(ibid. : 195). Late colonial years and independence saw the formalisation ofwomen groups into various organisations and formation of big umbrellaorganisations and NGOs such as Maendeleo Ya Wanawake7 (MYWO) for example.Women’s groups were actively engaged in various small-scale projectsresponding directly to their daily issues in rural areas, raised strong voicesthrough the formalised movement in urban areas, or even acted as individualsfor women’s liberation (for example Wangari Maathai); however, such effortswere often uncoordinated, fragmented and oriented to specific local situations(ibid.).The neo-liberal era saw the boost of the number of organisations that aim todeal with women’s issues and prioritise gender justice, women’s rights andgender equality. Most of these NGOs are responding mainly to the consequencesof neo-liberal reforms such as reduction of public spending, failure to providelegal reforms and reproductive health services to women (Muteshi 2009 : 132).What is more, such a growth in women’s organisations can be attributed to theWestern-based human and women’s rights movements and connected to thefunds provided by Western donors to further such an agenda (Kanyinga 2009;Mutua 2009). As a result, even though women’s organisations were undeniablysuccessful in many areas, it is also correct that women’s movements do not
7 It means ‘Progress for Women’ in Swahili.
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fundamentally challenge the status quo in the country. Moreover, the women’smovement remains fragmented and its different fractions sometimes haveconflicting aims. For instance, whereas the Kenyan Human Rights Commission(KHRC) supports sex workers’ movement for their rights, the FIDA (Federationof Women Lawyers) is opposed to such an idea. Dr Willy Mutunga8 explainssuch fragmentation by the fact that different women’s organisations aredominated by women from different social backgrounds, social classes, andsome of the organisations are closely following religious lines. Therefore,certain issues, such as sexuality for instance, become difficult to agree on andmean continuous fragmentation of the women’s movement.Despite the fact that the women’s movement is not very united in Kenya,individual women living in rural areas, or in town and cities were influenced bydifferent organisations that aimed to liberate women. Be it a woman in a ruralarea that benefited from women’s groups common purchase of land and nowfeels emancipated because she owns the produce of that land (Oduol and Kabira1995 : 199), or an urban woman benefiting from the legal advice of FIDA,Kenyan women experienced an increase of possibilities for freedom in therecent few decades.In addition to women’s movements, changing conditions in the labour marketcontributed to the feeling of emancipation of women. However, these forms offreedom were accompanied by neo-liberal developments linked tocommodification that went beyond commodification of female labour, andstarted the process of commodification of female bodies.As a result of structural adjustment, markets expanded into the sectors ofhealthcare and education. Such an expansion of markets was justified byefficiency, individual choice and private interests (for how some terms arerelated to neo-liberalism see Turner 2008). Clarke (2004) insists that theprimacy of the private should be a starting point of neo-liberal discourseanalysis. The ‘private’ in the neo-liberal context first appears in the form of
8Interview with Dr Willy Mutunga, the representative to Kenya at the Ford Foundation,20/01/2011, Nairobi.
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‘private interests’ that are exchanged on the market. Clarke makes anobservation that the private interests of an individual in this discourse meanboth the interests of a person (‘economic man’) and a corporation. Ascorporations in neo-liberal discourse are personified, human individuals arebrought into the economic realm. The superiority and universalism of economictruths or what Ferguson calls ‘scientific capitalism’ (2006), dominates neo-liberal discourse. Economic logic and competition – two very important termsin neo-liberal theory – present both types of individuals (corporations andhumans) as a rational, transparent and readily calculable ‘bottom line’ whenseeking for private interests (Clarke 2004 : 35). As a result of this, people startdistinguishing each other in terms of possessions and their value (Wonders andMichalowski 2001 : 548). As Clarke points out, anything that does not have amonetary expression (for example women’s house-work, or care-work in thedomestic sphere) is ruled out as irrelevant, while at the same time more andmore aspects of human activity are brought into the market, commodified, andlabelled with a price (2004 : 35).The process of commodification in the Kenyan context is slightly different fromClarke’s description. While women’s domestic labour might not be valued sinceit is not expressed in monetary value, the same labour has a value if it isemployed outside the household. And indeed, many women (and in some casesmen) have been employed as house-help in African households since colonialtimes, even if wages paid for the domestic servants were very poor(see forexample Bujra 2000). What is new in this process of commodification in the eraof neo-liberal restructuring is that many new goods that were not for salebefore are also brought to the market. Markets offer human organs fortransplantation (Sharp 2000 : 294), the possibility to purchase a certain life-style through accommodation in a specific area (Jackson 1999 : 100), the feelingof adventure through exotic trips (Truong 1990 : 124), female and children’sbodies for a wide range of services that correspond to male desires (Barry1996 : 22), the ‘original’ ethnic experience (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009), andmany others. This process of commodification is a direct response to theincreasing consumerism and the neo-liberal idea that markets bring benefits to
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everyone participating in them. However, as Sassen (2002) points out, whilepeople who are at the top of economic structures can enjoy such consumerlifestyle (see Spronk 2012, especially chapter VI for the consumerist lifestyles ofNairobi young professionals), people whose social and financial security wasdecreased with neo-liberal practices are the ones who are commodifying theirlabour and bodies in response to these consumerist lifestyles.The neo-liberal understanding of consumption constructs the meaning ofparticipation in markets while employing a notion of individual freedom. Thusconsumer societies and the neo-liberal discourse surrounding them are the keyprerequisite for the justification of market economies. Individual wishes andconsumption are strongly interdependent because desires are developed whenfacing a need and choices about fulfilling desires are made when evaluatingwhat possibilities of choice are available (Elliott 1997 : 292). Elliot alsoobserves that choices of consumption (i.e. ways that an individual seeks tosatisfy his/her wishes) play an important role in structuring the social world(and understanding about gender relations) and that marketing and the effectsof advertisement are too important to be left only for marketers (1997 : 285). Inaddition to that, as Lury notes, ‘commodities hold a wide range of culturalassociations and illusions’ (1996 : 42), which is why the analysis of marketingand advertisement can tell us much about neo-liberal consumer societies’cultures and values as well as how neo-liberal discourse feeds into ideas aboutthe roles of men and women. Many marketing solutions are based on prevailingunderstandings of masculinities and femininities when targeting an audience.Therefore, if we look at Kenyan advertising, we will observe the prevailinghegemonic understanding of womanhood that places women into the domesticsphere; yet there is a new trend in the sphere of advertising, that of thesexualisation of women.Connell (2005 : 252) observes that through the notion of freedom, theinternational media paints a very specific picture of gender ideology which isfull of sexualised images of women, celebrity gossip, and eroticism. Thesimplistic model of this picture is that of men choosing women and womenmaking themselves available. Whatever does not fit into this normative model
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(homosexuality, female domination) is often made into a freak show forentertainment (ibid.) Of course, the understanding of masculinities andfemininities are culturally specific, but the power of the international media -which portrays Western lifestyles and which often informs people all aroundthe world about the possibilities that are not available for most of them - shouldnot be left out. For instance, Spronk (2009, 2012) observes how young Nairobiprofessionals struggle to be both ‘modern’ and ‘African’ and how accusations ofbeing Westernised hurt them. Similarly, Ferguson (1999) in his analysis ofZambia Copperbelt workers’ strategies points out the interaction of ‘locality’and ‘modernity’ in observed lifestyles. The fusion of local and global, or modernand traditional is increasing with the global expansion of mass media. AsAppadurai (1996 : 3) observes, such media expansion is one of the key factorsin understanding the current moment of inter-societal relations. It is because ofthe work of the imagination that boundaries become less important and peoplein different locations can dream of similar things. The reach of the mass mediaand the global neo-liberal emphasis on consumption create conditions forcommoditised ideas about peoples’ social lives. In this way the picture of youngwomen ‘driving on the left side’ of hip young men, dressing in a certain way, andexhibiting their sexual capital became a social style in African public space(Posel 2011 : 133).Kisiang’ani (2011) observes that Western ideals of the female body that comethrough international magazines, music videos, and movies have an influenceon Kenyan understandings of the body. Moreover, this understanding has astrong gender division, and Kisiang’ani gives the example of a small experimenthe did to prove his case. After selecting and analysing the most popular Africanand Western songs in Kenya, he concluded that in most video clips ‘disciplined’female bodies that meet beauty standards and display strong sexual messagesare important objects of adoration. However, he continues, unlike in the case of(mainly) male singers, nobody ever knows their names; which shows howwomen in the public sphere are constructed as insignificant and their bodiesare given higher priority than themselves (Kisiang’ani 2011 : 62-63).
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The normative understanding of woman and the construction of femininity canbe observed through the analysis of advertising that uses images of femalebodies as an essential tool of informing consumers about the choices availablein the market. Female bodies in advertising (and media, musical clips, movies,series, TV shows, etc.) are constructed to represent beauty ‘as an achievablegoal of self-transformation through the use of commodities’ (Kisiang’ani 2011;Lury 1996 : 135). In addition to that, through those female body images, themedia construct women as a sexed object (Barry 1996 : 22).Kenyan mediaworkers in Kisiang’ani’s (2011 : 56) research admit that in their work theyusually just replicate their Western counterparts and point towards popular TVseries and Western movies as a source of inspiration, which indicates a strongWestern media influence in Kenya. Processes of objectification andsexualisation of the female body lead to a situation where women are valued fortheir appearance (Taylor 2001 : 142), and where widespread sexualisation isnormalised for the sexed society (Barry 1996 : 8).The sexualisation of society can be observed not only through an analysis ofsexed musical video clips’, but it can be also attributed to the popularity, spreadand availability of pornographic material. One of the most interesting findingsof Kisiang’ani’s (2011 : 56) research was that one Kenyan media companypurchases European sex video tapes and sex magazines that are later replicatedin local magazines. Moreover, pornographic material in Kenyan towns can beeasily purchased from street vendors and is an important force forming youthsexuality (Wurzburg 2011). This situation reflects the position of women incontemporary consumer societies where, as Mohanty (2003 : 334) notes,women culturally and ideologically are constructed as the 'Other' in therepresentative discourses of science, literature, law, language, cinema, andother fields. Still, despite the obvious influence of the international media on theprocess of female body commodification, it is important to point out that such aprocess shows female agency responding to a deteriorating economic situation.Women commodify their bodies in order to make a living in a difficult situationdefined by little available opportunities to choose from. For instance, Mills andSsewakiryanga (2005 : 93) in their research asked female students what they
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would never tell their boyfriends. The response that surprised the researcherswas that they hated him. Women explained that sometimes their relationshipshad other motives than love, sometimes they did not like their boyfriends, butliked their money, and so they pretended to be in love.This two-way process of commodification of female bodies is a response to thedeteriorating living conditions that were affected by neo-liberal reforms and tothe increased outreach of Western media in Kenya. Women, thus, are in anambiguous position in contemporary Kenya: on the one hand they still have tobe good wives, mothers, daughters, and sisters. Yet changing labour relationsand economic situations, as well as increasing commodification, allow womento deal with daily challenges in completely new ways. Despite Westerninfluence, normative gender behaviour is always being negotiated in the localcontext; and African women, as Hodgson and McCurdy (2001a : 5) point out,provoke a re-thinking of theories of gender and power by the myriad ways inwhich they express their demands and exercise their agency.
ConclusionsNeo-liberal ideology, discourse and practices had a profound effect on thestructure and workings of the Kenyan economy. Because of processes ofprivatisation and liberalisation, as well as macroeconomic deflationary policies,many Kenyan people started experiencing financial difficulties. However, thechanges that were brought by neo-liberal policies were felt differently by menand women.Men composed the majority of people who experienced difficulties in findingjobs as a result of restructuring. As a result of that and population growth, manyof them found it difficult to find other adequate sources of income and manyfamilies that depended on a male wage started experiencing financialdifficulties. It is also important to note that because of the workings of informalsocial safety nets, the consequences of the weakening of male financial powerare much wider than for just their immediate families. The financial difficultiesfelt by many men disrupted the traditional power systems and gender andkinship hierarchies and had a weighty effect on how men perceive their
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masculinity. As a result of the lack of financial power and ability to provide,some men started emphasising sexuality and violence as defining traits of theirmasculinity.Women lived the effects of structural adjustment in different ways than men.Whereas financial difficulties affected women, and many of them had to take upextra burdens in order to keep their families going, women also startedexperiencing an increase in the demand for female labour. However, such anincrease of this demand is directly connected to Kenyan women being seen ascheap labour by international markets, and therefore such opportunities in thelabour market do not bring more gender equality. In addition to these changesin women’s structural position in the Kenyan social structures, the process ofcommodification is important in order to understand society’s perceptions ofwomen, and women’s changing livelihood strategies. As women are increasinglydepicted as commodified, objectified, and sexualised in the mass media,common ideas about femininities also started shifting.The lived experiences of women and their perceptions of both what it means tobe a woman and a man will be further explored in the next chapter in which Iwill discuss sex workers’ views on gender relations and survival strategies forwomen in Kenya.
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4. Women, love, sex and money in a ‘situation of duress’
Gendered subjectivities, as well as a range of masculine and feminine styles,
emerge not simply as a mechanical effect of structure (the old "sex roles" of
functionalist sociology) but as a form of self-fashioning in which there is room for
subversion, ambiguity, and play. At the same time, however, such self-fashioning
does not imply free creation by a individual, for gender is a performance crafted
under a "situation of duress," and in response to social and economic compulsion
(Ferguson 1999 : 94).
Gender, according to Butler (1988 : 522), is a ‘performative’ act, a constructionof meaning; and gendered styles come into being under certain conditions, a‘situation of duress’. Therefore, gender and gendered performances arestrategies of survival within ‘compulsory systems’ that individuals function in.As Ferguson (1999 : 99, footnote 20) points out, Butler does not elaborate onthese ‘compulsory’ systems to a great extent, nor does she explore how suchsystems work and why certain gender styles function as survival strategies inthese conditions. Moreover, Ferguson continues, ‘duress’ under the ‘compulsorysystems’ is felt unequally among individuals, and some of them are in a moredisadvantaged position within political-economic systems than others. However,these linkages between performative ‘stylistic strategies’ and structures definedby social, political and economic conditions, are what Ferguson explores. Thischapter will build on Ferguson’s insights to analyse how conditions of ‘duress’influenced by neo-liberalism interact with gender in the case of Kenya’s sexworkers.The socio-economic structures that define the lives of Kenyans today werediscussed in the previous chapters. This chapter will explore how these systemsare perceived by women in the sex industries. It will start by analysing the waysthrough which women cope with the difficulties of finding jobs, making enoughmoney to survive, and taking care of their families, before moving on to see howwomen enact different gender roles (wife, informal wife, mistress, lover, sex
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worker) in order to be able to depend on men and male wages, or – to useKandiyoti’s (1988) term – to bargain with patriarchy. Following Ferguson’sresearch of Zambian mine workers and their adopted and performed ‘culturalstyles’ that secures their survival in the rural-urban political economy ofZambia, the first two parts of this chapter will examine how a socio-economicframework influenced by neo-liberalism positions women under a ‘situation ofduress’; and why and how certain gender performances – or ‘cultural style’ –‘work’ in such a context. These sections will serve to show that, as Ferguson(1999 : 99) has argued, ‘such styles are motivated, intentional, andperformative but not simply chosen or lightly slipped into’. Therefore, womenchoose to position themselves as wives, mothers, lovers or sex workers in orderto make a living and progress in society as a response to the difficult socio-economic and patriarchal environment they live in.The question of choice is of great importance for this research, and this chapterwill show how women make choices within structures that disadvantage them.Even though I will argue that the notion of choice is of extreme importance inorder to understand the contemporary sex industries, it is also important topoint out that choices are often made and performative roles constructedthrough social practices that do not necessarily have a clear meaning. For, asFerguson (1999 : 210) argues, ‘stylistic practice, in its social context, [takes] onmeanings not through decoding so much as by provoking guesses and surmises,activating prejudices, and inviting conjectures’. In relation to this research,guesses, surmises and prejudices both serve to enhance certain genderedperformances of women in order to be able to depend on men, as explored inthe second section of this chapter, and are also used as tools when shapingactivities within the sex industries. Therefore, the role of sex workers’perceptions about men and their desires will be analysed in the third part ofthis chapter.Gender relations are continually produced and re-produced in the context ofpower relations (Ferguson 1999 : 94). Gender relations are being constantlyredefined when interacting with socio-economic structures and changes withinthem. Therefore, changes that were brought by neo-liberal practice resulted in
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individuals adapting to the role of consumers in addition to their genderedidentities. The last part of this chapter will look into sex workers as consumersin the Kenyan society to explore how changes in Kenyan economic structuresaffect changes in gender relations and power. Whereas women aredisadvantaged in society and use their feminine roles in order to depend onmen, it is also true that as a result of such actions some women becomeimportant actors in local economies. This sequence of shifts in gender powerrelations points to the working of both patriarchal and market systems thatdefine Kenyan lives today.
‘It is not easy in Kenya by the way’: global economy and local
realitiesThe life stories and experiences of Mombasa sex workers are very revealingregarding the structures – or the situation of ‘duress’ – that define possibilitiesfor women in the Kenyan economy and society. The majority of women whostarted trading sex did so because of poverty. One reason for initial poor livingconditions is loss of household income, which often results from job loss, or lossof a breadwinner due to death or desertion. Yet, it is important to acknowledgeanother type of poverty – when women have jobs but still struggle to surviveand provide for themselves and their families, because of the extremely lowincome that these jobs bring. Poverty is further complicated by the rising costsof living. As was discussed previously, bringing healthcare and education to themarket already meant increased expenses of the households and a doubleburden for women. What is more, liberalisation of markets means that the statehas no power in price control, which, in turn, results in rising prices of food andother basic commodities. These economic problems that affect women, asSassen (2002 : 264) argues, have grown – at least in part – as a response to theeffects of economic globalisation in developing countries. Sassen uses the term‘survival circuits’ when speaking about the feminisation of survival and pointsout that this term indicates ‘a degree of institutionalisation’ since families,communities and even countries depend on women for survival (Sassen 2002 :265). This section explores the survival circuits that sex workers belong to, orthe situation of ‘duress’, as Butler calls it, as well as the material realities of
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women from a sex workers’ perspective. Building on it, the following sectionswill explore how, in addition to difficult material conditions, women in survivalcircuits also want to enjoy goods and services that their poverty denies them.The prevailing structures of gender relations define the possibilities availablefor women to a great degree. Most of the opinions for survival and living areexpressed in relationship to a man; and so many sex workers connected sextrade to the poverty that followed the loss of their husbands or fathers (divorceor death). For example, Lorin (42 years old) started selling sex after herhusband (12 years of marriage) and father of her three children died in anaccident:By bad luck he [husband] passed away in 2002. And from that year up to now[2011] I am staying alone, with my children, and passing so time. Because Idon't have any experience of any work. I was doing house-help at my friend,another woman staying near here. I was working almost two months and then Ihad a problem with this [pats on her back], with a backbone. I told her, thatwhen I am washing I have some pains here, so I cannot work this work. So Istopped working up to now. I keep walking here and there, asking, looking for alittle job like washing, ironing or washing house, washing windows only. Theypay me 300 sometimes, 250 sometimes. And I have 3 children. So it is sad. Myfirst born completed form 4 in 2008, up to now I haven't taken her to college,she keeps on sitting. She doesn't tell me any problem that she is facing; she isjust quiet, just thinking, thinking, sometimes crying. She was big, now she iscoming thinner.Lorin’s experience points to gender structures – being a wife and a mother, shedid not work while married and so did not have any work experience once herhusband died.The gender structure, in which a woman’s role is subordinate to her father’s(and then husband’s) can become problematic for women in the instance oftheir departure. Rural societies had ways of incorporating widows and divorcedwomen back into village life. For instance, Mutongi (2007 : 189-190) points outthat in the societies of western Kenya a widow or co-widows usually remainedon their deceased husband’s land tilling it and raising children together, whiletheir livelihoods were ensured according to indigenous law. In practice it meantthat widows still remained incorporated in the patriarchal structure, as the landbelonged to their sons, and they had usufruct right to this land until their sons
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were old enough to inherit. Other societies practiced widow inheritance, whichalso made sure that widows are re-incorporated in society (Gwako 1998;Luginaah et al. 2005). Yet, such practices became extremely complicated withrapid urbanisation and migration, as people did not know what to do withurban informal wives following the death of the man. In order to be able to relyon rural kin and family help, urban people have to maintain a good relationshipwith their rural homeland, as Ferguson (1999) shows in his work on the urbanworkers of Zambia’s mines. The failure to maintain a good relationship resultsin diminishing security in case of accident or death. Stories like Lorin’s point tosuch difficulties: women come to Mombasa from other regions of Kenya withtheir husbands, they take the traditional role of wife, mother and domestic carer,yet, after losing their husbands, women are left to care for their children andoften have no relatives or kin to rely on in Mombasa or anywhere else. Thepatriarchal structure of gender and the economic system that is based on it areprominent factors that place women like Lorin into survival circuits.Whereas Lorin can be seen as disadvantaged because of her compliance withthe traditional role of a wife, it is important to emphasise that the narratives ofsex workers’ who entered the sex trade after losing their husbands (or othermale breadwinners) often point towards multiple failed attempts to finddifferent ways of earning money and finding their place in the economy. Forinstance Tabitha (42 years old) recounts her attempts this way:I was a messenger. Yeah. I also make the cleaner. I found a job like a casual, notpermanent. Casual, this was like a casual. So there I stayed for three monthsonly. Then they say: “Now- no job”, so then I started to walk in the beach. Yeah,because I know to make massage, and rasta9. So I walk, I speak to the whitepeople like you, if they like the massage, I make a massage, and if they give mesmall money, I came back home, children eating. And in the night I go to the bar,restaurant, I stay, I speak to people, in the night club, like that.Tabitha’s experience not only shows that the sex trade was her last choice; butmore importantly, it shows what possibilities for women exist in the localglobalised economy and what keeps them in the survival circuits.
9Matted coils of hair, a popular hair-style.
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First, Tabitha gets a temporary job. Barrientos et al. (2003 : 1514) point out thatflexible production and working arrangements are adopted by many Africancompanies to maintain competitiveness in the global economy; competitivenessis also ensured through temporary labour contracts, which allow companies toaccommodate demand instability and shift the risks of the industry ontoworkers. Women are targeted for such jobs (see chapter three), yet, at the sametime, women are especially vulnerable to job loss because of the male-breadwinner bias – the assumption that a wage paid to a man provides him andhis family (Elson and Cagatay 2000 : 1355). The persistence of suchperceptions can be observed in a Kenyan Human Rights Commission Report onthe struggle for workers’ rights (Mutunga et al., 2002 : 16): when discussing theexploitative wages of Del Monte workers, the report gives a table that comparesDel Monte wages (permanent, seasonal, and casual) with the basic monthlyneeds of a family of six. A family of six is chosen as an entity for comparison,because that is the average family size in the district where the Del Montefactory operates. The importance of such a comparison for this research is thatit assumes only one wage earner in the family, who is male. The existence ofsuch a bias makes it difficult for women to receive competitive salary in thelabour market. Moreover, the male-breadwinner bias also means that manyfamilies favour boys with regards to education (see Chege and Sifuna 2006) andthus women remain less literate and less skilled, which in turn means lowerfemale wages overall.For this reason, after Tabitha failed to ensure her livelihood through formalemployment, she turned to the informal sector, and started offering massagesfor tourists. Tourism is an important source of foreign exchange in Kenya, andcertainly an important industry in terms of employment on the coast. Yet, dueto the nature of tourism that is promoted by the Kenyan government – largescale, capital intensive tourism, and hospitality projects – the local population israrely involved in the provision of core services, and mainly engage in themarginal and informal businesses surrounding tourism industries such ashawking and vending (Akama and Kieti 2007 : 742-743). The opportunities thatare available to local people are not only informal and less profitable, as
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Tabitha’s story points out, but such opportunities are also gendered, withwomen having lower paid and less stable opportunities than their malecounterparts (Sinclair 1998 : 31). The most popular options for women in thetourism industry, as Mombasa sex workers indicate, are being a maid or awaitress in the big hotel or resort. Some women mentioned the option ofworking as a security guard in the bars and night-clubs. More profitable optionssuch as transportation, catering services and the management of facilities areusually occupied by men. In the informal sector men also secure more profitableopportunities such as guide services, transportation and the vending ofsouvenirs.The economic opportunities that are available for women are an importantfactor pushing some women to trade sex. They are also the reason why somewomen choose not to exit the sex industry. Precious (23 years old) was clear inexplaining her choice among opportunities available:In a hotel they pay 3000 [per month]. It is too small for me, because I have topay rent, my kids have to pay school fees, food, so I say, very small small. I haveto go out, if I go out to have sex, then he [a potential client] gives me 3000 perday. And then another day like this.It is important to point out, that Mombasa sex workers often emphasise theirrole as mothers and providers for the children, just as the Peruvian sex workersof Nencel’s (2001 : 222) research. The role of a mother and the responsibilitiesthat come with it are often at the centre of discourses surrounding themotivation for engaging in sex work. Such discourses also point to the genderstructures of society and emphasise the responsibility of women to take care oftheir children, despite the limited means they have to do so. NGOs, governmentofficials, people on Mombasa streets and sex workers themselves oftenemphasise poverty when speaking about women engaging in sex work. In thisway, the choice of the sex trade is legitimised in the public discourse, it isconstructed as an ‘honourable gender identity’ (Nencel 2001 : 224), because itis for a good reason – to feed families. This ambiguous position that sex workersoccupy in public discourse can be explained by the prevalence of patriarchalgender structures in society. The reproductive role of women to care forchildren is acknowledged, yet, because sex workers do not depend on a man
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and thus cannot be controlled, they are constructed as being a threat to society,so that at least they can be policed.Whereas a government official would complain about how the economy inKenya is getting worse and that is why the ‘vice occupation’ of selling sex iswidespread10, sex workers themselves do not like to speak about morality andconcentrate on their everyday economic issues such as the lack of money forchildren’s school fees, the difficulties in finding enough money to feed them, orthe rent that is due and which will not be paid on time this month. For example,when asked about morality, Ritangeri (36 years old) did not like my question:They [people] can talk during the day, and at night they can sleep, and the tradewill continue. So what else can I do when I have nothing on my table to give tomy children?!The women who are part of the sex industries often fall out of the traditionalfamily model and of traditional patriarchal structures ensuring that a manwould take care of a woman’s financial needs. Sex workers rarely belong to amale-headed household, and thus are outside male provision and control.However, despite a woman’s supposed independence, they still have theirtraditional patriarchal responsibilities of taking care of their children and themajority of them are de facto or de jure heads of female-headed households.Neo-liberal restructuring made it more difficult for men to take care of theirfamilies and presented women with new opportunities in the labour market, aswas discussed in chapter three. These new material realities have challengedtraditional gender hierarchies to some extent, however unequal gender powerrelations remain, because neo-liberal markets build on existing inequalities,which they then try and exploit, as was discussed in chapter two. So eventhough some men find it increasingly difficult to get a waged job that wouldensure they can provide for their families, male salaries are still generallyhigher than female ones. Likewise, the fact that many women cannottraditionally depend on men financially and have more opportunities in thelabour market still means that they have to care for their families and look fornew ways of getting a share of the male salary. Both Kenyan men and women
10 Interview with civil servant in the District Gender Social Development Office, 28/03/2011,Mombasa.
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face new economic conditions in their communities, yet they are still operatingin the gendered social structures that define their opportunities.Sex workers, like the nannies and maids of global survival circuits (seeEhrenreich and Hochschild 2002), carry a strong responsibility to care for theirfamilies, and this responsibility defines their spending and their daily worries.These worries are a direct response to the socio-economic structures thatdefine the livelihoods of women. For example, in an interview Cinderella (28years old) explained how:Like today something happened to me in the morning: we were coming toGrace's house, when my child came home. Then I said: “What is wrong?”, “Theyhave sent me, for 500 money for school fees.” I said: “Where I can get moneynow?”, then I write a letter to the teacher: “Please, let my child get in class, onMonday I will look for money”. Now, then I remove from here, when I go backto Mtwapa, I have to go and look for money. So that on Monday he can go toschool.Cinderella has to find money for her son’s school fees in order to ensure that heis educated; in this way she is fulfilling her responsibility to take care of herfamily. Yet, Cinderella’s story outlines another important aspect ofcontemporary care – parents have to pay for public services that are supposedto be free. In a similar vein, Precious (23 years old) explained the reality ofcommoditisation this way:But you know, life is very hard. Life is very hard. We need everything. And youknow, everything, you buy - water, [for] everything I use money. Everything ismoney.As a result of socio-economic structures, Cinderella and Precious have to pay toeducate their children (the reason why many Kenyans prefer private schools tothe government ones was discussed in chapter two) and manoeuvre both theneo-liberal socio-economic structures that define their poor options in thelabour market and to purchase commodified services for their children’s andtheir own well-being.At the same time, sex workers comply with the traditional role of carer that isprescribed to Kenyan women by society. Twenty-nine studies reviewed byBuvinic and Gupta show that when levels of child malnutrition and school
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performance are considered, female-headed households show a slight biastowards protection from poverty in the next generation, especially in Africansocieties (1997 : 268), which reflects the gendered hierarchies and norms thatprevail. The fact that a woman is a household head does not mean that povertywill not be reproduced, as female-headed households differ in their income andcoping strategies. Nevertheless, the spending patterns of the female carerreflect their decisions over their children/siblings’ well-being which can bearsome important differences when compared to other types of households. Forexample, research conducted by Kennedy and Haddad (1994 : 694) found thatsome of the poorest female-headed households in Kenya have more successfulstrategies to deal with child nutrition and schooling than other types ofhouseholds.The socio-economic structures that disadvantage some women can also be seenfrom statistics about sex workers. Research on Kenyan sex workers (NACC2011) shows that 95 per cent of the women who trade sex have a secondaryincome. Or rather, to paraphrase this number while reflecting on the life storiesof interviewed sex workers, the majority of women in the sex trade find that theoccupations in the labour markets are not paid enough and have to becomplemented with income derived from sex work. As a result, some of today’swomen with low income choose to complement their income with sex work.Which occupation is seen as the primary and which one as the secondarydepends on the individual woman, yet it is important to emphasise that incomefrom other occupations are often not enough to make a living due to theexploitative nature of neo-liberal labour markets. The labour marketsdisadvantage not only unskilled women who usually do temporary jobs likelaundry, cleaning houses, braiding hair, or massage; but equally, women whohold low-paid jobs in the formal modern sector, for example a secretary or amaid in a hotel, also seek for additional income through sex work. Having thesejobs requires at least secondary education, but still pays a low wage. Forinstance, Anita (35 years old) explained:I finished primary, secondary and college [education]. I studied for a secretary,but with computers. Not a simple secretary. I got employed, 2000 shillings andthe guy was harassing me. 2000 shillings – small.
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The situation is not better in the informal sector, for example for women whosell clothes, food, and drinks. Often when trading is not profitable it issubstituted by earnings from sex work. For instance, Miriam (31 years old) wasselling food on the market for a while:You buy there, let’s say, potatoes and then you sell. You lost a lot of money.Because if you buy today and tomorrow there are new potatoes that come fromupcountry, and you have from yesterday, nobody wants to buy what is fromyesterday. Buy for today and come in the market. So that was how I was doingand losing money, losing money, losing money. You have to pay house rent youhave to pay everywhere. So [if there is] no other option that gives money so youcan’t continue.The petty economic activities that are available to women usually have a smallprofit margin. In such cases, the income that is generated through sex workhelps women to keep these not so profitable activities running. Sassen (2002 :265) argues that the feminisation of survival means that women operating insurvival circuits as migrants, sex workers, or victims of trafficking, areincreasingly relied upon by their households, communities, and evengovernments and enterprises that function on the margins of the legal economy.The daily realities of Mombasa’s sex workers point to exactly such a situation –sex workers’ households, and the small businesses that they run, are benefitingfrom and depending on the income that is earned in the sex industries. I willfurther explore to what extent local communities rely on the sex workers’income in the last section of this chapter.It is interesting to observe that there is a generational difference of how sexworkers deal with unexpected hardship and poverty. Whereas older sexworkers were telling stories of attempts to get some help from their kin andfamily, the young generation did not seem to even try to rely on traditionalsocial structures. This could be explained by changing social norms in society.As Wiegratz (2010) explores in his analysis of Uganda, the changing materialrealities that were influenced by neo-liberal restructuring result in changingunderstandings of moral norms and social values. Consequently, many older sexworkers saw relying on their kin as a viable option and tried this route.However, the majority of younger sex workers who grew up during structuraladjustment were witnesses of the fact that increasing poverty means an
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inability to help kin, and so do not even try to follow this traditional route.Miriam’s (31 years old) story illustrates such a pattern of thinking: she wasstaying with a man whom she considered her husband and had a daughter withhim. Then she found out that her ‘husband’ had another family, they argued,broke up and she found herself (and her daughter) in poverty which led her totrade sex. Miriam still had a family back home upcountry, but did not want to goback and claim her part of the land for a very practical reason:It is better to stay here. When my father dies and gives me a piece of land, they[her 3 brothers and 4 sisters] will start fighting with me for this small land. It isbetter I look for my own. I struggle, if I get something, I can buy here. I can stayhere than to go there and start fighting. That I don’t want. Because I have mydaughter. If my daughter goes back to upcountry, to my brothers' place, theywill not accept her. I say they will not accept her if I have a fight with them. Butwhen I don’t have a fight with them, they stay together. So it’s better to stay far.Just communicating, that’s all.Miriam knows that her father’s land, divided by eight siblings, will not beenough for a decent living. For this reason she refuses to try to rely on herfamily when facing difficulties with the hope that such a sacrifice will meansocial security for her daughter.This calculated and weighted decision is not a one-off instance. Sex workers tryto make a living in a difficult economic environment, which is influenced byglobal political economy and the division of labour. What is important to note isthat individuals can change their status quo only as much as existing structuresallow them to. Still, Kenyan women try to use the system that disadvantagesthem for their own benefit. Women position themselves in society and takedifferent gendered roles in order to be able to depend on male income andbenefit from such relationships. The following section will explore suchattempts in more detail.
‘I would love him so much’: blurred boundaries between love and
moneyHaving to operate in a difficult socio-economic environment that was discussedin the previous section, sex workers often spoke about their attempts to dependon different men – fathers, husbands, boyfriends, uncles, bosses in institutions,
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managers in factories and hotels, husbands of other women in families wherethey were working as a house-help, and, finally, their clients. All the women hadplayed different roles during their lives: they were daughters, wives, girlfriends,farmers, traders, maids, messengers, secretaries, house-help girls, and friendsbefore (and often while) they traded sex. Each of these roles required differentperformances in order to ensure their livelihoods, as women chose fromdifferent forms of femininities available to them (Moore 1994 : 147). Thissection will examine the ways that Kenyan women are dependent on maleincome, and how these options often combine a performance of love inexchange for money.Being dependent on a male income can take multiple forms. The access to maleincome can be ensured through a marriage as a sexual contract, where a mantakes care of his family and in exchange has access to his wife’s body andsexuality (Pateman 1988 : 17). Pateman’s analysis focuses on a marriage in aWestern context and for that reason has to be applied carefully in non-European contexts. Traditionally, marriage in Kenyan societies meant an on-going relation between two families that started with marriage negotiations andcontinued as an on-going practice that could result in other possible marriagesor other benefits through the extended family network (Frederiksen 2000 : 215;Heald 1995 : 492). So the access to a woman’s body was ensured throughmarriage not only by a man, but also by his family. Today marriage still requiresa bride price in many communities. For those who can afford marrying into afamily with urban connections, this can open more possibilities in the urbanlabour market through a new extended family network (Luke and Munshi2006). However, bride price was already a problem fifty years ago as menrarely had the money required. The implication of a marriage without brideprice is that men do not have complete control over women (Silberschmidt2004 : 237). Furthermore, as argued by Ferguson in the case of the ZambianCopperbelt (1999 : 178), the boundaries between marriage and other forms ofcohabitation became increasingly blurred with urbanisation; and there is noclear separation among many different arrangements of a short or long run. Still,men’s partial control over women means that if a woman is dissatisfied, she
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finds it easier to complain or even to leave (Cornwall 2003 : 240; Frederiksen2000 : 216; Hunter 2002 : 112).The life stories of interviewed sex workers confirmed such tendencies. Forinstance, in her first formal marriage, Chichi (32 years old) suffered when herhusband did not give her money, beat her and locked her out of the house, butshe did not leave him. After their divorce, when she found another man withwhom she was staying with ‘like my husband’, Chichi did not continue sufferingonce the abuse started:And then it ended, because when I was pregnant, he almost beat me up. I havelisted a complaint to the police station, for him to leave me alone.Sex worker stories confirm that cohabitation of the couple without completionof families’ negotiations, or even in the absence of them, is seen as an informalmarriage, just as Frederiksen (2000: 216) points out. Even though such ‘stayingtogether’ is explained as the ideal of a love marriage, and offers more room forequality in the household, such unions have the weaknesses of insecurity and ofan unclear recognition of children’s identities in the case of separation(Frederiksen 2000 : 215-216).East African cultures, as Heald (1995 : 492) points out, can be dubbed as‘respect cultures’, in which respect is largely based on controlled sexuality. Yet,as Ferguson (1999 : 186) points out, in a society such as that of the ZambianCopperbelt, or Mombasa for that matter, where most women depend on meneconomically in one way or another, respect is not linked to receiving money forsex; respect is more defined by how ‘properly’ a woman is married, how oftenshe changes her partners, and what is the social status of her partner – the typeof gender role that she enacts. Therefore, the image that corresponds torespectable gender roles, as that of a mother or a wife, is important in the localsociety, and some Mombasa sex workers emphasised this. For instance,Precious (23 years old), when reasoning why she does not dress up in a sexyway when going to look for clients, explained:When I go there, I put on my long trousers, my top. Because I have kids, I haveto put on well. When I put something like that [shows something short], and Ihave a kid, that is not good.
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The image of respectful woman, a mother, is important as part of women’sstrategies in the sex industries, as will be discussed in chapter five; still, somewomen felt that they have to conform to these social expectations ofrespectability as can be seen from Precious’ opinion. Preoccupations aboutrespect mean that marriage is seen as the best way to be respected. Kenyanwomen refer to the men they depend on as ‘husbands’ regardless of how officialthe marriage is, and traditional gender-related responsibilities are expected todefine such union.Depending on a man through marriage (both formal and informal) is oftendescribed through the word ‘love’; nevertheless, ‘love’ is usually accompaniedby other words involving money. For example, Miriam (31 years old) explainedthat ‘when somebody loves you, and is providing you, providing you money also,so you can do something’. Such an understanding of love that combines both theaffect and exchange is not unusual in African societies, as was discussed inchapter three(also see Cole 2009). Boundaries between love and materialsecurity are blurred as many stories of love and marriage reveal. Some women,as for example Floriana (41 years old), after divorcing an abusive husband,enter an informal love marriage. However, while Floriana loved her secondhusband, after being abandoned by him once his financial situation improved,she concluded that ‘my love is not good’, but still believed that ‘if there is peaceand love in house, even if the house is empty, you wouldn’t leave’. Other womenused words meaning love and money almost interchangeably as if referring to anotion of marriage that has a strong material aspect. For example Lisa (36 yearsold) is sure that if she finds a German tourist who would marry her and take herto Germany, provide for her and her daughter, she would ‘love him so much’.Articles in the daily newspapers, for example, ‘Wooing women, wallet-first’(Mutembei and Ndoria 2012), ‘I love you, but where is the cash?’ (Odunga 2012),and ‘Why bedrooms turn icy in January’ (Odongo 2013) echo these ideas andemphasise the importance of financial power for a stable relationship, includingmarriage. Of course, newspaper publications often reflect gender stereotypesand prejudices rather than a complicated ‘reality’; yet, the existence of such
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narratives in the media points to existing tensions when speaking about love,relationships and money.Terms such as ‘like’ and ‘love’ were used interchangeably in many of myinterviews. Women claimed that they would love a man who would marry them.When I asked whether they would love him even if he was not very attractive orabusive, they would all emphasise the material aspect - if he provides, shewould love him. A similar conflation of these terms was present when speakingabout sex work. For example Toto (23 years old) started our interview bytelling me that she likes to stay ‘in a good relation with other people’, but shealso ‘loves commercial sex work’. Then she continued to talk about how difficultthis job is, how men can be abusive, and how much competition there is. Finally,when speaking about her daughter, she said that she is doing everything she canso that her daughter would have a different life than herself. At that point Ireminded her that she said she loves sex work, but Toto explained that sheloves sex work, because it gives money, but it will not be good for her daughter.There are two important things that Toto tells in her story. One is the differencein the imagined dream life for herself and her daughter, which will be furtherexplored in chapter six. The second is the (lack of) choice available and herrelation to this situation. Drakulic (1992 : 13-14) in her essay about communistPoland comes to the conclusion that ‘the word “like” is not the best way toexplain the food situation (or any situation) in Poland’. She continues byexplaining that in a situation of shortage, such words have different meanings,implying actual choice, refinement and even indulgence, which is a wholedifferent attitude to food than that of the everyday communist citizen. Thereality of the very few choices that Toto disposes of (being born to a sex workermother, never attending any school, and starting to sell her body at the age of11) entails that words such as ‘like’ or ‘love’ have a very different meaning thanthe same words used in situations where choice is plentiful.For women who do not have many choices for surviving on their own, due tolimiting socio-economic structures in place, depending on a man (or men) andhis (their) income is one alternative. The performance of ‘love’ or ‘like’ in asituation such as that of Toto is directly connected to material (in)security, not a
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romantic choice. This is not to say that there is no affection in Kenyan women’slives. Heald (1995 : 500) notes that, in many East African societies closecompanionship between a man and his wife is desired, however, it is notexpressed in terms of an ideology of romantic love. Chichi (32 years old) told abeautiful romantic love story of her own about a Maasai man who she likes andwho stepped in to protect her in her abusive relationship with the father of herchild. She was telling how the man she likes came to save her with ‘Maasai
panga11’, how he helped her to get back her ‘freedom’, and how since then theyboth support each other in difficult situations and how important the man is inher and her children’s lives. Yet, even though this story had all the elements ofromance, the word ‘love’ was not used once while recounting it.Due to economic changes that influence the institution of marriage, dependingon a husband in contemporary African societies became an uncertain survivingstrategy for many women. The nature of the Kenyan economy means that somemen migrate to other towns for work purposes and women remain behind(Hattori and Dodoo 2007; Luke 2010). The vulnerability of marriage when aman migrates long distances for work is confirmed by sex workers’ life stories.For instance, Chichi (32 years old) admitted that after her first husband left forNairobi and his money stopped reaching her regularly, she started looking forother jobs. Finding a job and earning her livelihood is certainly a goodalternative to dependence on a man. However, as was discussed in the previoussection, because of the position that women occupy in the labour market, thiscan be difficult to achieve or a poorly remunerated option. For this reason,depending on men other than a husband or father arises as a survival strategy.As so many other women, Chichi did not find a better job than the possibilitiesthe sex industry offered.Work as a house-help is one of the most popular unskilled occupations forwomen in Kenya. In developing countries, as Bujra (2000 : 2) observes, ‘formany people there is no parallel to the specialised role of the “housewife”’. Forthis reason, domestic service remains a popular job option in an unequal society.Still, the work of a house-help means that a woman usually depends on a man
11Maasai men carry with them a sword which is called ‘panga’.
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and male income of another family for her survival. When asked about theirwork experiences most sex workers mentioned working as a house-help forcertain periods of time. Yet, most of these experiences involved abuse fromtheir employers and in some cases even sexual violence while being paid verylittle (most sex workers indicated that they had received 1000-2500 Kenyanshillings a month12). This type of employment is also not a very stable option,because house-helps are often blamed for ills within a household: thedisappearance of a mistress’s dress can be reason enough for a dismissal, letalone cases where the man of the house has an affair with a house-helper andthis information reaches his wife. In many cases, the sexual advances of a manwere a reason why women decided to leave such employment. For exampleMiriam (31 years old) explained:He [the man of the family she was working for] wanted relationship with mebut at that moment I was still young, so I refused. And I decided to resign thejob. Because to destroy somebody’s family it’s not good. So I decided to leavethe place.In other cases women left this kind of employment because of mistreatment.Chichi (32 years old) recounted her experience:I started as a house girl. The lady I was staying with was so rude to me! She hada mzungu13, a white man from Germany, so she was mistreating me. SometimesI go for a walk to know some areas, when I come back, the door is closed, theyare inside, I can knock, [but they do not open]. I sometimes even sleep outsidein the veranda for several days.Mistreatment of women and girls who work as house-helps is commonplaceand for this reason is often not an attractive way of making a living. Anotherproblem with being a house-help are the difficulties of combining such anoccupation and a woman’s duties in her own household, especially when awoman has children. This difficulty is well known to the employers, and for thatreason women, who have young children, have more difficulties in securing aposition as a house-help. If working as a house-help fails, women have to findother ways to survive through work or depending on men.
127-18 GBP. For comparison, the Basic Minimum Wage set by Kenyan Government was 10.606Kenyan Shillings (77.2 GBP) a month in 2011.13In Swahili- a white man or a white person. Plural- wazungu.
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Co-habitation or a relationship with a man who already has a family can be seenas one alternative to marriage or work. Male migration has a two faced effect onwomen’s dependence on men. Luke’s research in Kenya shows that the size ofmigrant male remittances back home often depends on extramarital affairs inthe destination area. Non-familial relations in the destination area replace thepsychological support of the family and successfully compete for the share ofmale wages (Luke 2010). So, even though male migration means that hisoriginal family has less financial support and may face difficulties, at the sametime it also means that part of his wage is redistributed to other householdsthrough non-familial intimate relations. As a result, while one family might beworse off, other women seek out the possibility of such extra-maritalrelationships to help them survive.It is important to point out that, due to the limited possibilities for women inlocal economies, depending on a male income becomes a necessity both for awoman’s survival and personal advancement. Haram (2004 : 220) in herresearch found that women in East Africa often have unrealistic expectationsand ideals regarding marriage. Modern ideas about intimacy are merged withanother criterion used to assess men – financial means (Spronk 2012 : 166).Since there are few men who could meet all these expectations due to difficulteconomic situations, such unrealistic expectations feed into the process of somewomen making a decision to have multiple lovers or temporary partners ofvarious types to ensure their economic security, enjoy their freedom, pursueindividual aims, and lead a ‘modern’ life (Haram 2004). In a similar vein, Alicia(24 years old) told me that she is in the sex industry to find a mzungu, becauseher chances to marry locally do not satisfy her. She could get married to an ‘old’man, but she hears her friends who did so complain about how their olderhusbands mistreat them and she does not want that. Young men that she wouldlike to marry look for wives of the same social standing and, given that Aliciadoes not have university education, she does not stand a chance for upwardsmobility. This and other similar examples suggest that few men fulfil theexpectations of many women in contemporary Kenya or fit into expectedmasculinity frameworks. Women who chose to seek a European husband or
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boyfriend through sex work, or the women that Haram interviewed who havemultiple partnerships with different men but never marry, seem to echo theexplanation that Peninah Mwangi (the director of the Bar HostessEmpowerment and Support Programme) gave to the popular rumour of Kenyanwomen outnumbering men: ‘it is better to share one good man than having onebad man for yourself’.The fact that men who have money are shared by several women can be seenfrom HIV/AIDS infection statistics that van den Borne (2005 : 47) quotes in herresearch on Malawi: women, whose partners are skilled workers, students,business men or professionals – all groups of men who have more money thanunskilled workers or farmers – have the highest HIV prevalence rates in Malawi.Van den Borne explains such statistics by the fact that women who have richerpartners often share the partner and his money with other women. Not allwomen who are willing to ‘share’ a ‘good man’ with his wife are sex workers.Some of them choose to depend on different men at different times, others haveextramarital affairs or are long-term mistresses. However, the persistence ofthe idea of ‘sharing a man’ is important in itself when looking at the socio-economic structures prevalent in Kenya. On the one hand such necessity to‘share a man’ indicates the prevailing patriarchal gender structures and gender-defined possibilities of action and choice. On the other hand, this idea alsospeaks about the difficulties of living with normative gender roles andincreasing individualism in society as both men and women seek for householdarrangements that suit their interests and do not necessarily involve thecreation of a family unit. Neo-liberal theory explains the efficiency of markets bythe fact that individuals seek their self-interests when acting. Yet, the historicalchanges in the family institution in developing countries show a slightlydifferent picture – individualism becomes important in society, because of theinability to maintain family relations, which is tightly connected to poverty,itself enforced by the neo-liberal economic arrangements.Women depend on men through various relationships; they employ thelanguage and performances of ‘love’, when trying to ensure their and theirchildren’s livelihoods. These relationships are diverse in form and intensity and
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the sex industry is one such set of relationships. Tinsman (quoted in Tamale2011b : 148) argues that ‘sex is central to the way in which all women areexploited in all types of work’, and that sex work, like other women’s work, isstructured by global markets and gender relations. Women are responsible forreproductive work and perform emotional labour when they are wives, lovers,partners, but also as sex workers (Sanders 2008a : 413). The performance ofthis type of work can be profitable when deployed deliberately because itcorresponds to male illusions and desires. However, this work does not requireany training and has no entry barriers, and therefore is available to everywoman in need. In the face of limited formal employment opportunities and thecommodification of sex through male migration, urbanisation, media, anddiscourses about masculinity (Bennett 2011 : 82), sex work has risen as a viablealternative way of ‘sharing’ good men and depending on male wages.It is important to recognise female agency when speaking about the optionsavailable to women in Kenya, even if those options might be limited. AsShowden (2011 : 4) argues in her discussion of women’s agency ‘[i]f the onlyoptions available to a person are “bad” ones, choosing under such conditionsdoes not negate the autonomy of the actor’. Even though Kenyan women havelimited possibilities in their career choices and have to depend on men in manycases, it is also true that women make choices based on considerations aboutwhat they think is better for them. Moore (1994 : 146-147) points out that, thedegree to which individuals recognise alternatives available to them is variableand does not always involve conscious reflections. The choice is made throughpractice and sometimes does not even require an intellectual awareness of theprocess itself. Women find original ways of surviving and advancing in thesystem, often using their sexuality as a tool. A run-away wife or a newlydivorced woman has to find another way to earn her livelihood which in somecases may lead to sex work.The option of sex work becomes even more realistic if a separation with thehusband (or loss of the husband) leaves a woman with children to care for.Several sex workers interviewed described such situations in these terms - ‘I ama mother and a father’. For example, Daughtie Akoth (2011 : 177), one of the
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Kenyan sex workers activists, tells the story of a woman that she picked up onemorning to do her laundry in Nairobi:This woman has young children who are not in school despite the fact thatthere is free primary education in Kenya. All she has to do is buy them schooluniforms, but she says she can’t afford it. When people don’t know that their
nyeti (vagina) is power, they lose out a lot.However, one has to be careful when speaking of choices and power, becausechoices are made and power is exercised within certain frameworks and socio-economic and political conditions. Disadvantaged by the labour markets, andhaving limited power to participate in decision-making structures, manywomen became dependent on their bodies and sexual relations with men,ranging from marriage to the trade of sex (Bakare-Yusuf 2011 : 125). The samesocio-economic structures mean that men find it increasingly difficult to sustaintheir families and fulfil expectations that surround the idea of normativemasculinity. As a result of those changing material realities and financialinsecurity relationship categories such as marriage, co-habitation, love affair,extramarital affair or just a couple, become fluid and more uncertain thanbefore the neo-liberal era. Tensions between love and money are the sign ofinequality in society; yet the same tensions open a space for women to enactdifferent forms of femininity that they perceive as responding to genderstructures in order to make a living in such an unequal society.Sex workers often replicate these roles of better-off women in relationships tomaximise their own profits and reach their aims, as chapter five will explore.The different strategies that sex workers employ are based on their perceptionsof masculinities, male needs, and their position in society, as the next sectionwill analyse.
‘Now men do not want to marry: no job, no money, no marriage’:
perceived male desires and the sex industriesScholars (Bujra 1975; White 1990) who have studied prostitution in colonialNairobi emphasise that women who were selling sex responded to the needs ofmale labourers who migrated to Nairobi for work purposes, living inovercrowded accommodation with few comforts, and leaving their families
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behind in rural areas. What colonial prostitutes sold was a differentiated socialreproduction, and their services depended on the labour form that womenchose (White 1990 : 224). Today, as Ssewakiryanga (2004 : 113) rightly pointsout and the author’s interviews with sex workers confirm, exchange of sex formoney cannot be accurately described as women offering ‘a bed’ to a man.Contemporary prostitution interacts with the complexities of urban living andsurvival; even if at first glance it might look very complicated and different fromthe colonial sex trade, it still responds to the needs of men and is influenced byhow women perceive male needs.Sanders suggests that there are two categories of motivations for buyingcommercial sex that fall into ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors. ‘Push’ factors are elementsof men’s lives that are lacking, ‘pull’ factors are aspects of the sex industry thatattract because of their entertainment character (Sanders 2008b : 39-40). In thecase of Kenyan men, disrupted notions of masculinity and difficulties in ‘living’the normative masculinity that were discussed in chapter three serve as a ‘push’factor. Likewise, different performances of femininity that are available in sexindustries serve as ‘pull’ factors.The need for domesticity was an important factor that made prostitutionprofitable in colonial times. Colonial policies with regards to who can and whocannot live in cities meant that many male workers had to leave their familiesbehind in rural areas when coming to work in Nairobi. Thus, Nairobi Malayaprostitutes were providing men with comforts that mimicked services availablein their marital home and were not available in their Nairobi life – bathwater,food, cleanliness, and respect shown to a male client (White 1990 : 13-20). Menwho could not afford paying for all these services still could purchase ‘fleetingdomesticity’ for less money from watembezi and wazi-wazi women whoprovided less sophisticated services than Malaya prostitutes, but stillresponded to male needs. Today the need for domesticity is still central,because of financial difficulties that define the livelihood possibilities of manymen. Sex workers recognise and point out this need when explaining why menbuy sex, as pointed out by Christy (30 years old):
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Yeah, nowadays they [men] don't want to marry, nowadays they don't wantcompletely, they don't want. I don't know why. I think for them, they find thelife is tough, that is why I think they don't want to get married. Things areexpensive, things are getting harder, that is why. I think even them, if theycompare, maybe a man, ok, maybe he is working, ok, let's say he is being paid,maybe 10,000 [KSH]. What is 10,000? You have a wife and family. Ok, let's sayhe has a family. Is that 10,000 enough? With a family? It is not. So I think thatmen, they have sat down and found that it is hard. Because especially here inKenya, even getting jobs is a problem.This need of domesticity is exploited by sex workers who adopt the identity of‘a decent woman’ to replicate the domestic situation, as will be explored in thefollowing chapter. However, it is important to observe that while mirroring the‘comforts of home’, as White (1990) terms it, has been at the centre of sex tradesince colonial times, nowadays such domesticity is increasingly dominated by adiscourse about financial calculations. For example Tony, a bachelor quoted inthe article of Standard (Ayodo 2012), explains why he often uses the services ofsex workers this way:The budget of treating a girlfriend from Friday to Sunday can hit 15,000 [KSH]as you will be drinking and eating all meals out yet the costly girlfriend will noteven touch your clothes for fear of messing up her manicured nails. I would,therefore, rather spend 5,000 [KSH] on drinks with the boys from Friday toSunday and summon a hook up to sort me out, cook, clean, wash and iron at300 [KSH].Tony refers to the fact that many sex workers are willing to do extra servicessuch as cooking, cleaning and washing in addition to their sexual services inorder to secure a good pay. Yet, while in colonial times men were paying forsuch services because they simply could not have their families with them intowns, today’s urban bachelors buy such services because they see it as a morefinancially viable choice. The same article quotes Apollo, who sees sex workersas ‘service providers’ and considers them being ‘a treat’ since some women aregood cooks, others do laundry well.Furthermore, the need for intimacy and emotional support is another importantfactor. Different socialisation into gender roles and gendered possibilities incommunities among most Kenyan ethnic groups mean that most men dependon their wives (girlfriends, fiancées, and lovers) for emotional support (Heald
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1995; Swartz 1982). This intimate relation between men and women becomesmore difficult when a man migrates in order to provide for his family. Moreimportantly, it is absent if a man cannot marry or provide. Unfulfilled emotionalneeds in marriage is one of the main topics in the Kenyan post-colonialliterature, as Odhiambo (2003, 2007) observes, and this missing emotional linkbetween man and wife often leads to the problems that the heroes of the storiesexperience. Luke’s (2010) research shows that a relationship exists between thefulfilment of emotional needs and the size of migrants’ remittances back to ruralKenya. When a man has a girlfriend(s) who fulfils his emotional needs in themigration destination place, the remittances back home become smaller,because part of the male wage is shared with another woman. Therefore,emotional fulfilment and the ability to share money are strongly related andmany sex workers emphasise the importance of talking and the need to listen tomen as one of the male needs, the fulfilling of which can ensure a good pay. Forinstance Maureen (28 years old) put it this way:I just go to the man, we speak, chat. And you listen to him. More carefully. Youbalance yourself and other, not to be difficult.The emotional needs of many men are unfulfilled partly because of changingeconomic conditions and the decreasing possibilities to share a wage withwomen, which have a strong effect on Kenyan masculinities. As a result, the sexindustries rise as an alternative place where services mimicking intimacy can bepurchased. Men who are better off might invest in extra-marital relations andsustain several girlfriends (some of which can be found via the sex industries),but poor men cannot afford this luxury and seek for a woman in the sexindustry. Most women who work in the sex industries know how to play maledesires and the need for intimacy to their own benefit. As it will be seen in theanalysis of sex workers’ strategies in chapter five, sex workers differentiatetheir services and cater for all income groups.Neo-liberal ideas about market and choice, in tandem with the commodificationof love, are important forces influencing these changes. Moreover, with theincreasing global outreach of media and migrations, as indicated by Appadurai(1996), women’s movements, and changing gender relations, ideas about family
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experienced a shift as well. Middle class individuals not only break away fromdeemed traditional familiar arrangements, as indicated by Spronk (2012), butalso are increasingly preoccupied about their image. Such an image is connectedto global ideas about masculinity and female roles. For example, one journalistreporting for a major daily newspaper from Mombasa explained thesignificance of appearance in this way:Rich men are looking after beautiful ladies. Like footballers, Berlusconi, likeeverywhere. When you have money, you can get a lot. And as women spend alot, a flashy lady wouldn't go for a poor guy. So flashy lady is a doctor, lawyer orhas a rich husband. Most of these ladies are in Nairobi, because Mombasa ismarginalised.The connection between wealth and beautiful women is an important one whenanalysing the sex industries. Men, who cannot afford having a ‘flashy lady’ astheir partner, might purchase the services of sex workers to compensate for it.Some men who aspire to the status of a ‘macho’ who is ‘in control’ look tocommand multiple sexual partners (Posel 2011 : 133) and for this reason mightturn to specific sections of the sex industry that ensures a ‘flashy lady’ next tothem for the evening.The feeling of being rich is a push factor for buying sex for African men as wellas for their Western counterparts. Brennan (2004) in her analysis of sextourism in the Dominican Republic argues that sex tourists arriving in adeveloping world holiday destination experience that everything is cheaperthan at home. In turn, tourists' relatively low social and economic status in theirplace of origin is inverted and they can consume as rich people. O’Connell-Davidson (1998 : 1) argues that Western men are travelling to sex tourismdestinations to get easy access to women who would be considered out of theirreach in their home countries because of social, economic and other reasons.Research shows that the same is increasingly true for Western womenholidaying in poorer countries (De Albuquerque 1998; Meiu 2011; Taylor 2001).Kenyan sex workers know how to deploy Westerners’ feelings of wealth to theiradvantage as will be discussed in the following chapter; still, the fact thatWesterners can feel like ‘big men’ while using the services of the Kenyan sexindustries is an important ‘push’ factor.
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Men who buy sex are not a homogenous group and belong to different social,economic, cultural and ethnic backgrounds. As men are different, theirmotivations for buying sex vary as well. Women who sell sex build on thesedifferent motivations when choosing a work strategy, and try to capitalise onthe needs that they think men have: the need for domesticity, even ifcommodified and framed in different ways than in colonial times; a lack ofemotional support and intimacy; a willingness to build a certain image and beseen as a ‘big man’. Contemporary sex workers, in contrast to theirpredecessors, often find it more profitable to conceal their ‘profession’ andadopt the identity of other types of femininity than that of a sex worker inresponse to male desires, as will be further explored in the next chapter.Moreover, despite all the difficulties that women experience in their lives, sexworkers do not believe that Kenyan men have an easier life. Women recognisegender inequalities, and speak about different access to education forthemselves and their brothers, explain how many privileges such as jobs arereserved for men, elaborate on the family arrangements and lack of voice forwomen in them, the violence against women and the lack of support from stateinstitutions; yet, none of the women agreed that Kenyan men manoeuvre lifewith less struggles. When I asked Lilian (27 years old) if it is easier in Kenya tobe a man, she answered:No, no. For a woman it is kindda easier. Because most women use their pinky14to get jobs. For a man, men tarmac a lot to get jobs. True. For women it is quiteeasy. A boss tells, you have to do this and this, yeah, fine, I will do it. And thenshe gets a job. I have so many friends who have done that.Recognition of the patriarchal socio-economic arrangements, but negation ofmale privilege in these structures is of no surprise in this situation. Sex workersbelieve that they benefit from unequal gender relations and that they use theirbodies and sexuality to advance in society. Since sex workers manage to reachtheir aims to a certain degree, they do not see men as having an easier life.Furthermore, having access to male wages through their work, they understand
14 Slang for a vagina.
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the difference in effort that men and sex workers have to make in order to leadcertain lifestyles, which will be further elaborated in the next section.
‘I go and I buy a big cheeseburger’: sex workers in the local economySex workers are important actors in the local economies and are seen as goodconsumers by local businesses. Women who sell sex control amounts of moneythat in traditional family arrangements would be in male hands. When assessingconsumption from an historical perspective, Trentmann (2004 : 10) points outthat growing consumption and a new identity of ‘the consumer’ redefines pre-existing social identities, especially those of women. Mombasa sex workers arebecoming important consumers in a context of continuing poverty. Yet, despitethe economic power that sex workers hold, they are still discriminated againstbecause of the way they earn their income. Such a situation echoes Comaroffand Comaroff (2001 : 8) who point out that the core of neo-liberal capitalism isdefined by contradictions – it appears to both include and marginalise inunexpected ways. Sex workers are both marginalised by society because of their‘vice occupation’ and included in local economies as important actors. Betty’s(31 years old) narrative points to exactly such contradiction:You know, they [people] normally see [sex work] is normal. If you get a
wazungu is normal, yeah. But sometimes you hear your baby and another babythey call outside, my boy come and tell me: “Mama, l will kill that baby, they callme mtoto wa Malaya15…” Yeah. But people understand, it is not a big… stigma.No. Like now, you can get house…even you hear people say: “the Malaya house”.Because the landlady doesn't want another married people, they only want sexworkers, because sex workers they don’t have a problem to pay their house,yeah. Even you can get a mzungu, they pay the house for one year, so you see,that they prefer better. So you hear people saying, “That is a white house called
Malaya house”. (laughs)Betty also explains that the stigma of being a Malaya was more important adecade ago when she started trading sex. However, now Betty does not seemany challenges apart from her age: she calls matatu drivers, bouncers at clubsand waiters ‘friends’, keeps good relations with them, goes to church, prays andbelieves that her prayers help her to succeed. The good relations that Betty haswith her landlady, bouncers, matatu drivers and even her church can be
15A Child of a prostitute (in Swahili).
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explained by the fact that Betty is a good consumer. She, in contrast to themarried people that she mentions, has money to pay the rent for her house; shetravels a lot with matatu and - even if she sometimes does not have enoughmoney for a fare - always pays back the debt later; she tips waiters that give hera hint about a good customer; and she donates money for her church. She is animportant consumer and contributor in the local economy of Mombasa.The economic difficulties and the stratification of society that prevail in Kenyawere discussed in chapter two. Sex workers fall into all levels of income – thereare sex workers who earn very little and barely survive, but there is a group ofsex workers that earn amounts of money similar to wages prevalent in privatebusinesses or the local government, and there is also a group of sex workersthat would be considered rich in Kenya (women owing houses, matatus, trucksand other small businesses). It is important to point out that because of theirtrade, all sex workers spend more money and consume more goods andservices than people of other professions in the same income range would. Aswill be discussed in chapter seven, sex workers spend considerable amounts ontheir clothes, beauty procedures, perfumes, use different kinds of transport, payentrances to clubs, buy drinks and food there, and also have more expenditureconnected to their health. What is more, as the high season of tourismapproaches, some local gyms fill up with sex workers who are waiting for theirEuropean boyfriends to arrive and are aware of European beauty standards16.All these businesses welcome sex workers as good consumers and clients. Somepeople even specialise in serving only women occupied in the sex industry. Forexample some owners of internet cafés make special, more privatearrangements for sex workers to video-call their European boyfriends throughSkype17. Some night clubs and bars would attract very few clients if not for thepresence of numerous sex workers (Oluoch 2006). Truck stops along theMombasa-Kampala highway and locales surrounding the Mombasa port orKenyan navy base would get much less business opportunities if not for the factthat sex workers are serving truck drivers and sailors there. Matatu drivers,night club bouncers and waiters and even the police patrolling at night would
16 Personal communication with a gym friend, 14/02/201117 Interview with internet cafe owner’s husband, 25/11/2011
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get less ‘tips’ if not for their ‘friends’ like Betty. The purchasing power that sexworkers hold is recognised by local businesses, and relied upon.In addition to the businesses and people that benefit from sex work-relatedspending, it is also important to highlight other parties that benefit from moneyearned in the sex trade. First, it is sex workers’ children and siblings who areeducated, families that are fed and taken care of, as was discussed previously inthis chapter. For example, when asked if her daughter goes to a governmentschool, Toto (23 years old) proudly explained that her child would not go topublic school, because she is her daughter, and that is why she sends her to arather expensive private school in town. Similarly, Lilian (27 years old) paid herbrother’s driving classes and he now works as a driver.Most sex workers do not tell their kin and families where they derive theirincome from and try to keep their occupation secret. Floriana (41 years old)explained the need for secrecy in this way:You know, like now, I have to respect myself, because I have children. I amdoing it secretly, because they cannot know.Secrecy and the decision not to ask too many questions seem to be a mechanismfor society to deal with the uncomfortable moral questions that the sex traderaises. Many women claim that their families and neighbours do not know whatjob they are doing. But it is also worth asking, if it is just not more comfortablefor the brother that is put through college and therefore can ensure a saferfuture for himself not to ask how his ‘waitress’ sister earns so much money andwhy her shifts are always so late. Some families might suspect the nature oftheir mother’s/sister’s income, but choose not to speak about it openly becauseof the economic benefits that are available for them through the income thatreaches the household. Other families are in full knowledge of the way thatmoney is earned. For instance, Cinderella (28 years old) does not hide heroccupation from her children:Because they can see different men here. “This is our father?” “No, no”. (laughs)You know, they are big and I want them to grow, to know bad thing and goodthing. I told them: “You have to learn, when you don’t learn, you bring heresome different men like me. And I don’t like [that]. You know me, I didn’t go to
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school, because my father and mother didn’t want to take me to school. Now Ido this because we eat and you go to school. Or you want me to stay here?”They say: “No, it’s better you go!” (laughs).Sex workers make choices about spending for their families and in such way tryto gear their lives towards the dream of a ‘good life’ for themselves and for theirkin, as will be discussed in chapter six. The spending that is connected to theirchildren or siblings indicates a strong willingness for upward mobility, andhelps justify their work not only to themselves, but to the wider society, and sexworkers’ choices often reflect that.In addition to sex workers’ families and small businesses that are directlyrelated to the sex trade, there are other businesses that indirectly profit fromthe sex industries’ existence. For example, the tourist industry indirectlybenefits from sex workers operating in Mombasa. It is important to mention thelinkage between tourism and sex that is emphasised by many researchers(Crick 1989; Oppermann 1999; Pettman 1997; Ryan and Kinder 1996; Wondersand Michalowski 2001). Jones (2006 : 15) points out that many tourists whoarrive in Kenya have a conscious or an unconscious desire to engage in sexualactivity with local people, but not all of them have clear plans or expectations tofind sex workers. As it follows, the presence of Kenyan women in tourist places(for example hotels) have a potential to increase profits for such locations, astourists pay for women to stay there, buy them Western-priced drinks, and takethem to safaris and other tourist trips.Sex workers are important actors in the local economy not only because theyare able to consume considerable amounts of goods and services, and not onlybecause they play an important part in the tourist industry. Many sex workersare involved in diverse economic activities that bring an additional income totheir families as discussed previously. Other sex workers are makinginvestments related to their future plans, for example continuing witheducation (finishing their college courses, doing their degrees) in order topursue careers in the formal economy. Lilian (27 years old) explained her entryinto to the sex industry this way:
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I had to come here to look for a job in the EPZs, in the export proceeding zones.I checked, I checked, and no luck in getting. We went, my friends were beingtaken, and I was left out. My only faith was to do the other work. People call itthe dirty work.Income derived from this ‘dirty work’ has already financed Lilian’s courses inmanagement and marketing; now she does an IT course, and plans on takingdriving lessons because:I need so much, because driving goes with sales and marketing, if I have to get ajob, I must have a driving license. And also I have to be intelligent in computer.All diversities, all areas I have to be perfect, which I don't know now.The Kenyan Situational Analysis on Sex Workers and their Clients shows that 21per cent of female sex workers are students in tertiary education institutions(NACC 2011). The share of sex industry workers paying fees at educationalinstitutions and which is working hard to get jobs in formal economy or tobecome businesswomen is far from negligible. Other women who earn a highincome from sex work are already businesswomen besides their prostitutionactivities. Sylvia (26 year old) for example, owns a house and rents some rooms.Female sex workers in the highest income group are the ones that have thebiggest amounts of money to invest into other economic activities, and even ifjust a part of them do so, it is an important to point out their impact asentrepreneurs or just as active economic actors.The importance of economics and the ability to earn money that is constantlyemphasised through the neo-liberal discourse centred on a rational individualgained a central place in society, especially in the face of the lasting economichardship of the past several decades. As a result, the individuals who playimportant roles in the local economy can challenge the notion of marginality insociety. As this section shows, sex workers are important consumers in localeconomies. The nature of their households and work means that they are seenas good clients or customers by many local businesses. The economic power ofsex workers is clearly recognised and relied upon, while the scale of the sexindustries itself, as well as of all the businesses that are connected to thisindustry cannot be ignored. Women are disadvantaged by prevailing socio-economic structures, challenge them in new ways, and manage to depend on
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male wages. Women’s dependence on male wages in some cases gives womenpossibility to outgrow such dependency and set up their own businesses or getengaged in other activities that guarantee actual independence andemancipation. In the contemporary political economy women perform differentgendered identities, always keeping the identity of a consumer, which is anespecially important sign of the neo-liberal footprint in Kenyan society.
ConclusionsButler (1988 : 522) argues that cultural interpretations are significant in ourunderstanding of what constitutes a ‘woman’. Therefore, when analysing theagency of women in Kenya, it is important to understand what possibilities areavailable for different women in society in the economic and social spheres.Both of these spheres are influenced by the prevailing cultural interpretationsand constitute what Butler calls a ‘situation of duress under which genderperformance always and variously occurs’. As this chapter has shown, womenwho sell sex explain the functioning of a ‘situation of duress’ elaborately – theytell stories about the difficulties of finding an alternative occupation, dependingon men, and the responsibility to care for their families and maintain theirpositions in society. In all these efforts women explain how their role is definedas that of a wife, mother, widow or daughter.A set of historical gendered possibilities to make a living, survive or advance inthe society that is available for Kenyan women does not deny female agency. Asthis chapter has shown, when women fall out of traditional gender structuresthat are supposed to ensure their survival in society – such as when they losetheir husbands, fathers or brothers that were breadwinners in the family – theyattempt different routes and different gender performances when seeking foralternative ways to survive or progress. Many try opportunities in both formaland informal gendered labour markets, but if that fails, women positionthemselves in different ways that allow them to depend on a male income. Somemarry, others enter informal marriages, still others become mistresses, loversor trade sex making sure that sex is exchanged for survival or socio-economicsecurity. In this case Butler’s ‘situation of duress’ then is a combination of allthese historical conventions and processes of change that shape contemporary
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Kenya. Functioning in a system that is now heavily influenced by neo-liberalpractices and ideas, Kenyan women choose different gender performances thatensure their survival within those structures. The functioning of the sexindustries is an interesting example for the analysis of how socio- economicstructures affect women’s lives in Kenya. On the one hand, the sex industries areinfluenced by prevailing gendered socio-economic structures and unequalpower relations – women enter such a trade in the face of poverty and limitedalternative possibilities in the local economy. On the other hand, women adjusttheir performative gender roles to the individual situation, and trading sex canbe seen as one of such performances, as sex workers’ testimonies indicate. Bymaking these choices women challenge and manipulate the perceived worldorder and patriarchy to a certain degree – by trading sex women take controlover their bodies and sexualities from one man, they commodify love, and makeunorthodox living arrangements that are better or just more profitable andbreak away from male control. Moreover, engagement in the sex trade helpsmany women to change their marginal position in the local economies, as theybecome important consumers that many local actors rely on.The way the sex industries are organised and function reflects wider changes insociety: when gendered performances in society experience changes, sexworkers start changing their strategies as well, and this will be further exploredin the following chapter. Moreover, changes in the local and global economiesalso influence sex trade and bring changes in this field: processes of increasingconsumerism, commodification, and the marketisation of the social sphere arealigned with prevailing gender relations and reflected in the sex trade. It isimportant to note, however, that even though the sex industries challengeprevailing systems of inequality, and some women manage to benefit frommanipulating male desires and accumulating from male wages, changes are stillnot challenging the existing structures fundamentally, and women manage tocarve a space of action only as much as the system allows. Looking at the case ofthe contemporary Kenyan sex industries, one can see that women in the sextrade, who have been marginalised by neo-liberal economic practices, behaveaccording to neo-liberal logics themselves. They take entrepreneurial initiative,
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employ the discourse of freedom, choice, competition and market, and attemptto exploit male desires for their own benefit. How these processes work will befurther explored in the following chapter.
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5. Manoeuvring the neo-liberal sex industries and competition
I don’t like jokes when I’m in my business, I don’t like jokes. I make stone-face.
(Cinderella, 28 years old)
There is no single way to describe a neo-liberal society, as different countriesimplement policies and subscribe to neo-liberal doctrine to a different degree,and at a varied speed and intensity. However, the emphasis on the ‘economicman’ and his actions in the market is a common pattern almost everywhere, andAfrican countries are no exception. Actually, African countries could be a seenas ‘a study of ‘cutting edge’ or most contemporary neo-liberalism in practice’because of the extent to which neo-liberal reforms have been implemented(Harrison 2010 : 19). Three decades of SAPs and later PRSPs resulted in a clearunderstanding of what markets are capable of in places like Kenya. Threedecades of changes in the socio-economic sphere also left an imprint in thediscourse that Kenyan people employ in their everyday language and in theirself-perceptions. Today it is not surprising to hear a taxi driver speaking abouthow ‘competition is good’18 and for a language teacher to employ terms like‘cost effectiveness’19, both examples pointing to what Bourdieu and Wacquant(2001) call ‘neo-liberal newspeak’.The footprint of neo-liberal discourse and practices are present in everyday life,and even though neo-liberalism is not the only force shaping the socio-economic structures of Kenya, the main attributes of neo-liberalism – markets,competition, individual responsibility for one’s welfare, consumption andentrepreneurship – are often seen as positive factors by many Kenyans.A similar neo-liberal footprint is also visible in the functioning of thecontemporary Mombasa sex industries. First, many sex workers see themselvesas ‘business ladies’, or entrepreneur agents just as in Hofmann’s (2010)
18Observation, Taxi driver 4/10/2010, Nairobi.19Observation, Swahili language teacher 13/12/2010, Mombasa.
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research of sex trade on the US-Mexico border. The entrepreneurial way ofthinking becomes more obvious when one looks at the strategies that sexworkers employ to maximise their income by making choices about thelocations to sell sex, the adaptation of their appearance, and the behaviour andmanagement of their bodies and personal skills, as will be explored in thischapter. The managerial way of thinking about the self and body that isprevalent in neo-liberal capitalism today (Hofmann 2010 : 234), is clearlyexpressed in the way sex workers function in the sex industries. Women adoptvarious gender identities to access different strata of clients, to cross socialborders, and to ensure their income. Sex workers position themselvesstrategically in the cityscape, and use their bodies and personalities in ways thatbring the highest profits. Sanders (2008a : 412) describes how important thereorganisation and repackaging of female sexuality is in sex work in such a waythat women can earn their living from male desires that go beyond the basicsexual act. In a similar vein, as suggested by Mombasa sex workers’ narratives,the working strategies of women seeking to trade sex for money often includeconcealing their identity and mimicking gender roles that correspond to socialrealities. Such strategies of deriving an income through the use of a woman’sbody and sexuality, while avoiding association with commercial sex, areimportant. They are a sign of the disruption of moral norms that are in theprocess of gaining more neo-liberal characteristics, while still corresponding toprevalent gender norms.Another important area that points towards the workings of neo-liberalpractices is sex workers’ perceptions about competition and witchcraft. AsWhite (2000 : 22) argues, vampire stories in colonial Africa were considered tobe political realities and reflected emerging new social relationships, such asthose of hired labour operating machinery, for instance. Similarly, changes insocial realities that were brought by neo-liberal reforms also saw the increaseof stories about Satan’s arrival to Kenya, devil worship and witchcraftallegations (Blunt 2004; Deacon and Lynch forthcoming; Smith 2001).Consequently, witchcraft allegation stories in sex work speak about rupturesand ambiguities in the social and material realities that sex workers experience.
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The sex trade is a dangerous occupation –there are many risks posed by clients,the police, lifestyle, the nature of work, and other factors, as will be furtherdiscussed in chapter seven. In addition to all these threats, sex workers also facecompetition and possible violence from their colleagues. For this reason, sexworkers find themselves in an ambiguous position – in order to remain safe inthe sex trade, women have to cooperate and trust each other; still, the trustedcolleague might be a source of danger, because of fierce competition forpersonal gain, which is particularly significant in the sex industries. The secondpart of this chapter will explore how such competition interacts with dangerand results in the discourse and practices of witchcraft that are employed tocope with such ambiguities and fears.Neo-liberal rationality is at the heart of the socio-economic reforms thatchanged the material realities of many Kenyans in the last three decades.Therefore, as the neo-liberal footprint – to use Wiegratz’s (2010) term – isvisible in socio-economic relations and discourses, it can also be observed in theworking of Kenyan sex industries since women who trade sex behave in waysthat correspond to neo-liberal ideas.
‘I am a good business lady’: exploiting the market, crossing
boundariesSsewakiryanga (2004) in his study of sex work in Kampala shows that sexworkers negotiate different identities in different contexts and construct themin relation to societal structures of power and material contexts. Similarly, Iargue that gender relations and social practice in relation to gender roles areespecially important in understanding sex workers’ negotiations andadaptations of their identity. Variables like age, education, space, certain looks,and mastery of languages are especially important when defining themarketability of sex workers, because they allow them to access differentspaces and interact with different strata of clients. Sex worker identitiesrespond to different contexts and different logics so ‘sometimes, the prostitutehas to emphasise her femininity and “availability” and at other times, she has to“wear”’ the identity of the “sophisticated woman”‘ (Ssewakiryanga 2004 : 118).Different kinds of experiences for sale are available, with the specialisation and
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personalisation of services in the sex industries serving as a ‘pull’ factor toclients. What is more, sex workers look for a way to make a living, and re-brandtheir activities from ‘prostitution’ to that of ‘mistress’ or ‘girlfriend’ or theillusion of ‘flashy lady’ – all of them in exchange for money. The construction ofdifferent identities that sex workers employ in order to maximise their profitsinvolve a careful selection of the place where a woman would look for herclients, as well as the looks and behaviour that fit such contexts.
Space and placeThe space and place that a sex worker chooses to operate from defines thepossibilities for different identities. Harvey (1984 : 31) argues that the neo-liberal turn increased the class power of the rich, which is then reflected in thespatial forms of cities, which become ever more fragmented, and consist ofmany ‘micro-states’ of gated communities, privatised public spaces, and areas ofpoverty. These ‘micro-states’ host inhabitants belonging to different socialclasses, as reflected by the services available in them –contrasts which areespecially visible in developing countries. De Koning (2009 : 134) in herresearch on gender and class in contemporary Cairo observes that young femaleprofessionals navigate the city and hop from one middle-class location to theother without getting in touch with less wealthy segments of society. Inopposition to Egyptian middle class women, Mombasa sex workers navigate thecity to cross socio-geographic boundaries and to access clients from differentsocial strata in different locations, just as maids and servants do. Sex workers’strategies of work involve a careful choice of the space for operation and amatching identity that goes with that place, as will be discussed below.Some places are known as solely sex trade locations and have a fixed ‘prostitute’identity associated with them. For example, the street, massage parlours,brothels or areas where women receive clients in their rooms leave littlenegotiation space for a woman to adjust her identity depending on the client.Women who work in the ‘K street’ of Nairobi,20 or its equivalent in Mombasa,are very explicit about what they are doing there and play along the stereotypes
20 Sex workers’ slang for Koinangestreet that is known as a red district of Nairobi. Interviewwith coordinator of sex workers’ clinic, 26/10/2010, Nairobi.
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of a street-based sex worker or ‘prostitute’. For example, Ashley (22 years old)explained:You have to put a mask. And be like crazy, you know. But during the day youhave to be new thing, some kind of respect. But during the night you aresomeone else. Maybe just wear short skirts and all that. Showing your bodysomehow. Touching men.This clear role of ‘prostitute’ does not require much investment and is arelatively easy way to get money. For this reason on their arrival to Mombasamany sex workers start their trade on the street.The street is seen as a place where profits are fairly certain, even if the amountsthat women earn there are often smaller than those available in other locales.However, in most cases, the street is only a temporary location because ofpolice harassment and the inability to forge relationships with clients who willoffer more substantial financial support. For example, Chiquita-Banana (40years old) said:Maybe a month I go to the street and then I see how with police, [you have to]run away, what what... So then I decided to go to the club.Given the ambiguous legal status of sex work in Kenya, sex workers’ relationswith the police is difficult. Selling sex is not illegal, yet women are often arrestedon different grounds, such as loitering with intent to commit crime, being avagabond, creating public disturbance, or drunkenness (Wambua 2010). Policeofficers have the power to harass sex workers and extort bribes from them. Forthis reason, interaction with the police is often avoided by most women, exceptfor the ones who bribe police officers even before starting to work in order toavoid complications.Apart from police violence, sex workers emphasised that the interaction withclients that they meet on the streets are often more dangerous than those inother locales. For instance Maria-Karen (21 years old) noted how:You can find some they are nice, they treat you good, yanni, like a human being,but some days, eeeh… You can find that he is a human being, but you don't evenunderstand.
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Violent clients pose a danger to all sex workers and women’s strategies to staysafe and avoid violent clients will be discussed further in the second part of thischapter. Still, it is important to point out that the street and other ‘red’ hot spotsare perceived to attract more dangerous clients than other locales and manywomen pointed this out when explaining their choice of working areas.The other reason why some women avoid operating from the street is the factthat sex is traded in secret. As, for instance, in the case of Chichi (32 years old):Before I worked on street, but now I am... my daughter is older now, maybesomeone can see me, and tell her “I saw your mom yesterday”.Working on the street or in the other ‘red’ areas is not safe for women and noneof the women that I interviewed worked on the street all the time. Most of themengaged in street sex work when they needed quick money or at the beginningof the night in order to find a client who could pay her entrance to the club.However, despite the fact that most of the women had to work on the streetsometimes when money was short, most of them preferred other locationswhich were perceived to be safer to work in, and gave them more room tonegotiate slightly different identities than just that of a street ‘prostitute’.Street or brothel based sex workers are most visible and for this reason theeasiest to identify. The coordinator of the sex workers’ clinic21 remembered thatwhen establishing the clinic in early 2000s, street sex workers were the firstones they targeted and offered their services to. However, after a while,workers at the clinic realised that many sex workers have different strategiesthan the sex workers of ‘30 years ago’ and are not operating only from theirrooms or from the street. New generations of sex workers were flexible abouttheir operation areas, and could not be located easily in one space or another,because they were operating in a variety of ‘hot-spots’. Hot spots include bars,restaurants, hotels, beaches, townships, plantations, places outside militarybases, the port, shops, and many others. Each of these locations can be in poor,rich or middle class areas of town. Some of these places, such as Club Simba,Titanic, or California Hotel in Mombasa, are well known as places where one
21Interview with a coordinator of sex workers’ clinic in Nairobi, 26/10/2010.
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could potentially find a sex worker, however, these places are not exclusivelysex-work connected and many come to these locations simply to have fun,dance and eat, without the intention to purchase sex. Other hot-spots where sexworkers operate are spaces that do not even have a connection to the sex tradein public eyes, such as a shop in a poor neighbourhood or a restaurantdowntown. The sex workers who are in the industry for a longer time describedthis geographical spread of sex work locations as a new phenomenon. Forinstance Chichi (32 years old):Before it was secretly, but now, everyone coming for Mombasa, just to look for
mzungus. And they start with sex working before you get a mzungu to marryyou. Because before people were doing it when you are hiding, no one knows.Only those that go to the pub, but now, even me, I work even on the streets, youcan meet those who are doing even in public, even daytime.The geographic and temporal expansion of the sex industries in the city isimportant for several reasons. First, it indicates the scale of distress that Kenyanwomen feel. Documenting prostitution in colonial Nairobi, White (1990 : 20)observed that the most aggressive and visible form of prostitution waspractised by women who were accumulating money to support their ruralfamilies that were facing financial problems. Likewise, contemporary sexworkers who are expanding the visibility of the sex industries are in difficultfinancial situations and are trying to find money for survival in an increasinglydifficult socio-economic climate. Second, the geographical expansion of the sexindustries also speaks about the choices that women make in order to make aliving. Indeed, in their decisions about which workplace to operate from, sexworkers behave according to business logics – they maximise their profits bytargeting different clients, adapting their services to them and reaching out fordifferent consumers in a market. That is the reason why sex work locationsconstantly change and are difficult to pin down. Modern technologies are alsoplaying a part in the contemporary sex industries – the internet, phones, andsocial networks are used to find potential clients and arrange meetings. Forexample Kemuto (44 years old), who is a recent widow with five children still inher care, does sex work in secret in addition to her chores in the village. She hasgiven her phone number to several men in the military base, which is not too far
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from her home, and arranges meetings with her clients by phone so that she caninvent a cover story for her departures.The variety of hot-spots means that the sex workers of Mombasa, just as the sexworkers of Kampala in Ssewakiryanga’s (2004 : 131) research, have tonegotiate different identities to be able to fit into different contexts. Working indifferent spaces might require different looks and different behaviour in orderto make a profit from sex work. For instance, Anita (35 years old) explained thatone day, after receiving a text from ‘a friend’ that a big cargo ship docked in theport, she would dress provocatively and go directly to Titanic to wait for ‘sea-men’22 who frequent the place. After a few days she would go to the beach in aneveryday outfit, ‘buy miraa23 and pretend like you want nothing. And just aspeople are swimming, you chew miraa, one of them will come and talk to you’.The choice of a place where a woman seeks for clients depends on her workstrategy. Women who are in the industry for bare survival would just go to thestreet or another easily identifiable sex-trade destination. Susan (24 years old)and Katherine (18 years old) both told similar stories of desperation which ledto their arrival on the street. Toto (23 years old) and Kate (21 years old) afterrunning away from their abusive mother at the age of 11 and 10 respectively,also went directly to the beach that is known for child sex work and startedthere. However, not all women are in the industry for bare survival, and as sexworkers stories in this research indicate, many women in this trade havestrategies for advancement, just as in Brennan’s (2004 : 23) research ofDominican sex workers. Women who use sex work as an advancement strategy,usually hope to find a rich husband and marry, or to find a ‘sponsor’ who wouldgive them initial capital for opening a business, or to accumulate enough moneyto buy a house or start their own business, as will be discussed in chapter six.This group of sex workers chooses to operate in places which leave room foridentity negotiations and do not make a direct connection to the sex industries.It is important to point out that Mombasa sex workers have a hierarchy ofclients that they prefer: from the European tourists down to local men with
22 Sex workers of Mombasa call sailors ‘sea-men’.23A plant that is known for its stimulating effect. It is a popular form of drug in Mombasa.
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little income. This hierarchy has a racial dimension and resembles thepreferences of domestic servants towards their employers in Bujra’s (2000)research in Tanzania. However, as Bujra (2000 : 137) observes, such accountsappear to be more connected to the social distance of employers than to ‘race’.Tanzanian servants, just as Mombasa sex workers, seek for the most culturallydistant employers, because it is believed that they are most likely to pay well.Nevertheless, some sex workers observe that such beliefs are not always true.Mary (23 years old) pointed out:But nowadays even mzungu pay 1000. It depends now, even there is Africanswho are rich, they pay like wazungu, the wazungu pay like Africans.In order to find well-paying clients, sex workers try to enter spaces that areassociated with rich people – expensive hotel bars, night clubs frequented byrich men, and tourist destinations.Not all women are successful in crossing social borders and profiting from it.Just as the city is divided by boundaries separating wealthy populations fromthe poor, and clients are ranked according to their ability to pay, so sex workershave a hierarchy according to how many boundaries they are able to cross andhow ‘successful’ they are. Many sex workers pointed out that, since the 2002Mombasa bomb blasts, they are not allowed into private hotel territories andthose caught doing so are sent off for disturbing visitors. Christy (30 years old),for example, complained about this new ‘trespassing’ policy of the hotelsbecause it reduced the number of wealthy clients she finds. However, this policyof protecting hotel visitors is not as strict as it is selective. Dafnie (22 years old),who is much younger than Chisty, dresses less ‘crazy crazy’ and whose Englishis better, told me that the private beaches of hotels are actually a very profitablearea to work in, but they are also an area that requires investments – a standardone-off bribe of 10.000 KSH to the guards24. The bribe of 10.000 KSH allows oneto enter hotel territory in the morning and daytime, the entrance for eveningscosts more. People who are allowed to bribe are selected by guards, as ifcreating a class division among sex workers. Women who were telling me about
24Approximately 72 GBP. For comparison, a guard could expect a salary of 4000 Ksh a month,and house-help pay is usually 1500-2500 Ksh per month.
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their work in hotel territories were usually the ones who knew how to findexpensive brands in the second hand clothes markets and to dress in a ‘smart’way, and how to order expensive dishes and had preferences among them25.These are also sex workers who have the ability to mingle freely with tourists.Some Mombasa sex workers navigate the changing tourism scene well - theyadapt their looks and behaviour, and find different ways to cross the boundariesthat should separate the unwanted local poor from rich tourists.The sex workers who are less successful with tourists target different locales.Usually women start their night in locations that are known to be frequented bytourists, but if the hot-spot does not look promising, women move to otherclubs which can be a hub for sailors, middle-class Kenyans, local bars for clerks,or even places that cater for the poor. Some sex workers have their preferredclient groups, but most women are flexible and try to access different clients atdifferent times depending on how successful they are that night. For example,Ritangeri (36 years old) pointed out:To go to a higher class club you need to be a bit younger. So I start with clubs ina village here. And from here I go to Titanic in the town. I go up to Magongo,you know, it is on a way to the airport. Those places have many local peoplegoing too.Knowing that she has fewer chances to get a rich tourist, Ritangeri aims for adifferent clientele – better off African men or sailors who can be found in theTitanic. In a similar vein, Christy (30 years old) explained her work area as:I mostly go to such clubs that are quiet. Where I know that men who go therethey are the decent men. They don’t want the club where there is disco,bumbum, they like quiet place.The locale that sex workers choose reflects their aims in the sex trade. Somespaces are targeted for money accumulation, as Ritangeri does, and differentplaces are chosen if a woman is on the look for a husband, like Christy. Yet otherplaces are frequented if a woman seeks for a European husband or big amountsof money.
25 Before my interview with Cinderella (8/03/2011, Mombasa) we were having a traditionallunch of ugali and spinach with her and several of her colleagues. Cinderella was telling jokesabout how she eats a lot in the buffets of hotels when she stays there with her clients and howshe likes and dislikes certain dishes (‘I never take pasta without meat’).
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The spread of the sex industries in town reflects the changing nature of thetown’s social and economic lives: women are, as the Comaroffs (2001 : 8) haveput it, excluded and included in socio-economic life in unanticipated ways. Sexworkers make choices in order to earn money and by choosing specificlocations they try to cross social boundaries. In addition to the choice of place,sex workers adapt certain looks to match the space they operate in.
AppearanceNelson (1987 : 228) in her research on the sex workers of Mathare Valley in the1970s observes that sex workers in that location did not dress in any specialway, rather the opposite. She also pointed out ‘a more recent phenomenon’ ofwomen serving wealthy clients at the bars and trying to ‘dress prettily anddance provocatively’ (ibid.). Yet it was precisely issues of appearance that sexworkers mentioned and emphasised when asked about their strategies in thecontemporary sex industries. The appearance a sex worker choses to adoptwhile working often does not correspond to her realities and self-perception.For example, Robina (34 years old), Sarah (29 years old) and Helen (28 yearsold), refugees from Sudan, Somalia and Ethiopia respectively, who all ran awayfrom refugees camps and are now sex workers in Mombasa, came to theinterview wearing traditional diras 26 and were telling about the harshconditions they live in (each of them has one child, and they all share one room,with no electricity or running water). After the interview my research assistant,who met them a few days earlier in a club and who arranged the interview,could not hide her surprise:When I met them all looking like angels in the club, I thought they'd live in anice flat, but when I went to get them, I saw that they live in a kiosk!The difference between the everyday realities of sex workers and theirappearance while they look for clients points to the importance of performingcertain roles while trading sex. Women try to conceal their poverty and realcircumstances as a part of their work strategy.
26Dira- a loose dress worn by mainly Muslim women on the Kenyan coast.
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The way a woman chooses to dress depends on her strategy and the type ofman she aims to attract as a client. Christy (30 years old) summarised it well:First thing is to be smart and dress nicely. You have to be... ok, it is not a must,but you have to put some fashion, yeah? Every man has his own choice, thereare some men who like these women who wear decent, there are some menwho like women who wear sexy and crazy. So it depends with yourself. Like me,I like being smart and being beautiful.The choice of being dressed ‘decent’ or ‘sexy’ is not random. Women who buildtheir identity openly as sex workers, such as Cinderella (28 years old), who callsherself a business lady and approaches clients by offering them a ‘cheaper price’explains that to be successful in the ‘market’, a woman has to buy:…a nice g-string and a small skirt like this. But something that you can sit andthen the man can see advertisement. For attracting customer. When you gothere, nice shoes, you make nice hair. You have to use money to get money. Youwear something specific. They [clients] can see from legs to head, they can seeyou [and estimate] how much money they can give.However, the ‘sexy sexy’ looks of the woman, similar to when a woman workson the street, signals that she is a sex worker, which changes the dynamics ofthe relationship with a client into open negotiations. Good negotiators, likeCinderella, can profit a lot from such a strategy, because she targets tourists.After the sex act her ‘cheap price’ turns out to be 50 dollars,27 which she claimsis still cheap for tourists, and she knows that in the negotiation she has an upperhand because foreigners are scared to be arrested for engaging in sex trade. Sheis also not afraid to start fighting if her customers do not pay. In other cases,negotiations between potential clients and openly working sex workers can beless fruitful, because men know the desperation of sex workers and refuse topay more. Christy (30 years old) recounts how the strategy of looking ‘crazycrazy’ on a street may not be profitable:
27 Sex workers operating in the beach told me that for a ‘short time’ with a tourist they all askfor a standard fee of 4000 KSH which is approximately 50 US dollars. If woman charges lessthan this amount while working on a beach she is usually beaten up by other sex workers for‘spoiling’ the business, as recounted by Dorpato. However, when working in night clubs or onthe street, sex workers have no agreed prices, and even though all sex workers startnegotiations with tourists from a high price of 5000 KSH, the fee of 2000 KSH is oftenconsidered good enough. In bad, off-season, months some sex workers reported earningamounts equivalent to 50 US dollars in a whole month.
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You ask a man 2000, maybe a 1000 and the man will tell you “Hey, you don'tknow it is January? People have paid the school fees, for their kids, so there isno money. Will you take 500?” And you say, e, ok, if you have no money, ok, fine.Men always negotiate with sex workers, so many women find that it is better topresent themselves with different identities to men, as that strategy might yieldmore profits.Heald (1995 : 495) argues that in East African ‘respect’ societies, the opendisplay of sexuality is ruled out and modesty is deemed of the greatestimportance to men and women. Sex workers whose strategy is to attract better-off African men or potential husbands adapt their identities to this notion. Therespectful look was an important notion for women working in many differentlocations. One of the interesting examples of respectful sex work is women whosell sex on the street while being covered by a bui-bui28. During my fieldwork,one part of the street, which is known for the sex trade, was always occupied bywomen in bui-buis. I did not manage to speak with any of them, but other sexworkers who knew these women explained that by covering their bodies whenselling sex these women sought to remain respectful. Such sex workers’behaviour stirred a lot of discontent from the Muslim population in town (seefor example Nene 2007), but did not seem to surprise fellow sex workers, asmany of them had their own understanding of respect and were employingwhat they called ‘respectful’ looks to get clients. For example, Chichi (32 yearsold) explained:You know, my secret is to pretend to be decent. Many men like decent ladies,they don't like those that show [naked bodies]. So I can go to a pub, and pretendI am coming to enjoy myself. You know, people look at you the way you dress.There are those who respect your work, but others see you naked, maybe theysay she is a prostitute. Prostitutes have little respect from men. So when I dressdecent, maybe someone will think I am someone's wife.Women who spoke about respect in their narratives were pointing out theirroles as mothers, wives, or members of communities as the most importantaspects of their personality and explained their decision to dress in a respectfulway as in line with these roles. Sex work for these women was a way of earning
28 Muslim dress for women that covers their head and body, often even their face.
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money and thus they did not see it as necessarily interfering with their otherroles.What is more, women who employed strategies that are in line with a‘respectful’ or ‘decent’ image have several strategies to make a man be generousby playing with the double standards of society. Women understand that theyhave to play the role of a ‘decent’ woman in order to be used for sex. Dafnie (22years old), for instance, tells men that she just arrived to town and looks for away to make a living. As a contrast, Ritangeri (36 years old) tells men that she isa married woman who is in the bar just for fun. Lorin (42 years old) tells menher ‘problems’ and how hard her life is. All these women conceal their realidentities and create situations where a man can live a normative masculinityby pretending to engage in non-monetary flirtatious behaviour, knowing thatthey will have to financially reward women for their performance. In a societywhere normative masculinity is connected to providing (Cornwall 2003;Mutongi 2007; Silberschmidt 2004), a ‘decent’ man would take care of a womanin need, as was discussed in chapter three. Be it a situation where a man canstep in and help a young girl or mother in need financially, or a man who canseduce a young woman or someone’s wife, sex workers can potentiallynegotiate a better price by twisting their stories than by doing sex work openly.Of course, there is always a risk that a man will take advantage of womenwithout giving them any money in return, and many sex workers admit that.However, the possibility of earning more money is what motivates women to befluid about their identities and strategies. The performance of a woman from adifferent social group is expected to help to cross social boundaries and accessthe wages of men from a higher targeted social background.
BehaviourThe behaviour that goes along with ‘decent’ looks is aimed at attracting a manwho could potentially become a very well paying or regular client, boyfriend, or,in some rare cases, a husband. To attract men who could potentially fulfil theseroles, sex workers aim at local men with considerable income, Western tourists,or, to some extent, sailors. Nonetheless, such men have to be approachedcarefully. Miriam (31 years old) explained her strategy this way:
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Just by talking about love. They like [to speak about love]! So much! If you askabout cars, not everybody want to talk about this expensive things now, thepeople start thinking: “E, why have you started talking about these expensivethings?” You have to start down, not from cars. You can’t start to talk from top,you have to start to talk from bottom.Just as conversation topics are chosen carefully, the fact that a woman is a sexworker is concealed. Robina (34 years old) explained her strategy with suchmen: Sometimes you look at somebody, and you feel that you cannot tell him that youare a sex worker. Because he will ask you: “Are you free, can we have a drinktogether and talk, we can be friends?” Maybe stay together in a hotel, becausesome are from Nairobi, some are from Europe, whatever. So you have a drinktogether and he says: “Can you come with me to the hotel?” And then you say“Yeah”, and then you can't tell him the amount you want. In the morning hesays “Ok, here are the money for you for taxi to go home”. He gives you moneyfor a taxi, he is not saying “I give you money because I slept with you”, he givesyou the money but says it is for a taxi to go home.Not naming a price first, which is a common practice among sex workers29,leaves the sex worker open for abuse, but it also leaves room to manoeuvre andthe possibility of more than just a one night business deal. Such clients mightcome back regularly, pay their house bills, children’s’ schooling, send money,and ease the living in many ways in exchange for the sex worker playing therole of ‘girlfriend’ or ‘wife’. Such clients can even become husbands at somepoint, and in the case of such luck, sex workers would be crossing socialboundaries for longer than just one evening.Few sex workers succeed in securing such a relationship, and very often it didnot bring the desired security. For example Miriam (31 years old) had ‘an oldGerman’ who was paying for her house and visiting her every few months, andyet, she still needed money to pay for her daughter’s education and forhousehold expenses and for that reason she was trading sex while her German‘boyfriend’ was not around. Dorpato (24 years old) also told that she used tohave a ‘very old mzungu’ who was paying her house and sending her smallamounts of money even when his family put him in the nursing home for the
29 Sex workers who do sex work openly emphasise the importance of agreeing the price firstand even, if possible, of taking money and giving it to their friend to hold before the sex act itself.All these measures are insurance that man will pay and will not steal their money.
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elderly. Even though these ‘boyfriends’ were helpful for a certain period of time,none of them brought the complete relief that many sex workers dream of. InMombasa, many people, including sex workers, gossip that old German mencome to the Kenyan coast, buy a house, marry a sex worker (always someonethat the person telling a story knows), and enjoy their last days before death inthe comfort of a young wife who inherits the house after his death. Even thoughsuch gossip is difficult to confirm, White (2000 : 83) observes that rumours canbe a source of local history that speaks about the prevailing contradictions andanxieties of society. This particular kind of rumour points towards the tensionsthat prevail in the changing nature of local economies, gender anxieties, and therole that foreign ‘boyfriends’ are perceived to play in the local globalisedeconomy.Cinderella (28 years old) said she has five European ‘boyfriends’ whosometimes pay her house rent and send her money. However, she had her ownopinion about how real these ‘boyfriends’ are:When they go back to Germany, they switch off their phones, they don’t sendanything, no contact. When they are near to come to Kenya, they now start:“Cinderella, I am on the way to come in Kenya where can I find you?” Whenthey are near, they are good, when they go there, they sleep there. They just tellthey are coming. Now I say this, I cannot show them in my house, this better isbusiness. Some others are contract, when the contract is finished, they go toanother lady, and I find another man.Despite the fact that many other sex workers see the possibility of marriage orhaving a boyfriend as a desirable option, a business-like kind of thinking isbecoming prevalent in the Mombasa sex industries. Sex workers dream not onlyabout marriage, but also about owning small businesses or working in theformal economy. For such women the sex trade is just a period during whichthey try to accumulate initial capital or pay their education so that they canhave a ‘good life’ later, as will be further explored in chapter six. This group ofsex workers deploy their body and different personality traits to maximise theirprofits.In addition to the looks and space that sex workers choose depending on whatclient they aim for, there are other dimensions of their identity that play an
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important role. One of them is the knowledge of the English language. SpeakingEnglish is important in two respects. First, it signals that a woman went toschool and completed at least primary education. As Ssewakiryanga (2004 : 126)points out, knowledge of English is a marker of success and confirmation of asophisticated sex worker’s identity. Good command of the English language andany education that a woman completed also plays an important role in herability to negotiate a price with a customer. Lilian (27 years old), for example,told me that her prices are higher than other sex workers’, because she has beento school. She had completed secondary education and at the time of theinterview was taking a course in sales and marketing that she was financingthrough her sex work:Most of the people [men] like to go with people who have gone to school. Many,majority [of sex workers] are the ones who have not gone to school. They don'tspeak English, they are… Some are rather shaggy, you know? And some drink alot. That's when you go with them, they hardly know themselves. I am not likethat. I am very different. I am not trying. I AM.Moreover, knowledge of languages is important for reasons of simplecommunication. Chiquita-Banana (40 years old) told me a story whichhighlights that:I remember when I started to go to the club, I get a sea-man, and then I did noteven know to talk English, because I was... didn't know what he was asking! Hesaid, “What is your name?” I said “Yes”! [laughs]. He said, “Whaaaat?” Because Ididn't know what to say!Fluency or at least the ability to have a simple conversation in English and otherlanguages that tourists speak are important for sex workers. Most of the womenI interviewed spoke English and even if they were not fluent they could have abasic conversation. Women who work and live in a Mombasa township with alarge population of retired German men, know at least the main phrasesnecessary for sex trade transactions in German. Similarly, sex workers whotravel to work in Malindi are often fluent in Italian, as Italians are owners ofmany businesses and the main tourist group in that area.The choices that sex workers make in terms of spaces to operate from, the outfitthat they wear, enhanced by their personal qualities such as knowledge of
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languages or just a ‘decent’ behaviour, allow the construction of an identity thatis far away from that of a ‘prostitute’ and probably in some cases reminiscent ofthe colonial malaya, because of its emphasis on respect. Explaining her successand high income from sex work, Kate (21 years old) told me:You have to behave like a good girl, a good responsible girl. You don't have tobehave like a prostitute, because now most of them [clients], they want to takeyou to places where they want to go, they want to be seen with a nice, decentgirl.A nice, decent girl that is well dressed and accompanies a man in an up-classrestaurant responds to different needs of men than a woman who sells her bodyin a ‘red’ street for a clearly set price.Sex workers’ work strategies speak about the wider society in which sexworkers operate: increasing social and economic inequalities are visible whenassessing sex workers’ attempts to cross social boundaries and the effort toadopt identities that correspond to different socio-economic notions. Thedifferent female identities that are performed in order to get money for sex andthe strategies of getting men also point to the prevailing gender structures andthe economic power that is in male hands. Mimicry of the female roles in the sextrade indicates the few choices that women have of depending on menfinancially, and suggest great competition to secure such dependency. Thefollowing section of this chapter will explore this competition in the sexindustries further.
‘It is a dangerous job after all’: danger, competition and the
supernaturalSex work is described as a risky occupation by sex workers. The main risks, asoutlined in interviews, are: the possibility that men will not pay, abuse fromclients (beating, rape, gang rape, forced bestiality and even murder), abuse fromthe police (rape, request of bribe, arrest), HIV/AIDS and other sexuallytransmitted infections, violent competition from other sex workers, and aconstant possibility of being bewitched by jealous competitors. Women in thesex industry try to protect themselves from these dangers and have separatestrategies to tackle each of them. Strategies that ensure sex workers’ safety in
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areas of violent abuse and payment require cooperation with fellow sexworkers, as will be explained below. However, these strategies conflict with theability of sex workers to remain competitive and avoid witchcraft, because sexworkers believe that in order to stay safe in these areas, they have to workalone and trust nobody. This conflict between sex workers’ attempts to stay safe,earn money, work towards the aim of a ‘good life’, and the dangers associatedwith competition and witchcraft will be analysed in this part of the chapter. Thisanalysis will serve to show how neo-liberal practice and discourse build on thelocal context and to what extent it helps to form neo-liberal practices within thesex industries.
Client-related hazards and sex workers’ cooperationWomen in the Kenyan sex industries are there to earn money. Therefore, menwho have sex but do not pay are seen by sex workers as one of the mainchallenges and issues in this trade. Issues of violence and threat of HIVinfections were also present in women’s narratives, yet, they were usually seenas problematic when clients did not pay. For instance, Ashley (22 years old)named the problems of sex workers in this order:You get a lot of harassment from someone, crying, maybe agree on this amount,later they cheat you, they give you less, you know. Harassment. Also sometimesthat you do without a condom. You know, you can't allow that, so fighting in theroom. Yeah.Client violence and threat of infections are present in Ashley’s story, yet, themain problem to her and many other sex workers is non-payment.Many of the women that I interviewed emphasised the importance of agreeingon rules regarding payment before going with a man. Such rules and taking careof personal belongings such as a mobile phone were always at the centre ofsuch rules. Ashley, for instance, explained her strategy like this:First before you go with a client in the room, you must agree how much [he willpay]. First they give you your money, because some go there and then they justpretend. Say you agreed on 2000 or 3000, and then they go after the action andsay: “No, it is 1000”. It is not what we agreed on. So they have first to pay you,you put it in the pocket and hold your phone, because some of them they steal
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[from] you. You have to keep it [money] or give it to your friend. Such things.First they pay you and then you go. Yeah.Agreeing on the price and getting paid first is important and many sex workersemphasised that in their stories. The only times when payment was notrequired in advance was when women were dealing with clients that had thepotential to become boyfriends or husbands.Clients can be dangerous for sex workers not only because they refuse to pay orpay less than agreed. As women rightly point out, some clients are infectiousdisease carriers and therefore can be a source of health issues. Interviewed sexworkers generally had good knowledge of infectious disease prevention andmany of them were pointing out the importance of condom use. For instance,Ashley explained the condom use agreement: ‘[Client has to agree on] using acondom, he says yes or no. If no, you just leave him. You just decide to use thecondom.’ However, such agreements did not always work. Sex workers weretelling stories about men agreeing to use a condom and then not putting themon, but also about rape, abuse, beating and many other dangers that arelooming once the door of the rented room closes. For this reason, ensuringsafety means relying on fellow sex workers and friends in the industry. Ashleyexplains this need well:Better I go with my friends. When I am gone to a certain place or a guest room[with a client], when it takes more than 15 minutes, they just try to call me. Justknocking, just know where I am. It is a bit safer. Yeah. Because others [clients],they go and then they misuse you. When we [group of sex-workers who arefriends] go maybe to a certain club, or certain pub, we just agree amongourselves, we just say: “No passing that bridge on that way, no passing that clubon that way”, so we are just within. So then your client cannot tell you gooutside there, because some [clients] they go and they mistreat you. And theycan rape you. And we can fight. That is not safe. We put boundaries, no goingthis side there, not going there.Many sex workers, especially the ones who tend to engage in an open sex trade,emphasise the importance of having friends in the industry. It is safety throughthe ability to rely on a peer in difficult situations that such cooperation brings tothem. Miriam (31 years old) even told me that if any of her friends startsdrinking too much or taking drugs while working, she stops such a relationship.
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She emphasised that working together brings safety and that this safety can bequickly ruined if girls start abusing alcohol or drugs.Cooperation with other women is important not only because of increasedsecurity, it can also bring additional clients, as Dafnie (22 years old) pointed out.For this reason Dafnie tries to make friendships in all locations that she works,so that if her client has a friend who needs company, she could call one of herfriends, expecting that she would be called if her friend is in the same situation.It can be a colleague who instructs a new sex worker about safe sex, as in thecase of Patricia (22 years old), or helps to overcome the shock of finding outthat a woman is HIV positive and advises on where and how to get medical help,as recounted by Dorpato (24 years old). A relationship with fellow sex workerswho can be trusted to keep hold of money, to check on the woman when she iswith a client, call for help in need, help to pay police bribes, warn about abusiveclients, and maybe share experience and knowledge about HIV/AIDS or otherdiseases, is very important for the safety of sex workers.
Competition and violence among sex workersYet, not all sex workers agreed that having friendships in the sex industry is agood strategy. Since sex workers are many and the number of men who can paywell is limited, competition for clients can take violent forms. For exampleDorpato (24 years old), recounted how when she came to work on the beach forthe first time, she was beaten up by other sex workers so badly that she couldnot work for a few weeks. While telling the story Dorpato was laughing andconcluded that the ‘beach is full of crazy ladies’, still she admitted that when anew sex worker shows up on a beach she warns her to ‘come slowly’ and not tobe ‘rough’. In turn, Maria-Karen (21 years old) was explicit on how, in thecompetition for clients, she can be violent:When I go there, I go there to work, not to be loved by people, not to be nice topeople. You go there when you are serious. Because I go there, and I don't havehair [she has very short natural hair], but I put some wig. I put some wig, sowhen I go there, I look like, “Eh, this girl, just leave this girl alone”, yeah?Because sometimes you even fight with other girls because of men, yeah.
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Violent competition for clients is the reason why some sex workers go aroundtheir business by themselves and sacrifice the safety that friendship with othersex-workers could provide. For instance, Kate (21 years old) emphasised thatshe always works alone and never gets into any relationship with other sexworkers to avoid violent competition. However, Kate was in a privilegedposition, because in case of any trouble with other women she always takes ataxi and leaves the place; and she can do so because she is very successful at sexwork and always has enough money. For women whose income is not that high,such escape routes are impossible and therefore the violence of fellow sexworkers becomes part of their experience.Almost all sex workers were complaining about young girls, or as Betty (31years old) puts it ‘babies’, who enter the industry and charge much lower pricesruining the possibilities for older women. Yet it was not only young sex workersand open violence that are seen as a threat. Precious (23 years old) alsoexplained that she is careful with making friendships in the industry, especiallywhen having a ‘good’ client, because:Maybe the other girls will come and you sit there, but they come and seducethat boy. There is a lot of competition, even those girls can make a plan andbeat you. Because of the guy they beat you. Some of the girls they can even go tothe witchcraft, even make you not normal. […] Somebody can go to magics, hewill give medicine, then will come to you like a friend, maybe he told to do thisand this. Then they make you not normal, talking alone in the street, go crazy.So this is work we are doing, but we have to be careful.In many sex workers’ narratives, the topic of witchcraft and the dangers thatthis force brings came into conversation immediately after my questions aboutcompetition in the industry. Fierce competition is the reason why witchcraft ispresent in the sex industry, and some sex workers saw it as one of the maindangers.
Competition and witchcraftThe fact that competition and witchcraft are intertwined in sex workersnarratives is of no surprise. Ciekawy (1998 : 123; 1999 : 228-229), in herarticles about witchcraft in coastal Kenya, points out that the accumulation ofwealth and power is often seen as a zero-sum game on the Kenyan coast where
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accumulation of wealth by one person means loss of wealth for the other.Witchcraft is used to cause blockages of potential development for anotherperson. In the context of the sex industries then, witchcraft is employed as anexplanation for personal misfortunes and as an explanation of blockages tosuccess and a ‘good life’. For example, the story of Cinderella (28 years old),illustrates this way of thinking well:I fear a bit [of witchcraft]. For three years I was with mzungu. But that mzunguwent back back without saying even bye. Up to now. They went to mganga30,there they chased him with medicine. He doesn’t remember me, they stole myname, or what? Yeah, people in Mombasa trick. Ladies in Mombasa, they toldme: “One day you will never see this mzungu”. You see, like bad passing there.And he was paying for house, three years. That man, those days I was telling:“God this man is the one who will put me the ring”. He liked me very much,liked my parents, liked my children. Every month he was sending for me 80,000.Every month! I was staying like an angel. One day he was telling me: “I willcome and marry you. One day. Will you like?” “Yes, of course”. He was buyingme clothes, I was not wearing clothes from Kenya, my clothes come from Italy.He was coming, big clothes bags. I was with a lot of ladies, my parents tried tostay here, my sister, I forget everything what they have done for me back. That
mzungu run away and I know it is not clean. It is for mganga people.Cinderella is convinced that her personal misfortune is caused by jealouswomen who used witchcraft to block her success. Jealousy and revenge are themain reasons for using witchcraft (Ciekawy 1999 : 228).Another reason why beliefs about witchcraft are abundant in sex workers’stories is the existence of great economic inequalities, both locally and globally.Sex workers who usually come from disadvantaged backgrounds haveopportunities to see and experience wealth and luxury through theirinteractions with clients. Clients take sex workers to their hotels, treat them toupper-class dinners, and buy them presents. Therefore, sex workers are wellaware of social inequalities, and such understandings are important whenunderstanding the use of witchcraft. Geschiere (1998 : 814) emphasises theduality of witchcraft in the African context: witchcraft is used as a force thatlevels the inequalities in society, yet it is the same force of witchcraft that isneeded for the accumulation of wealth and power. Such understandings of
30Mganga- a witchdoctor.
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witchcraft and the ambiguities that sex work entails (the reality of poverty andperformance of wealth as discussed previously) can explain why many sexworkers see supernatural forces at work when explaining their own failures toachieve the ‘good life’ or earn a lot of money.
Witchcraft and neo-liberalismSeveral scholars (Blunt 2004; Deacon and Lynch forthcoming; Smith 2001, 2005)point out that in the case of Kenya, forces that are deemed to originate from theinvisible and spiritual world and are connected to witchcraft became moreactive with the advent of neo-liberal reforms. The research of Smith (2005 : 145)found that many people in Taita Hills who experienced a shift from producers tonet consumers (because of inflation and failing rains, and as agriculturalproduction became increasingly risky, and households became dependant onpurchased maize for consumption) started having standardised anxieties aboutunregulated consumption, which they connected to witchcraft and theuncertainty about ‘who is producing what for whom’. Similarly, Blunt (2004 :304) notes that the moment Kenyans started suspecting that the promisedmodernity was no longer present, the period was then marked by the arrival of‘Satan as imitator’. It was a general fear that Satan had swamped the Kenyanmoral economy with ‘counterfeit signs of modernity’, which meant that even themost ordinary activities became unclear and had contested moral implications.The way things appeared did not reflect their substance in part as a result ofneo-liberal reforms (Blunt 2004 : 301). Just as in the case of the sex industries,in a situation of uncertainty, deteriorating living conditions, violence andperformances of wealth, witchcraft offers moral explanations for theinequalities and everyday situations that people experience.Sex workers’ performances of different femininities could be also seen ascontributing to the myths and rumours present in the industry. These rumoursinclude stories about ‘girls from good families’ who are in the sex industrybecause ‘they like it’, and stories about women who became rich from sex workand now own houses, cars and businesses (all markers of the ‘good life’).Rumours also include stories about bewitching and spiritual possessions thathelp sex workers become rich. Gossips often explain how spiritual interventions
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can make your competitor unattractive, or even damage her through illness ordeath thus paving the way for easier accumulation. On the other hand, as Smith(2001 : 434) points out, in coastal Kenya, spirits, or majini in Swahili, aresymbols of money itself and have the ability to create value from nothing, orconvert capital goods such as labour, cattle, or crops into consumption goodssuch as sugar, tea, and cars. Moreover, Izugbara (2011 : 545) points out thatwifeless/husbandless adults in African cultures are often viewed with suspicionbecause of the possibility that they might have exchanged their sexuality forwealth with spiritual forces. For these reasons, successful sex workers aregossiped about as owning majini, or as being involved in witchcraft.Ciekawy and Geschiere (1998 : 3) argue that rumours about witchcraft oftenexpress anxieties about new ways of accumulation and show an interest inhidden opportunities to gain access to these new forms of wealth. The newhidden opportunities of accumulation could be seen as a continuation of pastexperiences, when people realised that new ways of living and working (forexample moving to town and working in an international hotel as in oppositionto farming in rural areas) can be more profitable, but at the same time ratherselective and not available for all (no international hotel would employ a personwithout education). These new opportunities, which in the neo-liberal era areconnected to strong foreign influences, are mirrored in sex workers’ accounts ofghosts and spirits ‘from Baharini’ and ‘good mgangas from Tanzania’. Neo-liberal practices brought what Blunt (2004: 303) calls ‘multiple forms of falsevalue’ in terms of the daily lives of Kenyans. At the same time, the neo-liberalemphasis on individualism is very compatible with ideas about witchcraft,because it is a witch who betrays her/his family and kin and startsaccumulation for herself/himself alone. Ciekawy and Geschiere (1998 : 5)observe that in the African context, ‘[l]ike the market, witchcraft conjures up theidea of an opening, a leakage through which people or resources are withdrawnfrom the community and disappear into the outer world.’Interestingly, most of the literature on witchcraft in Africa highlights that thebiggest danger of witchcraft and bewitching comes from the closest familymembers or kin (Ciekawy 1999; Ciekawy and Geschiere 1998; Dolan 2002;
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1997, 1998). Yet, in my research, women who were speaking about beingbewitched and the ‘suspects’ that caused their misfortunes were rarely relatedby blood or even ethnic affiliations. However, I would like to argue thatbewitching, jealousy and the violence that it implies, still come from people thatare close, and for sex workers, these are friends and colleagues rather than nextof kin. Most sex workers travelled to Mombasa from faraway places throughoutKenya and neighbouring countries usually leaving their families behind. Womenwho were born in Mombasa and around, often had lost or severed relationswith their immediate families. Sex workers living with more family than justtheir children were very few. Therefore, most sex workers live in isolatedsituations with no family or kin to rely upon around them. In such situations,sex workers rely on each other in their everyday lives and for work safety asdiscussed in the beginning of this chapter. These relationships that sex workersform with each other, replace the support of the family which would beavailable in different circumstances. So once the word ‘family’ is replaced with‘colleagues’ or ‘friends’, Geschiere and Ciekawy’s (1998 : 5) observation thatwitchcraft ‘epitomizes the frightening realization that there is jealousy andaggression within the intimate circle of the family where only solidarity andtrust should reign’ remains relevant.
ConclusionsWomen start trading sex because of the poverty that is often the result ofwomen’s position in Kenyan socio-economic and gender structures. However,once in the sex trade, women learn to behave in ways that, as Hofmann (2010 :252) puts it, ‘correspond with neo-liberal governmentality’. Such strategies helpwomen to expand their agency to some degree and allow entering new ‘markets’that were non-existent before. More importantly, it shows their individualagency and entrepreneurship under difficult circumstances that limit theiravailable choices and opportunities.Sex workers build on prevailing social and gender inequalities and attempt toexploit them by adapting different gendered identities that correspond todifferent types of femininities and social situations. What is more, sex workersengage in the active marketing of their bodies that goes beyond appearance and
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involves some personal traits of character and certain skills. As a result, the sextrade expands geographically and gains new forms that are not necessarilyassociated with the sex industries immediately. Such processes point to thedisruption in the social and moral norms that prevail in the society and areconnected to the living conditions of people. As this chapter has shown,disrupted moral norms are changing and gaining some features of a neo-liberalmarket character. The new social realities that emerge out of this process areexplained by sex workers in a language of business and markets. Moreover, neo-liberal practices adapt to the local context and ideas about witchcraft and thesupernatural are also employed to illuminate this new reality of uncertainties.Women who trade sex regard themselves as entrepreneurs and view sex workas a form of work that allows them to advance and create a ‘good life’. Thenotion of a ‘good life’ and sex workers’ dreams for themselves and theirchildren’s future will be explored in the following chapter in order tounderstand the motivations of sex work engagement.
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6. The consumer dreams of Kenyan sex workers
‘ . * *, ,* *.* Happy **. Valez .** **
2da is valentynes day, t day of lv en among all t gfts on earth roses, chocolata, gold,
expencv champagne! I chuz 2 lv u 2da.
>>>>>>>>>HAPPY VALENTINES<<<<<<<<<<’31
People make sense of the world, attach values and meaning to both the materialand non-material world according to their own experiences, political and socio-economic setting (Mensah 2008b : 39). The values and meanings that certainobjects hold are also very important in marketing, because certain values thatare associated with people’s dreams help to sell products. For examplechocolate has a set of meanings that different people attach to it: temptation,love, generosity, care for a sustainable environment, or a feeling of luxurydepending on what, where and when a person purchases and consumes such aproduct. Buying a European chocolate in Kenya is often connected to luxury andexclusiveness, the ability to consume and enjoy, and therefore receivingchocolate is a sign of attention. It is no surprise that in this setting, Mombasa’ssex workers on a commercial Western holiday – St. Valentines – wish each other(and me!) to get that ‘chocolata’ along with roses, gold and expensivechampagne. All these products carry meanings that indicate wealth, luxury andthe good life. Just what many women in the sex industry aim to secure.This dream (as many other dreams that will be further explored in this chapter)is not a mere sign of sex workers’ attachments to material possessions andconsumerism; rather, it reflects their position within the many layers of powerrelations. Neo-liberal political economy, forces of globalisation, prevalentgender relations, and international media interact with each other to form
31Text message that my research assistant, an ex sex worker, sent to me on St Valentine day in2012.
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socio-economic structures that shape the lives of Kenyan women. The dreams ofsex workers indicate their willingness to break away from such structures: a sexworker, who was born in a rural area and refused to work in a flower farm thatprovides the market with roses wishes to get such an expensive flower as a gift.She most likely left a village, travelled to town and started trading sex with thedream of a ‘good life’ in which she is not farming roses, but receives them. Thisgeneralised scenario reflects the realities of many sex workers interviewed inthis research.Dreams are a motivational power that shapes one’s actions and plans. However,it is important to point out that people dream only of things they are aware of.Furthermore, markets are of uttermost importance when shaping dreams.Through advertisement, information about new things reach different peopleevery day. Tettey (2008 : 166) argues that images of a consumerist Westernlifestyle reaches Africans with the help of information technologies, despite thereality of global political-economic disparities. It is through the mass media andinteraction with foreigners that Kenyan sex workers know that on the 14th ofFebruary they should wish for expensive champagne. As Mensah (2008b : 45)points out, Western consumer culture is undeniably present in Africa. However,by adopting Western culture Africans adapt it to their situation, reinterpret it,and sometimes resist it. A sex worker that tries to get gold and chocolate fromher client on Valentine’s Day often has many other plans that are connected toher actions – she might be looking for a husband to ensure her material safety,accumulating initial capital for her future business, or saving for her child’seducation.This chapter will explore how sex workers’ dreams are shaped by internationalpolitical economy and gender structures. Appadurai (1996 : 3) argues thatincreasing international media outreach and migration are two major forceshaving an effect on the ‘work of imagination’. People in the developing worldare increasingly aware of the distance between them and the lifestyles of peoplein the West because of the international media. But mass media images are notalone in crossing boundaries at unprecedented volumes: skilled and unskilledlabour move from country to country in search for work and better
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opportunities. Be it Asian IT specialists working for big corporations in theSilicon Valley, or illegal Indonesian maids in Malaysia as explored by Ong(2006), people move from their places of birth to places with greaterpossibilities. Such movements of people and images influences people’sunderstanding of their ‘place-in-the-world’, to borrow Ferguson’s (2006 : 6)term. The world then becomes not a ‘network of interconnected points’, but a‘categorical system within which countries and geographical regions have their“places”, with a “place” understood as both a location in space and a rank in asystem of social categories’ (ibid.). Building on the analysis of encountersbetween global and local cultures, this chapter will see how such interactions ofglobal and local systems of meaning within the international political economyshape sex workers’ dreams and plans for the future. Moreover, it will explorehow these systems of meanings can be influenced by neo-liberal practices anddiscourse.The first part of the chapter will explore the notion of the ‘good life’ that isprevalent in sex workers’ narratives about the future. It will look into what sucha ‘good life’ consists of and how an understanding of the ‘good life’ differsdepending on how successful a sex worker is in her trade. The second and thethird parts of the chapter will analyse what strategies and plans women have inorder to reach their aims and dreams. The second part will concentrate onwomen’s ideas about attaining the ‘good life’ through marriage; the thirdfocuses on how a ‘good life’ can be secured through business and work. Thefinal part of this chapter will discuss what differences sex workers show in theirdreams for themselves and their children, and what might be the reasonsbehind this.
‘One day I will be driving my own car’: the notion of a ‘good life’ in
sex workers dreamsThe ‘good life’ is one of the notions that sex workers mentioned in manyinterviews. Some of the women employed this term to explain their future plansand dreams; others used it to compare their own situation with that of theirmore successful colleagues. Yet, in both contexts, the ‘good life’ was describedin a very similar way and had the same markers: a ‘good house’, a ‘good job’, a
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car and, in some cases, a ‘good husband’. Dreams of a ‘good life’ always referredto higher living standards and often included many consumer goods. Forexample, Precious (23 years old) explained what a future ‘good life’ is for her:… and one day I will have a good life, my kids can stay a good life. I will eat good,have a good husband, and have good things in a house. I will have a good house,everything is in a house. I have my own television, not to go in the other houselooking for television. A fridge of yours, of your own. You just eat what youwant. I can eat good things, eat milk. Whatever I need, I can just buy. I have a lotof money, my kids will not drop out of school, they will learn very well. Even Idrive my own car. My kids, you know, they are all boys. One can be a mechanic,one can be an engineer, one a pilot for planes. They tell me: “mommy, come”,then I go with a plane. You know, my dreams, dreams come true.Dreams of a ‘good life’ carry a strong material aspect, as can be judged from theemphasis on material belongings such as a good house, TV, a refrigerator, andgood food. The ability to purchase things, consume, or what Schatzberg (2001 :37) calls the ability ‘to eat’ is another important dimension of the dream of a‘good life’ – the marker of status that can improve one’s ‘place-in-the-world’.Finally, an illusion of a ‘good life’ hints to activities that in contemporary Kenyaare available only to the rich and foreign tourists – travelling by plane, crossingborders, seeing new places, and meeting different people. This dream of a ‘goodlife’ surely carries Western influences, especially an emphasis on the ability toconsume goods, own (and supposedly watch) TV. Yet, as Mensah (2008b : 41)observes, and a further analysis of the ‘good life’ will show, ‘cultural trafficbetween the West and Africa is hardly unidirectional’. While cultural influencesare moving in both ways, it is important to point out that such flows depend onand are shaped by unequal power relations between different geographic placesin the area of political economy (Mensah 2008b : 47). Women who live ineconomically, politically and culturally marginal regions of the Kenyan coast,are dreaming of having a comfortable life which resembles the perceivedlifestyles of the non-marginal West or Kenyan elites. Sex workers who choosethis trade because of their disadvantaged position in the local economy andsociety, express through their dreams a wish to have purchasing power andabilities which would give control over their, and their children’s, lives.
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It is important to point out that many of the sex workers’ dreams are quitesimilar and reflect the life styles that they know, have seen, and can compare totheir own situation. For example, Winnie (30 years old) considered herself notbeing very lucky in the sex trade and explained that, as opposed to her, some ofher friends have ‘good lives’ because of sex work. When asked to explain whatshe meant, she described how her friends live in ‘expensive houses with waterinside. Also a toilet’. Floriana (41 years old) also referred to an ‘expensive, goodhouse like this one’ in her interview that took place in my research assistant’sflat. What these women saw as an expensive house was not some unreal fantasyof a villa on the seaside, but a living space in one of the many settlements nextto Mombasa that had electricity and occasional town-supplied water. Suchliving conditions are better compared to the poverty that these women lived in.For this reason, in many cases a dream of a ‘good house’ simply meant theupgrade from poverty to basic living conditions that included the simplecomforts of running water and electricity. A good example of suchimprovements in living conditions is that of Wanjiku (30 years old). After ourinterview one of her colleagues made this comment:Now that she has tasted washing, going somewhere out, eating nyama choma32,drinking beers, and only opening legs for some time, […] make her to go back tothe village! Hahaha!Wanjiku herself certainly did not think that she is living the dream of a ‘goodlife’; yet, for some other women her living standards seemed like a desirablesituation.What is more, many sex workers’ dreams reflected a wish to escape uncertaintyand daily worries about survival. As Miriam (31 years old) explained in herelaboration of the ‘good life’:That I don’t have too much to think what I will eat tomorrow. What mydaughter will go to school with... I know that even something happened, I don’thave to struggle to pay the house rent, or the bills and all these kind of things.You know, when you are in a safe place and nobody will disturb you. You feelfree. And you don’t have to think about these things.
32Roasted meat, traditional dish in Kenya.
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Miriam speaks about freedom and seems to echo Sen (2001), who argues thatdevelopment and freedom to choose are the main factors that indicate thequality of life. Such freedom and safety was usually seen by sex workers asattainable through a stable income. For this reason often the ‘good life’ includednot only a ‘good house’, but also a ‘good job’ like that of a tour guide, in an office,as a policewoman, or nurse or a ‘good husband’ who had a stable income. Thefollowing sections of this chapter will elaborate on the strategies that sexworkers employ in order to get a ‘good husband’ or a ‘good job’, and thus tosecure the ‘good life’.Some dreams of the ‘good life’ are shaped by myths and gossip, or were theresult of comparing one’s situation with that of fellow sex workers and friends.For instance, Lisa (36 years old) gave quite a few examples of how sex work canchange lives, and what scenarios of her life she would gladly welcome:I’ve seen one lady, she get one guy, and this guy told her to stop working, andshe stopped, she has a very big shop in Mtwapa. And now she is cool, she isquiet. I had also another one, she was called Peru, she is now in Germany. Shewent and got married, and she lives in Germany. Also I have another one, she iscalled Alia, she is also in Germany. So, you never know.This comparative dimension is important when distinguishing among differentgroups of sex workers and how the understanding of a ‘good life’ changesaccording to their experiences. Not all women are in the same starting positionwhen entering the sex trade. Their different experiences and situations in liferesult in different expectations and dreams for the future.Different understandings of what a ‘good life’ is also results in the popular mythof ‘girls from good families’ that do sex work for pleasure. Women who do notearn a lot through sex work, who serve poor men and have difficult livingconditions, define the ‘good life’ as a situation of living in a house withelectricity. Yet, sex workers who actually live in houses with electricity butstruggle to sustain it and pay bills, have different opinions of what a ‘good life’ is,and that opinion involves a separate range of things, as will be discussed furtherlater on. This difference is the main reason why sex workers judge each otherand do not believe that they all have the same issues. For example, wheninterviewing Chichi (32 years old), there were many other sex workers that I
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had interviewed previously or was to interview in the following days in myresearch assistant’s house. Sex workers who were there at that time weremostly quite successful, earning a high income through the sex trade. They weregood at performing the role of an ‘expensive lady’, but this did not alwayscorrespond with their living conditions or realities. Their strategies and incomewere different from that of Chichi who had a strategy of performing the role of a‘decent lady’ and sometimes struggled to pay her rent. Chichi’s ‘good life’ waswhat she thought these fellow sex workers already had, so after explaining thatshe added:Most of the girls who are here now, they come from rich families, yes. They aresome who even got a mzungu, maybe he build a house like this for them, butthey still go out! Doesn't ask what she want? And she has everything- she has acar, she has a house, she can collect friends, why go to the pub and look foranother man?Meanwhile, sex workers, whose clients were rich Kenyans and tourists, haveexperiences of visiting places that usually are inaccessible to poor Kenyans andso were braver in their dreams. For example Lilian (27 years old), who worksexclusively with middle class and rich Kenyans and tourists, expanded thenotion of a ‘good life’ beyond just material safety to the lifestyle that favouredconsumption beyond a fulfilment of basic needs:… honestly, yes, I will have a good life. I have to have a good life. A good life iswhen I can afford everything for my son. What I didn't get with my parents, Ican give it for my son. I can be able to take him to the movies, I can be able totake him to a good school, I can be able to decide that I am travelling and I don'tlack money. And let's travel. And clothes, provide good clothes. Expensiveclothes, buy him toys. That is a good life for me.Lilian’s ‘good life’ is more than just basic comforts, because she already ensuresbasic comforts for her and her son through her sex work. What she sees as animprovement of her life is the power to consume services and goods that arenot affordable to many Kenyans. She wants to go to the movies, which is aluxury. At the time of my fieldwork, there was only one cinema theatre inMombasa, which was located in the shopping complex of one of the richestneighbourhoods. People who were watching movies were usually middle classand rich Kenyans or foreigners who were able to afford the ticket priced at 500-
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800 KSH33. Lilian also wants to buy expensive clothes, not second-hand attirefrom the market as she does now. Finally, she wants to have the freedom totravel without difficulties. Lilian is dreaming of freedoms that are available tothe elites of the society she lives in, or to the Westerners that she meets in herjob.Castell (quoted in Mensah 2008a : 118) argues that the elites find ways toseparate themselves from masses spatially through real estate pricing,residential controls and security. They then create lifestyles that correspond tothese special forms segregating them from the masses around the world. In thecase of Kenya, a distinction can be made between those people who were‘winners’ of neo-liberal reforms, and the rest, who struggle in their daily lives.Such a situation implies that distinctive symbols are not only the VIP lounges inairports and limousine facilities, as Castell points out in his analysis. In the caseof Kenya, segregation is marked by less luxurious possessions like a car, theability to see movies, to buy clothes in shops, and travel in general. Emphasis onsimilar markers of success (driving a Mercedes Benz, owning a bungalow,working in a bank, having a lot of money) can also be observed in somereligious speeches of the new churches of Kenya, where Biblical narratives areused in sermons to prove that God will change people’s lives now (also seeDeacon and Lynch forthcoming; Gifford 2008 : 208).Mensah (2008a : 121) argues that global power imbalances are shaped bymultiple variables among which class, gender, ethnicity, race, and colonialhistory are worthy of attention. The inequalities that are created by theseimbalances mean that not everyone can equally enjoy freedoms and libertiesoffered by the system, because ‘the “global village” is divided between the“haves” and “havenots” (Mensah 2008a : 124). All sex workers interviewed inthis research started trading sex for financial reasons, and therefore were partof the ‘havenots’. Their dreams of a ‘good life’ show their willingness andattempts to move among the ‘haves’ by improving their standards of living, andtransforming their lives, or as Suzan (24 years old) put it: ‘A good life, you have
33 As a comparison, poor and middle income sex workers in my research reported paying 1500-2500 KSH (10-18 GBP) per month for their flats/rooms.
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your money, you are independent, and you get your money in good ways, notlike prostitutions.’ Suzan sees her current position as being in opposition tofreedom and independence and in her dreams she wishes to change this. In acontemporary society that means becoming a consumer. Consuming goods andservices not only ensures a better living, but also are indications of a certainlifestyle and status.While many sex workers dream of a life that the neo-liberal discourse promisesthem – a life full of choices that are made possible by financial stability – there isa part of them who place the emphasis on their responsibilities to their families.Women, who in many cases became ‘shock absorbers’ of neo-liberal re-structuring in Africa (Brodie quoted in Sahle 2008 : 84), dream of a life thattakes this burden away from them or makes that responsibility easy to live. Forexample, Suzan, after explaining what she means by a ‘good life’ as quotedabove, added:Apart from having money, you can help your mother, help brothers to go toschool. And when l see them happy, that’s a good life.Money is seen as a key that can help in solving many problems, from immediatefinancial hardship to the happiness of a family. Here it is important to point outthat, while some sex workers are in the trade to earn money for themselves andtheir children, there is a group of sex workers that entered this industry to helptheir families. For example, Ashley’s (22 years old) life changed after her fatherabandoned her mother and her six siblings. Her mother was not able to sustainseven children in a rural area, so she came to trade sex in Mombasa. As she wasnot young, she did not manage to earn a lot of money in the sex industries. Atthat point Ashley, who was the oldest of the children, asked her mother to comeback to the village and came to Mombasa to earn money in her place. Ashley’sresponsibility for her younger siblings and mother is reflected in her dreams aswell, because in her vision of a ‘good life’, a house and cars are not mentioned –what she dreams of is educating her siblings and ensuring the livelihood of hermother. Only after making sure that her family is sorted does she dream of aneducation for herself, which would lead to a change in her occupation. The neo-
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liberal practice of bringing education and health services to the market, whichwas discussed in chapter two, is an important force shaping Ashley’s dream.In some of the sex workers’ dreams, care for others is extended not only to thewider family, but to people in need in general. For example Miriam (31 yearsold) explained how:…and no stress about money, about house, something like that. You know, thenyou can help other people and that is what I ask my God. That when I havemoney that I can help. Those who are in need, those who are not able. And oneday I get money I will do these things. Really, I would want. You see sometimesI go to town, and if I find somebody who is blind, no matter what I got in mypocket, I give, I believe that it is shame not to share. I have that heart. And I liketo help, really, I don’t know why, but God knows why.Such a dream that expands the area of care feeds directly into the ideas thatcompose the Kenyan moral economy. As was discussed in chapter two, wealthin the Kenyan context came with a responsibility to care. Therefore, wealthyindividuals in society are considered to be virtuous when carrying out dutiesand providing for the extended networks of kin, clients and community(Lonsdale 1992b : 352; Lynch forthcoming). Sex workers’ dreams reflect thefunctioning of this moral economy: women often dream of being helped byperfect strangers, but at the same time think about their responsibilities toshare in their dream’s wealthy future.For instance Miriam thinks that her dream can come true if she can ‘getsomebody’, and that somebody asks her to stop her sex trade. Brennan (2004)in her research found that Dominican sex workers often dream of a prince-client who would save them just like a rich man saves the prostitute played byJulia Roberts in ‘Pretty Woman’. Kenyan sex workers also dream of anintervention from outside that would change their lives by providing money, yetit is not always necessarily a man. For example in the dream of Patricia (22years old), it is a woman that helps to finish her suffering by taking her to workin a salon. Other sex workers mentioned NGOs as a possibility to get help in theform of loans or employment. In the perfect future scenario, once helped bysomeone, a woman will be well-enough to help others, and such change isreflected in women’s narratives. For instance, Jasinta (28 years old) made thisconnection quite clear:
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My life… How can I explain? I can go and take care of my baby, I can be helpingback to my parents, even others if they have problems. Because my problem isfinished. If I have something, I can help. Live well. I can be very happy, becausenow I don't go outside, now I eat pilau34. Maybe helping people who don’t have,like me. Yeah, when I see people suffer like me, I want to help.In the ideal world of sex workers’ dreams, they are helped by strangers andonce their lives improved, they help the ones in need. The model ofredistributing money from the ones who have to the ones who need is areflection of a Kenyan moral economy and a reality for many sex workers whoget money from men and then send it to their families; a reality of redistributionthat is also repeated in some dream scenarios.Dreams of a ‘good life’ are important because they allow us to see the reasonsbehind women’s involvement in the sex trade and what sex workers see as adesirable outcome of this occupation. Many of these dreams will never cometrue because they are not accompanied by appropriate actions and future plans.For instance, Katherine (18 years old) said that her dream is to become a doctor.Yet, this dream is very unlikely to come true, because Katherine lives and tradessex in a slum, and she does not remember how many classes of primaryeducation she completed or even when that happened. Her experience ofeducation is a very distant memory that is overshadowed by the reality ofdifficult everyday survival and HIV. Katherine barely gets by and does not havea plan or strategy of how to get out of poverty, not even speaking about furtherinvestment in her future – she really only dreams. Anita (35 years old) rightlyobserved, that in sex workYou just have to have a vision. If you do not have a vision, you will do it till thetime you die. But if you are doing that, you know that you get this amount ofmoney, I prefer to do something else [success is not that unlikely].For this reason, this chapter will further explore how sex workers are planningto reach their ‘good life’ and what strategies they employ to fulfil their dreams.
34Rice and meat dish popular on the Kenyan Coast.
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‘I will go out there and get a husband’: planning a ‘good life’ through
marriageMen play an important role in Kenyan sex workers’ lives and plans. Dependingon a man (or multiple men) is a survival strategy for many women, as wasdiscussed in chapter four. In such a context it is of little surprise that men playan important role in sex workers plans for a ‘good life’ and their strategies toreach these aims. An important number of sex workers see marriage as the gateto a ‘good life’. It is through a ‘good husband’ that women think they can live a‘good life’. However, marriage can serve different purposes on a way to sexworkers’ dream fulfilment.Some women, like Floriana (41 years old), dream of exiting sex work throughmarriage and then living a life where they reach happiness through shared love,talking, laughing and doing other things together with their husbands. Yet, it isimportant to observe that despite the emphasis in such a dream marriage onfriendship, men are not dismissed of their role as provider. Floriana, forinstance, claims that as long as there is peace and love in a house, even if houseis empty, she would not leave such a union. But even in this claim there is ahouse and there is a man who asked a woman to stop the sex trade in exchangefor his care. Other women emphasise mainly material security. For exampleMiriam’s (31 years old) vision of how she would like her life to proceedcorresponds to such a notion:If you get somebody who really loves you and he tells you, “Please, don’t do thisjob. I will care for you, what you need just ask me”. You see somebody who isready to care for you, you stop that job, immediately. You know, now that youwant to be with this person. I like to have one person. Not today that one, thenthat one, it’s not good, but no other option. But if today I get somebody tell me,“You know what, my sister, this job, I don't want you to do this. You hear?” Yes.Then I stop it. If he is a serious what he says, you stop it.This group of women want to swap multiple sexual contracts on a daily basis toonly one: that of marriage, to use Pateman’s (1988) terminology. Of course,these sex workers hope for the best scenario where a future husband is also afriend, or even a partner. For this reason Dafnie (22 years old) adds that such arelationship is possible only if a future husband knows her history andunderstands the reasons behind her involvement in the sex trade. The dream of
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a husband-companion was especially common among women who were middleaged and had spent many years in the sex trade. Like Chiquita-Banana (40 yearsold): Yeah, and I just pray God to be with some one man. Now I can stay. But beforeyou tell me to stay, I didn't stay, because I wanted to go [out]. But now, I amtired. Now I decided to get a man, we stay together, we work. Maybe he has ajob, maybe a business, maybe selling. To go to Dubai, to buy things, and comeand sell them. We can do that.Such women see the sex trade as a phase before marriage and do not createelaborate plans of how to make this wish come true. Often, when asked whatthey plan to do to in order to facilitate this dream, women were answering thatthey can do nothing. For instance, Robina (35 years old) explained ‘We [Robina,Sarah and Helen] trust in God, when he thinks we had enough now, then there isa man for you.’Not all women who aim for marriage in order to get their ‘good life’ aremotivated by romantic dreams of a husband-companion. Actually, it is morecommon that marriage is a calculated target and sex workers in their narrativesare open to the fact that not any man with romantic intentions could be asuitable candidate for marriage. This group of sex workers consists of womenwho earn well in the sex industries, but are aware that this is so because of theiryouth. For this reason, this group of women aims to marry rich and this is howthey plan to live a ‘good life’. For example Christy (30 years old), was very clearthat she would not marry anyone who has no job, and even if a man has a job, hehas to earn more than 20.000 KSH (around 144 GBP) a month for her toconsider such a decision. Kate (21 years old) also had similar plans:For the time being I don't save [money]. But I keep praying that one day I comeacross with someone who is rich. Then I settle once and for all. I plan that oneday I come across someone who is rich, and he will help me and my children.One of these days maybe some mzungu comes, who needs a girl. And pom! HereI go! With a car, big house.Sex workers in this group, were aware that with their level of education (mostof them did not complete primary education) they cannot get better paidemployment than what they currently earn in the sex industries. Maria (32years old), who used to be a strip-tease dancer, but because of her age finds it
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more difficult to continue dancing, turned to sex work and was looking for ahusband. She wanted to marry well and explained why:Future dreams? Yeah. For God to give me a husband. Yes. And just be at home. Ibecome like a house wife. Because as for work, I don't think, my system cannotwork. Maybe in the office, but I don't like [the office job]. And for the dancing,age is the problem. So maybe that's for my wish. If I have a husband, I will be ok.Enough to eat. Not more, not less. As long as I am eating, my house is ok, then Iam ok with everything, I am satisfied.Yet, part of the women in this group, especially the ones who had previousexperience of abuse in marriage, targeted their future husbands even moreselectively than just according to their financial situation. The main division wasbetween rich African men and tourists, many women having a preferencetowards foreigners.Kenyan sex workers are not alone in planning to exploit sex tourists for theiradvantage (to obtain a visa, to travel to Europe, to get a better job, to live inperceived Western comforts) as documented by scholars researching sextourism around the world (Agustin 1998; Brennan 2004; Cabezas 1998;Kempadoo and Doezema 1998; Wonders and Michalowski 2001). Foreignersare perceived by sex workers in developing contexts as different. Maureen (28years old) explained it this way:I think mzungus are a little bit different. If mzungu marries you and then hegives you some kid, he gives a house like that [pointing to the flat whereinterview takes place] for a kid. But African, they just throw out you with yourkid. They stay away. I don't know. That is what I think.Likewise, Precious (23 years old), who escaped an abusive marriage with twochildren, was targeting tourists, because she thought that all local men wouldcheat. She agreed that tourists are also likely to cheat, but she thought that suchan event was less likely. Especially if a tourist is old:In fact, they say, there are old mzungus, who are good. They treat you well. Insteadof these young ones. Yeah. The old one, he can tip you well, no frustration, you staywell.This dream of marrying a white man was the driving force for many sexworkers. Such dreams are not specific to Mombasa sex workers, as manywomen in the developing world have similar dreams (Brennan 2001; Cabezas
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1998) just as many women in the developed world have similar dreams ofmarrying famous people or politicians. However, whereas in many places suchdreams are often just dreams and are not related to actual strategies of thedreamer, in what Lonsdale (2000) calls ‘tight corners’ of the world, such dreamsinfluence women’s life and work strategies to a great extent.Even though almost every sex worker can tell a bad story with a white man,such a dream is still very important. Jasinta (28 years old), had a son with aGerman tourist who never recognised his child. Still, she dreams of marrying ‘aGerman’. What is more, she sees a marriage with Western man as a way toprofit:But I can see others [other tourists who fathered babies to Kenyan sex workers],they don't do this [abandon their children]. They want to see their baby, they tell: “Iwant to see my baby”. When he wants to see his baby, give my mom 100.000 [KSH],then ok.Such attitude towards marriage is quite different from the ones discussed above.The main difference is that the sex workers who search for a husband-partner,or a rich husband to marry and settle, see marriage as a long-term plan andstrategy. For these women marriage is an aim in itself. For women like Jaisntaor Christy marriage is just a first step, a short-term solution that can help withother, long-term plans for their life. For instance, Christy (30 years old)explained why marriage would help her:I will go out there and get a husband. And then he tells me: “I just want you tochange, I don’t want you to be doing this, are you ready?” Because that is theonly thing, that is the only thing that can change me. Because I can't say that Igo out there [in sex industries] and get a lot of money. The only thing that I canget is a man. When he tells me: “From now on I would like you to change yourlife. Are you ready to be a housewife? Have you decided to change this life?”Yeah. I would be a housewife, but I would be there not to be only in a house. Iwould be also doing a business. Not only to stay in a house like that. I stay thereand I start a job.Women who failed to save reasonable amounts of money through the sex trade,and struggle with acquiring the initial capital that is needed for starting abusiness, see marriage as a way to get access to capital. Some women haveelaborate strategies to reach this aim. For example, Lisa (36 years old)explained her plans this way:
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I prefer to find a white man from Europe and him to marry me (laughing). They[other sex workers] tell me, if you go to Europe, you get a job and you are beingpaid for hours. I prefer to work. […] And that’s why I wish to go and work at thebeach hotel. Because it is easier to get a white man in a beach hotel. And notgoing at night to the beach. Because when you go into the beach during thenight they just pay you they won’t change contacts. When you work in a beachhotel, you meet so many people. Maybe there is someone who liked you. And hecan take me to Germany. Work there… If he is not going to marry you, he willpay well.Lisa’s main aim is to go to Europe and work there. As she cannot get such a jobon her own, she wants to marry a European man. What is more, she is targetingbeach hotels as a temporary work place to meet a possible future husband. Inthis case, marriage is just a short-term plan that leads to the main target – workabroad.The possibilities to benefit from a relation with a foreign tourist becameincreasingly visible in the last three decades. Tettey (2008 : 160) argues thatneo-liberal policies that helped to create ‘despondent populations’ incombination with global sex commerce and new communication technologieshave created the environment where images, fantasies and desires of foreignmale tourists that are based on racial and gendered divisions are fulfilled byyoung women in financial hardship. While many scholars have discussed theissue of women from developing countries being constructed as exotic anderotic ‘others’ by Western men (Agustin 1998; Altman 2001; Barry 1996; Crick1989; Enloe 2000; Lim 1998; McClintock 1992; O'Connell Davidson 1998), inthis case it is important to point out, that these ‘erotic and exotic others’ alsohave their ideas about Western men. A relationship with a man from a richcountry is seen by women in poor settings as an opportunity to escape theeconomic hardship of their home, and these women believe in the ‘opportunitymyth’ (Brennan 2001). A white man in sex workers narratives is seen as anopportunity, as a way out of poverty, or even out of the country. Sex workerswho dream of marriage with a white man do not dream of love, they are quiteclear that such a marriage is a way to a ‘good life’.While a good part of sex workers see marriage as part of their plan to attain the‘good life’, that is certainly not always the case. There are several reasons whysome sex workers do not believe that family life would mean a ‘good life’ for
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them. The first reason is disbelief both in marriage as an institution and in menin general. Lilian (27 years old), for instance elaborated on her plans for thefuture (what courses she wants to finish and why, what jobs she will target aftercompletion of her education, and how long she will stay in sex industry to makeall her plans come true). When asked if there is a husband in that ‘good life’ thatshe is planning, Lilian answered:Ok, mostly, you know... Give me your brother for husband! (laughs) Or relatives!For real. I really don't think about men. I see them in the bars every day. Andsome are married men. So they just put me off. So I think even my man will begoing out there. So it is not in my system. I plan my future for me and my son. Ifa man comes along, then I am good, but I really... it is not in my schedule.Lilian is not alone in not necessarily seeing a man in her dream of a ‘good life’.White (1990) pointed out that in colonial Nairobi, many women who built theirhouses from earnings in prostitution, usually chose their female kin, or evenadopted younger female sex workers, as heirs. Colonial Malayas who weretrading sex for personal accumulation rarely entered marriages, and that wastheir choice. Likewise, some contemporary sex workers also dream ofaccumulation and wealth, and there are no men in these dreams. These womenrely only on themselves in their dreams because of their violent and abusiveexperiences. Others are disappointed in men and do not believe that they canfind one suitable for family. Finally, there are those who do not want to marry,because, as Marcy (18 years old) put it, they want to be independent. Such sexworkers often spoke of their business plans in their dreams and how that canhelp them reach a ‘good life’, as the next section of this chapter will explore.
‘If God wills, sex work is just a period before business’: planning a
‘good life’ without a husbandIn addition to women who are suspicious about marriage because of theirexperiences, there is another group of sex workers who do not want to marry.Women in this group are few and did not have a lot to say about their dreams,believing that they have ‘Malaya blood’ and therefore, trading sex is somethingthat they cannot leave. For example, Dorpato (24 years old) was convinced thateven if she has a family and a good job, she would still be practicing sex work:
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I can’t stop to make this [sex work] because it is in my blood. Even if I have thejob, I can do my job and then I can go to the beach. Because it is in my blood. […]I like it [sex work].I can do this until I die.
Malaya blood is believed to be a reason for women entering sex work whenthey do not have financial difficulties. Such women, are believed to enjoy sexwork, and because of that they are often more successful than other sexworkers. Winnie (30 years old) explained it this way:Me, I think, it is inside their [Winnie’s more successful friends] body thatprostitute. Prostitute blood. I know, I can see. When you see somebody [whohas prostitute blood] talking, even general talkings, she talks about sex, men.Sex workers that identified themselves as having Malaya blood usually werecontent with their situation. They had good and bad stories to tell about theirtrade and lifestyle, but often did not believe that change in their lives waspossible. Probably for that reason these sex workers did not have elaboratedreams or plans for the future. From all of them, only Betty (31 years old)thought that if she could do something apart from sex work, then it would behelping other sex workers with their problems. She was unaware about sexworkers movements and seemed very interested in learning more about it.Other sex workers, who did not believe that they had Malaya blood norconsidered marriage for their future, insisted that they wanted to do business.When asked further about what business and how they would like to do it, onlya few of them seemed to have thought about it in much detail. Many namedlocally popular and gendered business ideas like hairdressing, tailoring ortrading second-hand clothes. Such ideas for businesses can be connected to thetraining available in NGOs that are trying to ‘save’ women from sex work byreforming them. For instance Marcy (18 years old) claimed that she plans to bea tailor, because she thinks that people always need to fix their clothes or getnew ones, so she would always be needed. Yet this dream might have beenshaped by one of the many NGOs active in the area. Marcy attended severalworkshops about HIV/AIDS and was offered to attend a tailoring course for free.She had already done part of the course, and she knew that she could complete
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the rest of it in the near future35. The business ideas that many sex workers hadwere thus mirroring the limited opportunities for, and low expectations of,women in the Kenyan labour market.Nevertheless, several women had elaborate plans on how to succeed inbusiness and were able to share them. For example, Miriam (31 years old) alsospoke about doing hairdressing like many others. Yet, her plan was moreelaborate:You can’t put only hairdresser, you have to think about to put some clothes,some pants some bras... Something like that to attract customers. You know,they like that funny funny things so much. If you are clever you can have themand compel them nicely. You have a small shop when you are a hairdresser, youcan put on sight some clothes and some shoes. You see… So you mix them[several trades], you don’t work for one thing. You have to work for somewhere you can get also money from somewhere. That is what I mean.Women who had detailed plans for their future usually had previousexperiences in the field and were well aware of the shortcomings of businesses.Such women were also usually saving money from their sex work towards theirfuture plans and were informed about the possibilities for loans or micro-credits. Another important distinguishing feature of dreams that sounded likedetailed planning is that such dreaming did not always correspond to thegendered possibilities usually available to women. For example Christy (30years old) said she wanted to be a matatu driver. She knew all about the pricesof starting this job, possible profits, risks and other details. She was also savingmoney, and the only issue that Christy was debating was whether she should gointo matatu driving or if it would be better to buy a car or a truck she could hire.This group of women also had ideas on how to succeed in their chosenbusinesses and were confident that they would leave sex work at a certain point.As Lilian (27 years old) explained:My plan is to become a successful business lady. But not a successfulcommercial sex worker. That is not my dream at all, I want to quit, but just Istill need some more money.
35 At the time of the first interview Marcy was seven months pregnant and her pregnancy wasthe reason why she did not complete her training in one go.
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Sex workers who are focused and plan their future in detail with what they seeas realistic targets are few. The majority of women who trade sex have verylimited information about what other sources of income they can create forthemselves and were often mimicking what they saw in their everyday lives.For example Dafnie (22 years old) claimed she would like to trade lesos36 just asher neighbour does. Lisa (31 years old) also thought she could trade clothes asmany of her friends do, especially if the plan of marrying a German does notwork out.In addition to the traditional occupations of small trade, brewing, cooking andwork in a salon, another area of dream jobs emerged in the interviews. Some ofthe sex workers, in majority the ones who had been contacted by variousHIV/AIDS organisations or NGOs targeting sex workers and participated in theprogrammes that these organisations have, were naming jobs like counselling,mentoring, and gender-based violence connected activities as their dream jobs.These sex workers felt that they have the required experience to do such jobs,because they are the ones who suffered from the issues that are tackled byvarious NGOs: violence, disease and poverty. For example, Chichi (32 years old),who did a number of different jobs in her life already (house-help, tradingvegetables, building houses, cleaning and others), now dreamt of a differentoccupation:Maybe any job that I have experience for, like maybe when we did communitydevelopment, and some got even paid 20,000 per month! So you see, it is a goodjob.The ‘community development’ that Chichi is referring to is an idea that sheborrowed from a project that is active in the area where she lives. Seeing thepossibilities that this project gave to some local women that she knows, Chichithinks that she could do a similar job as well. The irony is that many of the NGOsare offering training for low profit, very common and gendered occupations sothat sex workers change their trade and ‘reduce their risky behaviour’, in NGO-
36Lesos are the most prominent article of clothing for women along the Swahili coast of EastAfrica. The leso is a rectangle of pure cotton cloth, printed in bold designs and bright colours,usually with a message along the bottom.
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speak37 . Yet, what sex workers like Chichi saw in such trainings andprogrammes was not always a chance to learn skills, related to similar jobs theymight otherwise do, but that some of their peers managed to create a well-paidjob talking to other sex workers. For instance, Winnie (30 years old) thoughtthat: I can council somebody. I can go in a village, there I know somebody who got[HIV/AIDS]. I know how to talk to somebody, and I know inside too. I preferthis job for counselling. Because I have the experience. I was thinking maybe [Ican work] here in ICRH [International Centre for Reproductive Health branch].There is this SOLWODI, and this one ICRH. They are here, near Kenoil, there...Many girls there they are peer educators.A job as peer-educator or councillor in service of an NGO is generally betterpaid and more secure than cooking or selling street food or sewing – andcertainly gains more respect. Sex workers mimic everyday gender relations intheir work to maximise their income, as was discussed in chapter five. In theirdreams they also look for role models, for women who were in a similarsituation but who ‘made it’. These role models can be neighbours who are doingwell in their business. It can be an ex-sex worker who married well. Or it can bea colleague who is now employed by an NGO, has a stable salary, and helps todeal with the problems that sex workers know so well. In this way NGOnewspeak enters sex workers’ dreams and plans. After a long interview thatincluded a discussion about small trade, suddenly Dafnie (22 years old) added:I would like to study something like Gender Based Violence. Because I've seenwomen, here outside [in sex industries], they are cheated. They have no goodmoments here outside. They are suffering a lot. Mostly commercial sex workers.Just like Mr. Lebona in Ferguson’s (2006 : 20) account who refuses globalinequalities by dreaming of a Western-style house with a tin roof and manyrooms, the sex workers of Mombasa refuse both local and global inequalities bydreaming of new jobs in the emerging NGO industry. These women do not wantto sell tomatoes, as is often promoted by NGOs, or engage in other low-paid jobs.During a conference38 discussion on sex work, one of the activists presentseemed tired from all the attempts to ‘reform’ sex workers and asked
37Interview with a director of NGO that works with poor women and sex workers, Mombasa.38CPCF3, the third regional Changing Faces Changing Spaces Conference, Nairobi 4th-6th May2011.
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rhetorically: ‘What if I want to charge the sex I am giving? And give tomatoes forfree?’Sex workers reject the local gender and international economic structures thatposition them in low-paid and labour-intense jobs. They chose activities thatyield high profits while involving less time, and by doing this many sex workersmanifest individual freedom and the possibility to choose, albeit from limitedoptions, just as a rational individual in neo-liberal ideology would. Sex workers’dreams of a ‘good life’ that is full of consumer commodities, and which is aresult of their choice to marry or not, to do business or to work for an NGO, is aperfect example of that. Zambian Copperbelt mineworkers expressed theirsense and experience of disconnection from the modern world (Ferguson 1999 :238); Mombasa sex workers are eager to connect to modernity through theiractions. They want to have a ‘good life’ that includes not only consumer goodsand commodified services, they want to do jobs that people in more privilegedpositions do. ‘So what job would you like to do?’ I asked Miriam (31 years old).‘Like the one that you are doing’ she answered. ‘Speaking to the ladies?’ I wastrying to clarify. ‘Yeah. That is a very nice job’ she confirmed. However, thedream of a ‘good life’ does not stop with the desire to exit the sex industry.Interviewed sex workers have another set of dreams related to their children.
‘I want her to learn and become a lawyer or doctor, not to follow my
steps’: sex workers’ dreams about the future of their childrenWomen in the sex industry use their bodies and sexuality to survive and, insome cases, improve their lives. Yet, despite the fact that sex trade can be usedas a tool for social and economic mobility, it is important to point out that, theexperience of commodification and de-humanisation through this work is verystrong. Ashley (22 years old) explained this situation very well:Yeah, you have to like the job sometimes (bitter laugh), because ... because it ismaybe making you to stay a good life. Yeah. To support your parents back athome. You would have kids, you know, you have to like it. You don't have anyother option, yeah. I can support my mom. I can pay the school fees for mybrothers and sisters back, who are behind me. So you have to like it, you know.Because it is helping you, you are paying the house, you are getting everythingyou need, you know, you have to like it. But when you come to your real senses,act like a human being, it's somehow, painful, you know.
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Ashley makes a clear distinction between her situation and being a ‘humanbeing’ which points to her own understanding of a process of commodificationand objectification through sex work. In opposition to sex workers-activists (forexample Nyong’o 2010) who see the emancipatory aspect of sex work, some ofthe interviewees were more sceptical. Anita (35 years old), who traded sex forabout 15 years, was even fatalistic about her occupation:I am thinking maybe to have a small business. I haven't thought a lot about it,but I just want to be able to live by myself. Through that job of money [sexwork], maybe I will get one [man] who will sponsor me, or even tell me: “Youmarry me”. They also marry old people like me. I still have that chance…Whatever, not important. You usually have to have that kind thinking: if there isno way, maybe other way, maybe other way, maybe I can come out. I must givemyself a hope to live. If I don't, I can as well die.The majority of sex workers hope to exit sex work one day. While sex work canhelp with earning enough money to fulfil other plans or reach certain targets,most of the women also felt that trading sex had its limitations. Besidesproviding women with the opportunities, involvement in the sex industries alsogives them the every-day experience of being an objectified body, ‘un-human’experiences, and many other dangers that will be explored in more detail in thenext chapter.This separation between the bad experiences in the sex industries and whatMiriam (31 years old) calls being ‘a normal person’, is probably the main reasonwhy sex workers are very careful when it comes to dreams about their children.Most sex workers are very aware of their restricted options in the job marketand the main reasons for this limitedness. Lack of education is the most oft-cited reason for engagement in sex work, and, in turn, the de-humanisingexperience that sex workers have. These women dream about the best casescenario that is possible for them given their limited and disadvantagedposition as discussed previously. Yet, when asked about their children, the samesex workers show the effort for removing all the possible obstacles from theirchildren’s way so that they can have a truly ‘good life’.Ensuring a ‘good life’ for their children comes at a high price. Often it meansthat women in the sex industry see their children very rarely, because they stay
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with their relatives in other towns. Jasinta (28 years old) explained hersituation this way:She [her daughter] is not here. She lives with my mother. It is better that shestays with my mother, because if here, sometimes I get a client, or I don't get. Itis a lot of problems, because of that… I miss my baby too much. Ajajajajai, evennow. I call, and my mother say: “Oh, she is walking, now she has 2 teeth”. Nowthis, now that. My mother does all her best. Treats the baby very well. If I makesomething, I send it all to my mom. Like that.Children staying with relatives in other towns often have a very different lifethan that of their mothers. They often go to private schools, finish secondaryeducation, colleges, and even universities – most of it funded by their mothersthrough sex work. Chiquita-Banana (40 years old) admitted that she did notmanage to save any capital for her business, because she had to pay school feesand later university expenses for her daughter. Lisa (36 years old) was alsostruggling, but put all her efforts for her daughter to stay in a good school inNairobi:She is doing well. She promised the next year she will be in the class 7. Iwouldn’t like her to know what I was doing [trading sex]. I always tell her: “Begood at school, do good, [and you] will go to university. Because nowadayswhen you go to school and play only, your education you won’t be promoted toanother [level]. Think about education first. Go to university, you can be adoctor and after you can have your own car”.It is important to point out that while sex workers hope to depend on theirhusbands or multiple clients to live a ‘good life’, for their children they dream ofan independent future. Many sex workers in their dreams see their children asdoctors, lawyers, pilots, air-hostesses, nurses, policemen and in other high-education and skilled occupations. They know that such education is veryexpensive, but are ready to make sacrifices. Wanjiku (30 years old) was one ofmany sex workers who wanted her son to be a doctor. When I commented thatuniversity is very expensive, she replied: ‘I know that. But I am a woman, I willwork hard.’ In sex workers’ dreams about their children’s future there is nospace for un-human experiences that are often the reality of their mothers’ lives.Just as these women work hard, they urge their children to study hard as wellso that the dream of ‘good life’ is fulfilled.
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ConclusionsDreams are important, because it is with inspiration from dreams thatindividuals shape their needs and start planning their actions accordingly.Mombasa sex workers’ dreams reveal what these women are working for andwhat they think they can accomplish in their trade. The ‘good life’ is the mainobjective for most women. Yet, understandings of what the ‘good life’ is dependon the situation certain women live in and the experiences that they have. Ingeneral, the ‘good life’ can be translated as a better life than a woman has now.Furthermore, women who live in poor conditions imagine a ‘good life’ like thatof their successful colleagues, which often includes the fulfilment of basic needs.Yet, sex workers who earn well and have seen more while being with theirclients, dream of a wider range of consumer goods and services that wouldmean a ‘good life’. The notion of the ‘good life’ reveals an orientation toconsumption of different goods and services, which is very limited in thesewomen’s lives at the moment.The understanding of a ‘good life’ speaks directly to the structures that prevailin society and put sex workers in a disadvantaged position. Dreams of marriagereflect the dominant gendered social and economic structures that prevail inKenya. In the face of a neo-liberal economy that exploits cheap female laboursome women see marriage as a guarantee for material security for themselvesand their children and a possibility for friendship, companionship and care.However, the majority of sex workers are aware that in the current politicaleconomy, it is increasingly difficult for men to live up to the economic demandsof maintaining a family, as was discussed in chapter three. For this reason, manysex workers are selective about their potential husbands and see marriage as atool that helps them to reach other aims. Some of them want to marry rich so asto ensure themselves a ‘good life’ with a car, a house and other consumer goods.Other sex workers, especially those who have past experiences of abusivemarriages and cheating husbands, are more selective about their futurehusbands and aim to marry foreigners, because it is believed that in this waythey can avoid abuse and still enjoy the money. Such a structuring of dreams
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regarding the future points at the interaction of local economic and culturalrealities with global flows of media images and people.The reality of a globalised local political economy is reflected in the dream ofsucceeding in business. These dreams speak about the limited possibilities thatare available to Kenyan women; nevertheless, some dreams challenge such aposition by breaking away from the prescribed gendered place-in-the-world.Another way of rejecting the expected scenario of ex-sex workers is to aim forgood jobs in the emerging NGO sector. How such dreams and plans meet reality,will be further explored in chapter seven. For many women, the sex industriesdo not help to fully achieve their future aims. The structures and nature of sexwork limit women’s space for manoeuvre, and social structures complicate exitstrategies, as will be discussed in the following chapter. Still, what the analysisof Kenyan sex workers’ dreams shows is that these women, like many sexworkers around the world, aim to navigate patriarchal gender structures to thebest of their ability and benefit.
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7. Chasing a mirage: dangers and structural obstacles of exit
from sex work
Because I am a business lady. They [men] don’t want to put a ring here [on the
finger]. What can I do? And I want to eat, my children need to go to school, I put
small money there. […] Sometimes it is good money, sometimes it is tsss… You can
call it work in a high risk. (Cinderella, 28 years old)
The market is the cornerstone of neo-liberal doctrine, and it offers the marketmechanism as a solution to almost all economic and social problems (Howardand King 2004 : 40). The market economy is claimed to be superior to any othersystem because of its ability to mediate free exchange and trade which, in turn,supposedly brings increased welfare to all parties involved (Turner 2008 : 115).Welfare as an idea itself is acceptable for neo-liberals, with Hayek (1945 [2001] :59) writing:There is no reason why, in a society which has reached the general level ofwealth ours has, the first kind of security should not be guaranteed to allwithout endangering general freedom; that is: some minimum of food, shelterand clothing, sufficient to preserve health.However, the role of the state in welfare provision was unacceptable for neo-liberal thinkers, because the actions of the state inevitably have an effect on themarket, and thus can potentially limit individual freedom. Therefore, the neo-liberal suggestion is to reduce the social expenditures of the state by bringingthe private sector into welfare provision. Such a view of welfare made a cleardistinction between the role of the state and of the market, and emphasisedindividual responsibility in the provision of financial security. As a result, neo-liberal theory brought back the classic notion of liberalism that welfare shouldbe provided by the family, churches or charities, but not the state (Turner 2008 :142).The neo-liberal understanding of markets and welfare is partly compatible withthe Kenyan ideas of kinship, power and the responsibility to care, as was
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discussed in chapter two. However, economic changes have changed familystructures, increased labour mobility, and disrupted community life. In addition,as chapter three has shown, kinship based welfare systems as well as labourmarkets are strongly gendered and place women at a disadvantaged position.Women try to challenge these gendered social structures in different ways. Thesex industries are one of the alternatives where women try to exploit existinggender and social inequalities as was explored in chapters four, five and six. Yet,if the sex industries are just a phase before living a ‘good life’, as womeninterviewed in this research indicate, then it is important to see how successfulwomen are at reaching their aims and how sex workers’ strategies interact withgendered social structures when they attempt to exit the sex trade. In thischapter I explore the structural obstacles to achieving a post-sex work ‘goodlife’, with an emphasis on how gendered social structures are negativelyinfluenced by neoliberal principles.First, the structures and obstacles that are part of the sex industry will beexplored to show why for many women it is difficult to exit sex work on theirown terms. The cycle of success in the sex industries, the ability to earn moneyand spending patterns will be explored to show the difficulties of balancingspending in a way that would be compatible with future plans of a ‘good life’.Furthermore, the dangers that define every day experiences in the sexindustries, such as possibilities of unplanned pregnancies, the financial strainsof raising children, the possibility of alcohol and drug addiction and health riskswill be discussed to show how these factors contribute to making an exit fromsex work to a ‘good life’ complicated. Second, the possibility to exit sex workwith the help of NGOs will be discussed to show why this route is seen as beingof limited use by many women in the sex industries. The economic andpatriarchal structures that prevail in contemporary Kenya will be analysed aspart of NGO failures to help women leave sex work. Finally, the growing sexworkers movement will be discussed to show how sex work activism fits withsex workers’ strategies and with neo-liberal ideas prevailing in society.
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‘Each one of us has her own luck’: sex workers’ challenges in the sex
industriesCinderella (quoted at the beginning of this chapter) is right in calling the sextrade a ‘high risk’ business. There are many dangers for women who enter thisindustry, and women have to be wise and manage their actions well in order toexit the sex trade on their own terms. Women start selling sex because theyneed money, and this occupation can be highly profitable for a certain period oftime, but since this kind of work is directly related to woman’s age, appearanceand health, the period of high profits does not last long. In this short timeframe,sex workers can make the money that they need and invest in the ‘good life’they dream of and move out of the sex industries. Yet, it is important to do sowhile managing to control spending, and balancing this spending in a way thatwould bring the highest profits both in the short and long terms, avoidingadditional responsibilities such as care for extra children, resisting thetemptations and addictions of alcohol and drugs, and, finally, keeping oneselfsafe from STDs and HIV/AIDS. This is not an easy task, and, as Hofmann (2010 :233) rightly points out, such a process ‘requires enormous levels of discipline,emotional resilience, management skills, stamina, and purposefulness’. Sexworkers have to be conscious neo-liberal agents and manage their income wellto succeed in this task.
Cycle of success in sex workWomen enter the sex trade when facing hardship and with the hope of finding away to a ‘good life’. However, not all women are equally successful in sex work.There are two key factors that determine a woman’s income in sex industries:her age and her experience of sex work. A certain pattern emerges: in thebeginning of sex work, women usually do not manage to earn big amounts ofmoney, because they do not know the functioning of the industries well. Oncesuch knowledge is attained, their profits increase and after a period of success,their income starts to gradually decrease. Of course, such a linearunderstanding of sex work is simplistic and cannot be applied to everyindividual case because the sex industries give space for many women ofdifferent ages, different walks of life, and who have different aims in mind when
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entering sex work, as discussed in chapter six. Some women start selling sexwhen older, others get addicted to drugs or alcohol, still others might not besuccessful for a variety of other reasons that will be discussed further later on inthis chapter and may never enter this phase of the high income. Still, it is thecase that sex work most often helps to alleviate financial suffering and improvethe living conditions to an extent for women. For instance Mary (23 years old)described her current life in the following way:My son is now in standard one. In a private school. I pay school fees, I pay bills.He eats, clothes and I eat. We stay good now.Mary compares her current situation to the poverty she was experiencingbefore she started trading sex and concludes that she ‘stays good’. However, thisis not yet the ‘good life’ that she dreams of, because in the dream of a ‘good life’Mary is a business woman, and not a sex worker. Mary is still young and goodlooking, but already has experience in the sex industry, which means that sheknows how to negotiate a good price with her clients. Mary is at the peak of thesex work success cycle, and such success comes through experience.Very young, often underage girls who enter the sex industries do not have theknowledge and power to negotiate good prices, so men often take advantage ofthem. Dafnie (22 years old) explained it in this way:Now there are these young girls who are getting into our business, who are justspoiling it, because they are going for any anyany amount of money. Even 50,100 bob39. Any, as long as it is money, they will go. Some they just say, they[men] just buy a drink for them and they [girls] are drunk, and in the morningthey [men] just leave them [girls] there. So they are spoiling everything. So youfind that men prefer these young girls to us, because they are less expensive.And they cannot negotiate. Yeah. Some are from those rural areas, they don'tknow to negotiate, they just go out and start drinking.Young sex workers who just entered the sex trade have no experience, are oftenshy and for this reason are an easy target for being tricked by men.This period does not last long, because with time sex workers often learn howto negotiate and how to stay safer while working. Dafnie herself admitted thather beginnings in the sex trade were difficult for her:
39 Slang for Kenyan shilling.
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Because in the beginning, I just go to pub and stay like this. I cannot buy anysoda, I don't have any money, I wait for somebody to buy, until somebodycomes and says “Hi” to me. And asks: “Would you like from me some soda?” ButI didn't know how to go and approach someone. Now I can go and approachsomeone: “I don't have money, can you buy me something? I am just here...”Women who just started trading sex do not know how to negotiate prices withmen. Moreover, as NACC (2011) research shows, the majority of commercial sexworkers who do not have knowledge about HIV/AIDS are women under 20years of age; therefore, they are most vulnerable to an HIV/AIDS infection. Boththe inability to negotiate the price and limited knowledge of HIV mean that sexworkers who just started trading sex face the highest risk of being cheated,infected or abused. Sex workers’ narratives indicate that once women findfriends among sex workers, they learn how to protect themselves and negotiatetheir safety and price, as was discussed in chapter five. Yet it is extremelyimportant to observe that starting off in the sex industries is difficult for mostwomen and many of them make vital mistakes concerning their lives preciselyat that moment.When women are still young, but have experience in the sex trade – sex workerscan make the highest profits. For instance Betty (31 years old) rememberedwell the days when she was younger, had more clients and was making muchmore money:Last week? l had two clients. Eleven years ago in a week… Eh! [laughs] One dayyou can have five clients! One day. Really! For the short time, yeah! In one dayyou can go and come out with 10,000. But now you can go out, and come justwith... short time 500, 200. You can come with 700 to 1000.Betty is not the only one who has memories of better times when she wasyounger. Many older sex workers remember that the beginning in the sex tradewas more profitable and speak about the big amounts of money that they usedto earn. However, this period does not last long and with age women startgetting less clients and less income, because they lose in competition withyounger sex workers. Betty explained the changes in her situation this way:Now l see the challenges, when I go to the Simba, they [young sex workers] say:“Oh no, you old mama, go to sleep!” I am becoming old.
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The period of relatively easy success is not of the same length for all sexworkers and depends on many variables such as her drinking or drug use habits,health, the amount of children she has, and other factors, some women maynever enter this phase. However, it is very important to keep in mind that theperiod of easily gained, relatively high income is of a certain length and if a sexworker does not exit the sex trade then, it is less likely that she will manage toaccumulate enough money later when her income decreases. Women, who areat different points in this cycle, usually have different strategies and dreams of a‘good life’: younger women aim to accumulate money and move to business orformal employment; whereas older women, who cannot earn the same amounts,are more likely to dream of marriage. Therefore, exit from sex work on one’sown terms is theoretically possible at any point; still women who are at theheight of their success have the most opportunities and the widest set of exitoptions. Yet, due to the dangers and obstacles that are inherent in the nature ofthe sex industries, and which will be discussed in the following sections, the exitfrom the sex industry on one’s own terms can be a difficult task.
‘Money makes money’: balancing spendingOne of the obstacles that prevents women from exiting the sex trade at the peakof their success, or why women never reach the stage of perceived ‘success’ isconnected to the spending that is perceived as needed in order to be successful.Several of the women interviewed insisted that ‘money makes money’, andindeed a good part of sex workers’ spending is connected to their work. Suchspending is seen as an investment by sex workers. To start with, women investin clothes’ shopping in the local markets and shops. These clothes can be ‘crazycrazy, sexy sexy’, or ‘decent’ clothing according to a woman’s work strategy, asdiscussed in chapter five; but it is really important to constantly renew it,because, as Lilian (27 years old) pointed out: ‘You cannot keep on going therewith old things, you know.’Sex workers believe that the outfit and the whole style that is worn whenlooking for clients is of utmost importance when competing for a client.Maureen (28 years old) explained it this way:
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You must wash yourself good. You wear make-up, good make up. Nice clothes.The clothes that can look more interesting. Perfumes. Now you have to look thebest one. So you must be the first or among three best of them [sex workersthat operate that night in that area], not 15th for the number, because then youdon't get a man.Such investments in a woman’s style are necessary to succeed and compete.However, they also have to be balanced with long-term investments and theidea of a ‘good life’, because higher investments in one’s looks come at a price.Mary (23 years old) calculated the expenses that are necessary to maintain herlooks in this way:It comes- it goes. Yes. That’s the problem with sexual workers money. You don’tknow what you do with it. You just wear the clothes, eat and pay the rent. Formy clothes I spend like 4000-5000 per month. Or after two months 5000, yeah.Then to do my hair: is 1200 every month. Sometimes 800.Then 200 for the hairfood. Then sometimes I do manicure and pedicure in salon.Mary spends around 5000 KSH40 a month on self-beautification. This is not aninsignificant expenditure, as most of sex workers pay 1500-2500 KSH a monthfor the rent of their flats or rooms, and many low income sex workers earn only5000 KSH a month. Sure, not all women can afford spending 5000 KSH to createtheir style, but women who are at the peak of their success often do so in orderto attract well-paying clients. For this reason, many sex workers get caught inthe process of spending and admit that they do not save anything for theirfuture when their beauty and youth may no longer bring such relatively highincomes.The expenditure connected to sex work does not end at self-beautification. Aswas discussed in chapter four, sex workers have a lot of work-connectedexpenditures: travel from one night club to another in search for clients, payingentrances to nightclubs, ordering drinks and food, and giving ‘tips’ to waiters,bouncers, and guards that operate in the areas where they work so that theywould not be disturbed. Sex workers also reported that they have to bribe thepolice in order to avoid arrest when working. If a woman does not have moneyto bribe the police, she risks being arrested, having to pay a fine or being rapedby policemen. In order to be successful, sex workers invest considerable
40Approximately 36 GBP.
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amounts of money into their work and often find it difficult to save. For exampleChichi (32 years old) explained this fact in this way:Sex working is, you can say it is a good money, but that coming easy and goingeasy. Last month, January, I made like 30,000. I don’t even know how I spent it![laughs] 30,000! That's why we say, that if you get money easily, withoutsweating so much... God bless your hand, the one you work, not doing a sexworking. When you are working hard, you use your energy, and whatever, youhave to plan for that month. But for sex working you only know money,tomorrow you find someone else to give it to me.Spending money ensures sex workers’ success and continuous income, becauselooking in a certain way and having a style makes it more likely that a womanwill attract good customers. Still, ensuring that such spending pays off both inthe short and long terms is not an easy task, because spending for sex businessreasons have to be balanced with savings towards a future ‘good life’. However,it is difficult to assess what type of spending can be seen as ‘wise’ or ‘careless’ –women have different aims requiring different expenditure. For instance, somesex workers manage to use the opportunity and invest their high income intoreal estate or other businesses, as White (1990) has documented in her work onthe colonial prostitutes of Nairobi, or as can be observed in today’s Mombasa.Other women spend their money on creating a style that helps them to find ahusband. For these reasons, merely spending money on clothes can be seen as awise or careless choice depending on what the sex worker’s strategy is. Sincewomen have different aims and expectations in the sex industry, it is difficult todetermine what pattern of spending is useful for different women. Thisdifficulty is well understood by sex workers, as their opinions about moneyindicate. Still, part of the money, that could potentially be used for reachingwomen’s aims is spent responding to dangers and obstacles that womenencounter in sex work: unwanted pregnancies, child-care, alcohol and drug use,and sexually transmitted disease treatment or protection, as will be explored inthe following sections.
Unplanned pregnancies and childrenOne important risk factor in sex work is the possibility of pregnancy. Many sexworkers already have children when entering the sex trade and often struggle
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to educate and feed them. For instance, Lorin (42 years old) elaborated on herchildren and what financial difficulties she faces:Sometimes I don't have money. I wish I could help her [daughter]. Me, just littlemoney 3000, 2000... I do a little shopping, and the rest I give her to go to school.But she is doing well. She is in form 1, B, B-. Yeah. Third born is in class 6. She is11 years and she is a sick girl, they call it anaemia. Every month I buy drugs forher: from malaria, for irons and for blood. For irons I buy “Folicasit”, malaria-“Palodin”, for blood- “Orofa”. Every month. And we took her to the clinic, weskip one month now, but we took her to clinic in Msabweni. Yeah. They bothstay in my sister's house. Me, I am staying here with a big girl. So I keep onpraying, I say, I give myself hope that maybe one day I can get a sponsor, tosponsor my daughter to go to college.Expenses related to schooling children and their healthcare were mentioned inevery sex worker’s account of spending their income. Many women dream of abetter future for their children, as was explored in chapter six, but not all ofthem can earn enough money to ensure that. Lorin, who devoted most of herincome to her children’s needs already, was aware that her income is notenough and was looking for any possible way to help her with further expenses.The financial difficulties of raising children are the reason why most sexworkers are very careful not to get pregnant again. Mary (23 years old)explained to me that she has one child and does not want to have more becauseit is too expensive. Chiquita Banana (40 years old) was equally clear that theone child that she has was not planned, and after giving birth she made surethat the next three pregnancies of hers were terminated. Most sex workerswere aware of contraceptives available and were using different methods toprevent themselves from unwanted pregnancies. Still, when condom use ortaking the contraceptive pill failed, some of them decided to abort. As abortionis illegal in Kenya, the decision not to have children can mean additionalexpenses for expensive illegal abortions, as well as the risk of infections andother health hazards because of the way abortions are conducted, which in turnmight result in more healthcare expenses.Sex workers know the costs of raising a child and try to be careful; yet, thenature of sex work means that the possibility of pregnancy can never be ruledout, and sometimes sex workers give birth to unplanned children. Unplanned
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additional children are a burden for many sex workers. For example, Dafnie (22years old), who was already taking care of her four siblings, recounted theexperience of getting pregnant this way:When I got pregnant, I was around 16-17. Yeah, 17, I was 17 years old. Me, Iused to protect myself sometimes, but sometimes I was somehow depressed, soI used to expose myself, let me what happen, happen. I was there for the sake ofmy young ones. After that I became pregnant and before I gave birth I was somuch depressed, I didn't know what to do. Even I was thinking about killing thebaby, so that I can escape. Then the problems would be solved.Pregnancy is problematic for sex workers not only because of the costs relatedto the upbringing of a child. Dreams related to their children can mean that awoman herself cannot progress the way she would have wanted. For example,Chiquita-Banana discussed how, because she had to pay for her daughter’seducation and university, she never managed to save for her business.Being pregnant also means that a woman cannot continue with her trade for awhile, which is a problem if the sex worker has no savings and nobody to relyon. Dorpato (24 years old) who was six months pregnant at the time of theinterview explained her strategies in this way:Even the guy of this baby, I told him I am pregnant, but he told me: “No, this isnot mine, you are a Malaya”. So then I say: “OK, I don’t take the baby out, I canstay with my baby”. I am just saving a little small at this moment. Even at thistime is 5000, I put it to the Equity Bank. And then it's small money, 100- I eat,eat, 100 and then 100 is for the fare, the new outfit (laughs). But I like to, if it'seight months, I like to go home. And then I have my parents they can help mewhen I have the baby. See, I don't have friends, I don't have friend who can takecare. I have friends only to go to the beach, make clients, to walk, to work, butsomebody who can take care of the house? And then when the baby is comingout, somebody who can help me? No, because the other one, all the girls theyare busy to their work.What Dorpato points to is the loneliness that many sex workers feel in theindustry. Due to high competition, limited incomes and relatively highexpenditures, women can trust each other only to a certain degree, as discussedin chapter five. Therefore, in the case of an emergency, many sex workerscannot rely on anyone in the sex industries and have to look for ways outsidethe trade to find help.
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While Dorpato has parents to go back to when the time to give birth comes, notall sex workers are in such a privileged position. Marcy (18 years old) lost herparents before entering the sex trade, and when she got pregnant she had to bemore creative. At the time of the first interview Marcy was seven monthspregnant. The biological father of her child denied fatherhood, so Marcy foundanother man who is 'not that clever' and did not know that she sells sex. Sheslept with him and convinced him that the child is his. This man now takes careof her, but he does not have permanent employment and for this reason Marcythinks that this income will not be enough later. While such a solution workedfor Marcy for the time being, she was clear that once the child is bigger she willbe back to bars trading sex, because she wants a better life. Unwantedpregnancy and the responsibilities that come with a new child often mean that awoman stays in the sex trade longer than she would choose in case if she had nochildren (or less children).
Alcohol and drugsAnother risk factor of work in the sex industries is addiction to alcohol anddrugs. Willis (2002 : 6) points out that in East Africa (just as in most placesaround the world) drinking alcohol is associated with being happy. Happiness,or just pretending to be happy, in turn is very important in sex work, because,as Sarah (29 years old) explained, ‘You don't smile, you don't get the money.You have to smile, be happy. And talk nicely.’It is of little surprise then that most sex workers drink alcohol or use drugswhile working. Cinderella (28 years old) was frank:I like to drink, because when I go there, I cannot go there when I am sober likethis. It is hard. Sometimes I smoke this. What do you call it in English?Marihuana. You know it? I cannot go like this. Sometimes I go and then my headis full and then I add some beers.Mary (23 years old) added that dancing and drinking helps in becomingcheerful and talking to men. Kate (21 years old) was convinced that drinking
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some alcohol and smoking some ‘bang’41 helps her to speak to men and getbetter clients, because she becomes braver.Some sex workers such as Precious (23 years old) are careful about drinkingbecause of their safety:You know, me, when I go to the pub, I don't drink, just a bit. Because to drink isuseless. I drink some, because I am the one who look for money. I have to drinkmaybe one beer, this sodas, because if you drink, then you are drunk, youcannot think. You cannot get money; maybe you will be raped there. Somethinglike that.Others, like Ashley (22 years old), admit that it is very difficult to go out andlook for clients when sober; but seeing what an excess consumption of alcoholcan do encourages abstaining from drinking:For me I just do it like that, I don't take alcohol. I am just ok, but I try. Yeah, I tryto find money, but I try to... to respect myself, you know. Because I neverstarted this because I wanted, you know, if there is something I can do to avoidand not taking drugs, I try to, because that I can, I can avoid that. But this, goingout, and doing prostitution, I cannot control, because I need money. You know, Ihave to go. But for taking alcohol, really I cannot afford that. So I try to avoidwhat I can avoid.However, not all women in the sex industry manage to avoid the dangers thatcome with consuming too much alcohol. Winnie (30 years old) shared herexperience:You drink here one beer, you look after job. No job, another beer. You go there,one beer. No business. When you get business, you are drunk. And this man, hesees you. You put your money here, when you finished sex, the man, he takesyour money.In addition to losing the money that was supposed to be payment for sex,women sometimes lose even the money they earned before. For instance Betty(31 years old) described such a possibility in this way:When you got out, you come hangover. You drink. Sometimes you can go, youdrink and drink... No money... You think about coming back home….aaahhh! Letme stay here in club, you think. And drink. Sometimes it’s bad, because, youdrink, you mess. And the same same day you go home without money, becauseyou drink that...
41 Slang word for marihuana.
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Drinking and drug addiction are potential risks in sex work. Yet, this risk ismore complicated than just losing count of the number of drinks consumed andcarelessness. The sex trade is associated with many dangerous situations(violence, rape, abuse, harassment, disease, etc.) and in many cases thesedangers have an influence on sex workers’ drinking habits. Drinking may notonly increase women’s vulnerability, it also alleviates pain, thereby creating avicious circle. A good example is Dorpato (24 years old) who started drinking alot after discovering that she is HIV positive:I was drinking too much because of shock for this HIV. I was drinking, drinking,drinking... All the time when you found me in the road, I was very drunk. WhenI find the money, I drink all, but then I found that girl who was a peer educator,she give me food, I say "Ooh, I was like to die by myself, but I have somebody tohelp me" and then I was hearing everything and then I said, "I can take themedicine".Whereas alcohol abuse can sometimes be a temporary phase, as can be seenfrom Dorpato’s story, for some women it leads to addiction, which would lockthem in the trade earning small amounts of money. The sex industries haveother risks that are permanent, such as that of HIV/AIDS infection.
Risk of HIV/AIDS infectionSexually transmitted diseases were the primary reason for many governments’interest in sex workers around the world (Truong 1990; White 1990).Following the outbreak of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, sex workers captured theattention of the public again – as a vector for spreading this deadly virus (Day1988; Gysels et al. 2001; Larson 1989; Van den Borne 2005). This connectionbetween sexually transmitted diseases and sex workers is the reason whynumerous HIV/AIDS organisations speak about sex workers’ rights tohealthcare and medication without discrimination. As a result of successfulHIV/AIDS awareness campaigns and education throughout the country, mostsex workers know about the risks their job brings to them – a national surveyon sex workers (NACC 2011) found that 91 per cent of female sex workersknow that condom use can protect them from an HIV infection. Many sexworkers during interviews mentioned their visits to clinics for check-ups andthe importance of protecting themselves by using condoms.
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The HIV positive women I met often knew how they got the virus. For exampleKemuto (44 years old) narrated her experience this way:I went into commercial sex work when my husband disappeared. So you know,as a sex worker you have a person who after you do sex work of course youwant to do sex and enjoy. So this was the father of the child. Not being verylucky, this man was positive. The rest I do with condom for business, this, thepermanent customer I did without condom. So I got a child, and a man waspositive and I also live positive now.Likewise, Dorpato (24 years old) also knew that it was her behaviour thatbrought the virus:The other mzungu, I sleep with them, without condom. And then I started to goto the other pub and then I was very drunken and then I found the Africa boy inthe pub, they go with me, they make sex with me, the condom busts. I slept witha lot of guys and the mzungu. And then one day, I was making my body sore andthen I say, "Oh, what's happened to my body?" And then, another friend of me,then say to me, "Oh, you must go to the health centre”.The discovery of being HIV positive is a difficult experience for everyone(Laryea and Gien 1993; Mill 2003). Yet, for sex workers this condition can be acrucial factor that prevents them from exiting the industry. Kemuto, forexample, found a job in one of the maize mills. But once her employersdiscovered that she is HIV positive, she was ‘chased away’. Stigmatisation ofHIV positive people is still prevalent in the region (Beckmann 2010; Turan et al.2008; Van den Borne 2005). Stigma also means that sex workers who havehigher earnings prefer to use the services of private hospitals, even if they aremore expensive, because they do not want to be stigmatised in public hospitals.Living with an infection often complicates women’s exit strategies, be it a planto find a job, or a husband, which, as was discussed in the previous chapter, isone of the most popular sex workers’ dreams. Chichi (32 years old), for instance,explains why creating a family with a man she loves is not viable option: ‘So Ihave HIV positive, and he is negative, so we can't be together, and feel well.’HIV-positive sex workers might not only lose the hope of attaining a ‘good life’,but also start having difficulties in trading sex. Disease can affect a woman’slooks, especially if medical help is not sought after. It can also create difficulties
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in the usual routine of the sex trade. Ritangeri (36 years old) explained thesedifficulties this way:Now I am taking a medicine [antiretroviral (ARV) medication] and when I goout I am forced to drink to do the job. And it is not good drinking and ARVmedication. Life has thickened me, I have seen everything, and I have seen thesource of doing a commercial sex work. I have seen the results. So nowwhatever comes, I am leaving everything in the hands of God. And there isnothing more I can say.Speaking about the difficulties of their life was not easy for many HIV-positivewomen. Katherine (18 years old) told me about her ill mother and her threeolder sisters who are also sex workers in one of Mombasa’s poorestneighbourhoods. She revealed that they all are HIV positive and did not want tospeak about her situation anymore, because: ’My life is horrible; I don’t knowwhat to do.’The sex industries are not a safe place to work in, and, as this section has shown,women who make their living from the sex trade face many difficulties anddangers that are inherent to this type of work. The difficult reality ofuncertainty and constant risk stands in stark contrast to the picture of a ‘goodlife’ that many of these women dream of. Maureen (28 years old) summed upthe ambiguity of her occupation well:Sex work is not bad... And it is hard also. You can go looking for a business justone week without nothing. Sometimes is hard, you have three month you didnot pay for the room, sometimes you have not paid for the kid school fees. WhatI can say, it is a hard work.In order to exit sex work on one’s own terms, in the situation that would lead tothe dream ‘good life’, women have to work hard and be careful managing theirincome, unwanted pregnancies, alcohol or drug addictions and health risks.What is more, women have to be careful not to lose momentum and exit sexwork at the right time. A few women manage to successfully navigate the sexindustry and find a way out. However, many women in the sex industries do notmanage to create the dream ‘good life’ and end up in very similar or even worseliving conditions than those that made them choose sex work in the first place.The next section of this chapter will explore what help is available to womenwho fail to exit sex trade on their own terms.
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‘They tell the people to give up the job of sex workers and go to be
hairdressers’: sex work exit options and NGOsAs a result of neo-liberal reforms (that were discussed in chapter two), a lot ofsocial services and welfare provision are undertaken by the non-governmentalsector. With the emergency of the global HIV/AIDS epidemic, sex workers cameinto public discussions as a social group that plays an important role in thespread of HIV/AIDS (Elmore-Meegan et al. 2004; Gysels et al. 2002; Voeten et al.2007; Voeten et al. 2002). Such interest in sex workers resulted in variousprogrammes, projects, and organisations that are targeting this social group andworking with it in order to decrease the spread of the infection.Today major Kenyan towns and especially the areas that are known to have bigsex worker populations have some special arrangements for what areconsidered to be main ‘risk groups’42. There are special clinics and drop-incentres that provide free HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseasesscreenings, and these places offer free treatment and free medication (oftenwith the possibility to join support groups). Together with HIV/AIDS screeningand medication provision, some NGOs started ‘reforming’ activities that targetsex workers and through vocational training, education and the development ofbusiness skills encourage them to change occupation, as was mentioned inchapter six. There are also NGOs that do not directly provide medical help andconcentrate only on involving sex workers in social projects that would ‘save’women from poverty-driven prostitution by helping them to have a differentoccupation (like hairdressing, tailoring, cooking) and live a ‘better life’. Suchorganisations are important actors providing help for exit from the sex trade forwomen; however, their efforts are not always effective, as indicated by thesceptical responses from some women recounted below. The director ofSOLWODI, one of such NGOs in Mombasa, indicated that the success rate of sexworkers actually completing such vocational or professional trainingprogrammes is 30 to 40 per cent.
42 Risk groups include sex workers (both male and female), homosexual population and MSM(men having sex with men)
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Some sex workers, especially the ones who have a very low income from the sextrade (because of age or disease) actively benefit from such projects. Forinstance, Queen Latifah (37 years old) had many nice words directed toSOLWODI: she knew that SOLWODI helped to bring a change in her life throughcounselling, educating about protection from HIV/AIDS, and the benefits ofreducing the number of clients: ‘SOLWODI help me so so many.’ It is importantto point out, that Queen Latifah is from a small town on the Mombasa-Nairobihighway. Her home town is a place where trucks that are loaded in theMombasa Port are weighted before being allowed to take the highway. Theprocess of weighting a truck usually takes time, so trucks are stopping in townfor a while, which means that there is an active sex trade scene. The truckdrivers are not the best clients, paying 200-300 KSH as Queen Latifah identified.This means that women like Queen Latifah do not earn a lot from this trade andstruggle to make a living. In such a context, training about HIV/AIDS protection,the introduction of merry-go-round saving systems43, and the encouragementto start small businesses selling vegetables are very welcomed and sought afterby women from such areas.Yet other sex workers are sceptical about how suitable these programmes arefor them. When I suggested to Winnie (30 years old) that a small business couldbe an alternative to sex work, she answered:Market? For tomatoes? You will go and buy those things, and come where youare selling it. Where you are selling it, you have to pay for that shade. You payfor it. You give 10 bob. And maybe at the end of the day you get 300. Tomorrowyou don't get something. Ai, those tomatoes are rotten. Those sukumas whenthey sleep today, tomorrow, they are yellow...It is interesting that I did not even mention tomatoes or trade in vegetables inmy question, but Winnie reacted to the question immediately as if she was notanswering it for the first time. She later admitted that a few years ago she wastrying to get help with one of the local NGOs, went through counselling, somebusiness training, but never managed to leave the sex trade, because the profits
43 Merry-go-round saving is an informal saving and loan mechanism. A group of women agree topay certain amount of money every week/month. Then they agree on the order of getting funds.And then the first week/month the first woman gets all funds, the second- the other, and so onuntil all women got their round of money that they can use for whatever purpose.
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from trading vegetables were small, uneven and not enough for her and her son.The small profits from the vegetable trade that were enough for Queen Latifahwere not enough for Winnie, because she is used to higher living standards.Winnie rents a room, sends her son to a private school, and struggles to collectthe required amount every month; still, her income from sex work at themoment is high enough to survive in this way and higher than trading invegetables.The narratives of Queen Latifah and Winnie reveal two issues about theprogrammes that attempt to ‘reform’ sex workers. First, as previously discussedin chapter six, the occupations that are promoted by many NGOs are highlygendered and correspond to traditional gender roles. Male sex workers areoffered courses to train for carpeting or mechanics; whereas female sexworkers are pointed to activities such as cooking, hairdressing, and tailoring,which are traditionally not well-paid44. Such a gender bias in NGO programmestargeting sex workers means that many female sex workers find it moreprofitable to continue trading sex than to be ‘reformed’. For instance, similarlyto Winnie, Ritangeri (36 years old) also went through the process that helpedher to secure a job as a guard at one of the clubs (the salary for being a guardwas 4000 KSH a month). However, after a while she quit the job and was backon the streets, because: ‘For my “goods” I can get more money.’Another issue is that the re-qualification of sex workers means that they have toattend courses or training and while they do so they stop earning money. Mary(23 years old) explained this problem well:Yes, they tell the people to give up the job of sex workers and go to behairdressers. But when you go to a college to spend a day, what are you doingin the college? If it’s ok, you take the college then they pay for you everything.It’s ok. But they don’t pay everything. You have to go to the college and at nightyou have to go out. You see. You cannot do two things because when you wentout, in the day time you want sleep. You cannot go to college. Yes. They paid forme also. I did it for one month, the college.
44Interview with Daugthie Ogutu, the co-founder of the African Sex Workers Alliance (ASWA),13/05/2011, Nairobi.
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The fact that NGOs are not providing sex workers with an allowance for rentand food is an important drawback of the ‘rehabilitation’ programmes. Yet, it isimportant to point out that many of these NGOs are funded by internationaldonors, and therefore projects have to be adapted to what donors are willing tofund. Donors, as Beckmann (2010) points out in her research on thecommodification of being HIV-positive, are usually opposed to the idea offunding the basic needs of people, because such a process would supposedlycreate a permanent aid receivers community. International donors are morewilling to fund activities that help to ‘build capacity’ and ‘empower’ people to‘help themselves’. However, as we see from Mary’s account, it is difficult to ‘helpyourself’ when one has to eat and pay rent while being ‘reformed’. Well-off sexworkers who could take advantage of such projects do not get in touch withNGOs, because being successful they can afford to help themselves – theyaccumulate enough capital to move into different businesses, marry or havesavings to pay for services in case of an emergency. It is women in distress andsevere situations that try this route; yet for them such programmes are difficultto complete.The problem of sex workers bouncing back to the sex trade is not that theyenjoy it, as popular Mombasa gossip has it. Most sex workers in interviews wereclaiming that they want to leave the sex industries, change their occupation andhave a job with a regular salary. Sex workers’ dreams as well indicate that thevast majority of women see sex work as a temporary part of their lives. Themain problem that many sex workers face is that the socio-economic structuresthat kept these women in poverty and were the reason for many of thesewomen choosing sex work are still at place when they attempt to make an exit.If women do not succeed in sex work, or are affected by any issues or dangersas discussed in the previous section, sex work means just a period of survival,and not advancement. When these women want to exit sex work, they facesocio-economic structures that marginalise them again, which makes it difficultto stop selling sex, even if the profits for sex work are not that high.Consequently, women who do not manage to manoeuvre sex industries to theirown benefit, are in a difficult position in the local economic and patriarchal
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setting: they are disadvantaged by formal labour markets because they arewomen, and still, because they do not meet gendered beauty and age standards,they are in a disadvantaged position within the sex industries as well.In this context, it is interesting that sex workers’ discourses resemble the neo-liberal ideology to a great degree. They have a great mistrust of the state, andvoice concerns about the state’s interference with individual progress. Forexample, Kenyan politics and the state were often mentioned when sex workerswere discussing their employment opportunities outside the sex industries.Toto (23 years old) held such an opinion:I can't get a job, because I don't have an ID. My mother does not have an ID,there are so many people here in Mombasa who do not have ID cards.Especially the Giriama people, the people from the coast.Toto is pointing to the realities of Kenyan political life, where ethnicity is thesingle most important factor in political competition (Ajulu 2002 : 251). AsLynch (2006 : 60) observes, people’s experiences of the Kenyatta and Moiregimes increased the importance of ethnic belonging. While many Kenyanswould speak against tribalism, people still assume that political decisions aremade and resources are relocated according to ethnic lines. Such feelings arenot uncommon among sex workers: Alicia (24 years old) felt that her ethnicitywould not help for finding a job. Anita (35 years old) as well was sure thatbecause of where she comes from, she cannot expect any help from the currentgovernment: ‘I don't think these people even would show a direction for me.’Sex workers in this research were from different ethnic groups and noparticular ethnicity dominated the sample. In their free time they made jokesabout each other and their corresponding ethnic affiliations45. Yet, when it cameto discussing the Kenyan state, all sex workers voiced a lot of mistrust of thegovernment, ‘this new Constitution of Kibaki’ and their capacity to makechanges that would ease their life. Just as in neo-liberal ideology, sex workers
45 For example, one afternoon (5/03/2011) a group of sex workers started discussing whichfamous man they would like to marry. When Ashley said that she has a crush on Barack Obama,all other women started laughing and named Kenyan politicians that they find attractive- allchose a man from their own ethnic group and explained that to me.
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were voicing concerns about the state benefiting from their work. Kate (21years old) was convinced that:Even government knows that Mtwapa is a sex industry place. And they don't doanything about it. Even because they can't assist those people who are there. Sothey just come here and they collect the revenue.The corruption and the interest in self-enrichment that supposedly prevail inKenyan politics were another issue that was often pointed at. For example,Cinderella (28 years old) told a long story of how she failed to leave sex work,which also partly blames state interference for her failure to exit sex work:In 2004 I fought that I will leave this job, because I got some… I bought someplot there, where I stay in Mtwapa. And I built my house, two bedrooms, toiletand bathroom. I was finishing and I was already staying there, but no light, thenI was looking money for, so I can put light in. Then one day, they came and…with this [machine] that can take the house. Uhhhhh!!! They came anddestroyed all house. They said: “You don’t have papers, this plot is for public,and you have to go to court”, they arrest us, and put us to the jail. I have to stayfive months in jail. Then my things, my things was…people are stealing beds,seats like this of Grace, TV, because then they were pushing the house, thepeople have to fight, others start to cry, then the police come and arrest theowner of the house. They asked: “Who is the owner of this house?” He said:“This plot is not for you, it is for public, who told you to build this?” Then weasked: “Where were you when we started to build? And now we have finished,we are staying inside, where were you [before]?”. You know, we don’t havepower because they are big, they have many money. We have small. In Kenyamoney talks. Then I stayed there for six months. My parents come, my fathernow, that was the first day my father to came to Mombasa. They sell a smallplot so they can come and help. Remove me from the jail. Then I feel badbecause I am going now and go to pay their house, I was paying for two years.And then I started again to go out.Exiting sex work without having reached some improvement in one’s initialmarginal economic position is not easy. In the cases of women who encounteredobstacles because of additional children, disease or addictions, such exit mightmean that women are even in a worse position than that which they were inbefore entering the sex industries. Other women, who did not manage theirincome well might have no savings and therefore cannot make significantchanges in their lives. The help that is offered by many NGOs dealing with sexworkers is useful for women in severe situations, but of limited use for manyothers. This is so, because ‘reforming’ NGOs promote traditionally gendered,
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low-paid activities that do not bring enough profits for women and aim to re-incorporate women in the local economy in ways that many of these womenfound unsatisfactory before entering sex work. Such a situation supports theargument that the NGO sector in fact is serving as a tool maintaining the socialand political status quo (Hearn 2001, 2007; Mercer 2003) without challengingthe fundamental reasons for gendered poverty and exclusion as such. If manywomen in the sex industries, as this chapter has shown, are sceptical whenexpressing their ideas about NGO usefulness, their attitudes towards the stateare even stricter and echo neo-liberal ideas of state mistrust, inefficiency andcorruption.In sex workers’ narratives the only way that is seen as bringing some change isthat of individual efforts, which is in line with neo-liberal ideology. On one hand,the stark contrast between the violent realities of every-day experiences in thesex industries and women’s dreams for the future raises the question of theextent to which such embedded-ness of neo-liberal discourse is actuallybeneficial for women, because in the sex market, only the women who managetheir trade well seem to be benefiting from selling sex. On the other hand, thesex workers’ movement that runs on the platform of human rights and anindividual’s right to choose – also keywords of neo-liberal ideas – seem to bringsome positive changes to all sex workers because of the changing way sex workis perceived by society and sex workers themselves, as it will be explored in thefollowing section.
‘I don’t need to be saved, I saved myself already’: sex workers in
(political) actionThe recent development of the sex workers’ movement in Kenya is aninteresting phenomenon. With the declaration of the HIV/AIDS pandemic as anational disaster in 1999, funding organisations or groups that deal with sexworkers turned from taboo to priority. The arrival of donors (and funds)increased the number of organisations that work with sex workers. Many ofthese organisations are faith-based or occupied in the areas of HIV/AIDSprevention, and are interested in ‘reforming’ sex workers, as discussedpreviously. However, in contemporary Kenya some voices started saying ‘I don’t
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need to be saved, I saved myself already’46 and these voices are represented bydifferent types of organisations and groups of sex workers.Organisations such as the Kenyan Sex Workers Alliance (KSWA) for example arecreated by sex workers for sex workers and call for empowerment, more rights,and less violence. The human rights training for Sex Workers in East Africawhich was organised by the Akina Mama wa Afrika was a starting point for thesex workers movement and in 2009 and resulted in the Sex Worker AfricanWomen’s Leadership Institute (AWLI) for East Africa. AWLI encouraged womenwho are engaged in sex work to share their stories, to speak out, so thatsociety’s and the government’s attitudes towards sex, sexuality and sexualrights can be changed. Since then an expanded sex workers movement speaksto women who are sex workers and allows them to speak for themselves whendeciding what they want and how to deal with their issues (Nyong’o 2010 : viii-x). This movement unites not only sex workers (active or ex-), but also feministsand human rights activists who aim ‘at breaking the silence; engaging in thedifficult conversations that allow for decoding the politics of sex; sexuality;power and control as central to the feminist struggles’ (Nyong’o 2010 : 9).Giving a voice to women who are engaged in the industry and who know bestwhat their needs and issues are is really important. The sex workers movementbeing still young, it is difficult to evaluate how successful it is; yet suchachievements as increased objective coverage in the media and increasingusage of term ‘sex worker’ instead of ‘prostitute’ are mentioned by Kenyan sexworker activists47. The results of the sex workers movement are also differentin different areas. For example, an organisation from Kisumu (KASH) can namea few successes in their activities: successful cooperation with the police, whenpolice officers are trained about sex workers rights and sex workers cooperateon informing about the night crimes they witness; successful business trainingfor sex workers that increases their income from sources other than sex work.At the same time, the sex workers from Mombasa were pointing out that thetown with one of the biggest sex workers population in 2011 still did not have a
46 Kenyan Sex Workers Alliance co-ordinator in the conference ‘Moving Beyond CFCS3’,4/05/2011 Nairobi.47‘Moving Beyond CFCS3’, 4/05/2011 Nairobi.
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sex workers clinic which would provide necessary health services. Even thoughthe results of sex workers’ activism are mixed, it is important to note that theengagement of sex workers with state institutions (for example the police inKisumu, meeting the mayor of Nairobi) indicated that the sex workers’movement detaches itself from the political margins. The African Sex WorkersAlliance’s (ASWA) website claims: ‘Nothing about us without us’48, and itreflects well the spirit of the movement which is gradually becoming morevisible and voices clearly the issues experienced by women in the sex industry.In her speech addressing activists, the co-ordinator of the KSWA said that ‘[the]Bible says that anything that makes me happy, makes the Lord happy', and wasgreeted with a storm of applause from the audience. Such a statement can beread as a challenge to the current marginal position that sex workers occupy inpublic political discourse in Kenya. Indeed, the recent decision of Nairobi CityMayor George Aladwa to form a committee to look into the Kenyan law onprostitution, and possibly create special zones in Nairobi where sex workerscould practice their trade (Ngirachu 2012), points to the possibility for debatesabout the political marginality of this trade. Sex worker activists eagerlyengaged in this debate by claiming that they are ready to pay taxes in order tobe recognised (Mutambo 2012). Even though this debate was short-lived and noactual changes in policies towards sex workers were achieved, the event wasimportant as a sign that the unity of sex workers can challenge the status quoprevailing in the political arena.Giving a voice and face to sex workers means that some of them have to ‘comeout’ and provide their face to the anonymous figure of a sex worker. Daughtie,who was a co-founder of ASWA and who co-ordinated KSWA until recently,pointed out that going on a TV programme and giving an interview withoutasking her face to be covered shows people that sex workers are just regularwomen who can be your neighbours. Such openness about one’s occupationshould, according to ASWA’s vision, help to create an environment, where sexworkers feel safe and secure to access healthcare and ensure their human rightswithout any discrimination in the process. The discrimination and violence that
48 http://africansexworkeralliance.org/
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ASWA aims to reduce is not only the institutional violence of police, but, moreimportantly, the everyday violence that sex workers experience in theircommunities because of the stigma attached to this occupation. The sexworkers’ march on the 17th of December, that takes place in Nairobi every year,is part of the sex workers’ movement initiatives helping to increase awarenessabout sex work and show how violent this occupation is. The sex workersmovement sees these marches as a success, because it is happening peacefullyand has an objective coverage in the media.49The decriminalisation of sex workis one of the main aims of the movement, and the efforts towards this goalshould benefit all women engaged in sex work, by making this work safer.Violence and human rights violations in relation to sex workers are importantissues. Yet, it is also important to observe, that solving these issues has thepotential to alleviate the working conditions of women who are already sellingsex, but does not solve the problem of women having little alternative choices tosex work. Funding for programmes dealing with human rights and violence isavailable from many international donors and can be part of the reason whythis young movement focuses on work in these areas. Still, this raises thequestion, of the extent to which the sex workers’ movement can challenge thecurrent situation. Whereas the effect of the sex workers movement on widersocial, economic and patriarchal structures remains to be seen; participation insex workers activism or simply identifying oneself as a sex worker can opensome possibilities in the international development industry.Beckman (2010) in her essay on commodification of the health sector inZanzibar explores how being HIV positive and disclosing your status openspossibilities to earn a living while participating in the world of internationaldevelopment. HIV positive people who are marginalised in local communitiescompete to attend international donor funded conferences and workshops forvery material reasons – the possibility to have a meal and/or earn a ‘sittingallowance’. Sex workers seek similar benefits from the NGO sector. Of course,funds available for NGOs dealing with sex workers are much smaller than those
49Interview with DaugthieOgutu, the co-founder of the African Sex Workers Alliance (ASWA),13/05/2011, Nairobi.
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available for HIV/AIDS related organisations, but the principle is the same –joining an organisation can bring some free services, like for example freehealth provision, free education for children, or a place on a course on tailoring,cooking, hairdressing or some other type of training in one of the ‘reforming’organisations. And even though these organisations most often fail to ‘reform’sex workers because of purely economic reasons as was discussed previously,some of the services of such organisations are sought by women as a possibilityto ease their economic burden.There is another type of opportunity that is offered by sex worker rights NGOs:coming out publicly about your occupation (sex work) opens the possibility tohave a well-paid office job in the organisations targeting sex workers, or in theHIV/AIDS organisations. ASWA works in the area of capacity building, andprovides opportunities for women to strengthen their skills in IT literacy,organisation management and writing proposals for funding. Such traininghelps women to access the funds of donors and implement programmes thatcan improve experiences in sex work. However, the other consequence of suchcapacity building is that some of the sex workers manage to create themselvesjobs in the NGO sector. One of the founders of the ASWA, for example, now has asecure office job as a Program Associate in one NGO. Another example is Grace(37 years old) who used to be a sex worker for seven years and now uses herexperience as an ex-sex worker and someone who is HIV positive to getcontracts with various health organisations (trainings, community awareness,finding new clients to check up for HIV/AIDS, etc.) while having a position in anorganisation who is helping women (mainly sex workers) in distress. She wasalso contracted by several big USA and UK based TV production companies tofind interviewees for their documentaries about the sex industries in Africa andis willing to take various jobs that would bring her income while using herexperiences. Women who sell sex are aware of these possibilities, as waspointed out in chapter six, and are eager to use their experience in the sexindustries as a stepping stone for creating an alternative income-generatingactivity.
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The fact that sex workers find a place in the public sphere also indicates theprofessionalisation of sex work: after I finished interviewing Queen Latifah (37years old), she proudly showed me two diplomas issued by a local NGO thatconfirms her completing certain training courses and indicates her suitability towork as a peer educator with HIV positive people and especially with sexworkers’ groups. Terms like peer education, community building, and genderbased violence are not unknown to sex workers and many of them claim thatthey want to work in that area. This possibility to build a very different, well-paid, and very sought after career in the NGO sector is an important alternativeto the traditional sex work exit routes, just like movement into business ormarriage. It also tells us about the changes in the economic structures of Kenyaand what is seen as a source of money. Since the traditional exit routes ofmarriage or owning a small business are becoming increasingly difficult toreach in the current neo-liberalism influenced economic climate, women showtheir agency by aiming to benefit from the international aid sector by marketingtheir own past experiences.
ConclusionsThe sex industries are a good case study for exploring the neo-liberal freemarket model. Women enter the sex industries when in need, and whilefollowing their self-interest they behave in entrepreneurial ways, and can makesome money. When looking at exit strategies, one can observe the neo-liberalframework as well: exit is made either through self-efforts that indicateindividual success, or with the help of charities and religious groups. However,such a neo-liberal footprint also means that the system is beneficial only for the‘winners’ or people who are advantaged in it. Just as neo-liberal reforms createmore wealth for the rich and continue to marginalise the poor, in the sexindustries it is successful sex workers that make their dreams come true.Women who manoeuvre the sex industries well, who manage to avoid dangersand secure what they need, leave sex work for a ‘good life’. Yet, women who donot manage their trade well end up in similar or even worse positions thanthose which pushed them into the sex trade in the first place.
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The gendered structures that women try to bargain with in the sex industriesare still there when sex workers try to exit the sex industries, or when they facea danger while trading sex. Just as in the ideal of a free market, social security isnon-existent in the sex trade, and so women have to be good managers in orderto avoid sex industry-related threats that could potentially harm them, andsecure their aims in a difficult everyday environment. Such a situation onceagain shows the limitations of sex workers’ agency and differences in theoutcomes of sex work that women experience. All women do their best to makemore space for their actions in order to further their own goals; yet, just few ofthem succeed in securing their dreams, and many of them have to exit the sextrade on different terms than those that would have been ideal for them. Yet,such differentiation and inequality among sex workers once again shows theneo-liberal character of the contemporary Kenyan sex industries.
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8. Conclusions: The limits of agency in a neo-liberal world
It is striking, then, that although agency is central to rational choice, practice is not.
(Harrison 2010 : 65)
Neo-liberalism as a doctrine is based on the idea of free choices and agency inthe market. This thesis has explored in what ways and to what extent neo-liberal practice and ideology define women’s agency through the example ofKenyan sex work. It has looked at the position that women occupy in Kenyansocio-economic spheres due to neo-liberal restructuring and continuousreforms, as well as the neo-liberal discourse that is re-produced via the Kenyanmedia and other socialising institutions. Furthermore, relying on the life-histories and narratives of Mombasa sex workers, this work has examined howwomen who are in a disadvantaged position in society try to manoeuvre thesocio-economic scene and attempt to make a living or progress socially andeconomically through un-orthodox choices, and to what extent these choicesare influenced by neo-liberal practice and ideology. Finally, exploring the life-stories of women in the Mombasa sex industries, this thesis contrasted thefuture plans and dreams of sex workers with the structures of the sex industriesand society to see the limitations of global neo-liberal ideas in the every-daylocal reality of Kenya.Neo-liberal ideology seems to have individual agency and free choice at itscentre. It is through the fulfilment of self-interests in markets that people aresupposed to improve their lives. As Harrison (2010 : 65) points out:Neoliberal ontologies of agency are formulated through rational choiceapproaches to agency. In a sense, rational choice is all about agency; itsmethodological individualism produces a range of models for individual action,often articulated through preferential thought experiments of prisoner’sdilemmas, tragedies of the commons, and so on. Rational-choice modellingopens up space to look at people’s actions, rather than seeing people as bearersof neoliberal structures-in-construction.Even though neo-liberal theory emphasises agency, social scientists analysingthe neo-liberal world, point towards some structures that neo-liberalism-inspired actions create and speak about neo-liberal practice (Harrison 2010),
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neo-liberal forms (Ong 2006), and survival circuits (Sassen 2002). The neo-liberal ideas equate agency with freedom to choose in the market; however,agency, as Showden (2011 : 1) argues, is broader than just simple autonomouschoice – it includes both the self-governance of autonomy and options to choosefrom; thus, ‘agency includes not only the personal but also the political’.Therefore, when discussing agency, one has to assess both the actions ofindividuals and the structures within which the individual is operating.This thesis used the voices of women in the Kenyan sex industries to speakabout both structures and agency that are influenced by neo-liberal ideas andpractices and affect these women’s lives and their choices. Literature on sexindustries is divided on the matter of choice and agency that women selling sexhave. Radical feminists (Barry 1996; MacKinnon 1993) reject the notion ofchoice or agency in sex work and speak about exploitation, subordination, andmale dominance. The other side of this academic debate (Chapkis 1997;O'Connell Davidson 1998) speak about empowerment through sex work andfocus on the inequalities prevailing in society as the main reason of engagementin sex work. Inspired by this academic debate, that essentially questions femaleagency through sex work within wider social structures, this thesis explored thesex industries as an example of female agency and its limits in a neo-liberalworld.First, this thesis engaged with an analysis that aims to understand to whatextent the socio-economic structures and position of women in them areinfluenced by neo-liberal practices and ideas. Building on literatures in areas ofAfrican political economy and neo-liberalism, the second chapter looked at thecontinuities and changes in Kenyan political, economic and social life sinceindependence. Processes that have roots in pre-colonial, colonial andindependence periods, such as connections among power, wealth, ethnicity andpatronage in Kenyan social and political life; the country’s incorporation in theglobal economy; rapid population growth and the inequalities that prevail in thecountry, were discussed as factors that help to understand the Kenyan socio-economic and political structures of today. However, since the 1980s anothermajor force that influences changes in Kenyan socio-economic life is neo-
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liberalism. Neo-liberal practice has a dual character. On one hand, as Turner(2008 : 7) argues, neo-liberalism is an ideology of re-invention, whichappropriates and re-interprets ideas of the past for the ‘new ideological terrain’.Yet, at the same time, neo-liberalism brings disruption to the existing socio-economic and political structures through neo-liberal reforms. Chapter two hasargued that in the case of Kenya, neo-liberal practice both builds on anddamages the pre-existing features of socio-economic structures and inequalities.This neo-liberal duality is especially important when assessing the genderedeffects of neo-liberalism. As chapter three has shown, neo-liberal reforms anddiscourses had gendered effects and men and women experienced thesechanges in significantly different ways. First, changes in the possibilitiesavailable in the labour market have a profound effect on Kenyan people. Manymen started facing difficulties in securing employment and maintaining theireconomic power, and such a situation has had consequences for theirimmediate families and extended social networks (Cornwall 2003; Mills andSsewakiryanga 2005; Silberschmidt 2004). This diminishing male economicpower affected numerous women: since many households’ income decreased,women, who traditionally are seen as carers, started carrying an increaseddomestic burden (Elson 1995b; Sparr 1994). Whereas the fact of womenbearing the burden of economic hardship is nothing new in terms of globalhistory, there is a new aspect of such a process in the neo-liberal order – thelabour of women who are in difficult and insecure situations becameincreasingly important in the local labour market and for household survival.Therefore, women are experiencing neo-liberal ambiguity – on one hand theyare facing hardship, because many of them cannot depend on the share of maleincome as before; yet, at the same time, they are targeted in labour markets fortheir cheap labour. Opportunities created in the free-market neo-liberalisminfluenced Kenyan economy seem to create space for female agency andemancipation through participation in labour markets, however, suchopportunities are built on the old patriarchal structures that do not allowwomen a full-range of choice and limit them to less-paid and traditionally‘female’ jobs that society relies on.
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When considering the agency of women in a neo-liberal world, it is important tounderstand that neo-liberal practice contributes to rising inequalities in societyand results in two groups of people who experience the neo-liberal order indifferent ways. As Comaroff and Comaroff (2001 : 8) argue, the contradictionsat the core of neoliberal capitalism ‘offer up vast, almost instantaneous riches tothose who master its spectral technologies – and, simultaneously, [can] threatenthe very existence of those who do not.’ Therefore, educated professionals, whoare in an advantaged position in society, be they male or female, can enjoy thebenefits of the neo-liberal order (see Spronk 2012). However, people who donot master the ‘spectral technologies’, fall into ‘survival circuits’ and can onlychoose from very poor options when making decisions about their livelihoods.It is the agency of women in the latter group that has been at the centre of thisresearch. Neo-liberal practice affects this group of women not only throughchanging material realities; perceptions influenced by the neo-liberal discourseabout masculinities and femininities are of equal importance, as chapter threediscussed. The normative masculinity of the ‘big man’ is closely related to themale ability to provide and support his family as well as for extended socialnetworks. With many men experiencing diminishing economic power, sexualprowess and violence came to be emphasised by many men as alternative traitsof masculinity, even as society still holds traditional expectations regardingmale financial power. Women, in the meantime, have also experienced changes– processes of commodification have facilitated the objectification andsexualisation of female bodies in public discourses.Neo-liberalism as both practice and ideology is an important force defining thedifficult position that many women occupy in Kenyan socio-economicstructures. Of course, other factors such as population growth, the HIV epidemic,patriarchy, and patron-client relations also contribute to such a situation; yet,neo-liberal practice builds on many of these processes and the footprint of freemarkets and individual choice are increasingly visible in Kenyan public life.Women are often in a disadvantaged position within such structures – despitethe fact that neo-liberal ideas seem gender neutral, neo-liberal practice buildson the pre-existing gender power disparities and capitalises on the fact that
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women traditionally have limited options in local structures and as a result canbe exploited.Second, this research aimed to understand in what ways women manoeuvre thestructures that disadvantage them to their own benefit. Chapter four exploredthe different ways through which Kenyan women in survival circuits attempt tomake a living or progress. It looked at the limited and gendered workpossibilities in both the formal and informal sectors, at dependence on maleincome through commodification of love and un-orthodox living arrangements,with sex work being one of such options. The main argument that is put forwardin this chapter is that women make their choices by performing differentgender roles that are in tune with social norms in order to ensure their livingand progress. This way women ‘bargain with patriarchy’ (Kandiyoti 1988) inorder to ensure safer and economically stable life for themselves and theirfamilies. This study has revealed that choices are made and livelihood strategiesare constructed in a very restrictive and difficult environment; still, Kenyanwomen believe that they can manipulate male desires and socio-economicstructures. This, and especially the analysis of sex workers’ positions in the localeconomies, shows that women sometimes have the power to challenge arestrictive status quo to a certain degree. The nature of structures isexperiencing some transformations because of neo-liberal practices anddiscourse that contribute to ‘breaking’ the traditional ‘bargain’ available forwomen. Therefore, women operate in the conditions of social change and haveto find new ways to progress in a neo-liberal world.Furthermore, this research has looked into how women who participate in thesex industries perceive their position by analysing their strategies for survivaland advancement. Chapter five has argued that many Mombasa sex workers seethemselves as entrepreneurial agents or ‘business ladies’, and their workingstrategies reveal strategic thinking –in line with neo-liberal managerial ideas –aiming at maximising profits by choosing places to operate from, and byemphasising a certain appearance and behavioural traits (Hofmann 2010;Ssewakiryanga 2004). Women perform different gender roles that correspondto the realities of social and gender inequalities when targeting different types
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of clients, and such managerial behaviour points to the neo-liberal footprint inthe sex industries. The neo-liberal character of the sex trade becomes morevisible in the analysis of sex workers’ narratives about competition: due to highcompetition for clients women face a dilemma – in order to be safe whenworking, women have to cooperate, however, such cooperation also means thata trusted colleague might be the most dangerous threat. Such ambiguitysurrounding sex work and competition is often explained through the conceptof witchcraft by women in the sex industries. The discourse of witchcraft isinteresting when looking at agency in neo-liberal structures: just as neo-liberalideology, witchcraft offers the possibility for an individual to succeed and reachher personal aims. Still, just as neo-liberal restructuring, it is witchcraft that isperceived to be responsible for moral ruptures and inequalities in society(Blunt 2004; Ciekawy and Geschiere 1998; Smith 2005). Mombasa sex workers’narratives show that they make their choices and have clear strategies in theirwork, and yet, the discourse of witchcraft is a reminder of the anxietiesassociated with and limits of women’s agency in a system that encourages thiscompetition and success through sex work.Sex workers’ work strategies are related to their long-term plans for life. Theanalysis of dreams and plans that women in the sex industries have for theirfuture reveal their willingness for social and economic upwards mobility – orwhat they call a ‘good life’. A situation that means a ‘good life’ is different fordifferent women but generally it entails an improvement to their current livingconditions. Sex workers’ dreams clearly reject the disadvantaged position inthe socio-economic local and international context that they occupy as womenand aim to manoeuvre the multiple layers of power relations limiting theiroptions (for similar example from Zambia see Ferguson 1999). As the analysisin chapter six shows, there are two main courses of action that sex workersenvisage for the fulfilment of their dreams: marriage and a job/business.However, depending on whether a woman sees sex work as a way for survival,or for progressing, these strategies serve different aims. Some women want tomarry because they seek companionship and partnership with a man, somewomen see marriage as insurance for stability and certain living standards, and
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for others still, marriage is only a step towards bigger plans of business ormigration. The same diversity of aims can be observed in women’s businessplans – some women conceive of business or work as a source of stable incomethat is enough to live on, while others have plans of becoming rich, and stillothers are interested in having careers in the newly available NGO sector withhints to a prestigious occupation. In sex workers’ dreams women manoeuvrethe patriarchal and economic structures that disadvantage them and aim tosecure a ‘good life’ using some traditional forms of womanhood (see Brennan2004; Haram 2004). Such behaviour is partly a response to the changing socio-economic structures that are influenced by neo-liberal practices. Moreover,such dreams are limited by neo-liberal and patriarchal structural constraintsand women understand that, as can be seen from the dreams that sex workershave for their children. For their children they dream about lives in a situationwhere un-human experiences do not become an everyday reality, and wheretheir children are free to enjoy all that neo-liberal and modern discoursespromise – money, freedom to travel and make choices from a less limited rangeof options than their mothers.The dreams and future plans of women in the sex industries indicate themotivations for sex work. However, not all women manage to leave the sexindustries on their own terms and live an imagined post-sex-work ‘good life’.Chapter seven has researched the complications of the sex industries and thestructures of Kenyan society that result in a difficult exit from sex work. It hasargued that exit from sex work is made difficult because of both challengesinternal to the sex industries’ and external structures that prevail in society.Due to the specific nature of the commercial sex market and sex workers’actions aimed at higher profits, many sex workers are vulnerable in the areas ofexcessive spending (or not managing money in accordance with their futureplans), unplanned pregnancies and children, alcohol and drug addictions, andHIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted infections. Some women manage tomanoeuvre these challenges and remain safe, yet for others one or some of thementioned obstacles can severely complicate their exit strategies. As a result,there are two main ways to exit sex work: some women manage to reach their
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aims or find other suitable exit solutions and leave the sex trade on their ownterms (for the examples from colonial Kenya see Bujra 1977; White 1990); therest of the women either remain in the sex industries, or have to rely on helpfrom various charities or NGOs. Some women might choose using servicesprovided by NGOs, or even organisations themselves as part of a bigger exitstrategy, as the analysis of women who seek to find a job in the growing NGOsector showed (for similar tendencies in the HIV/AIDS industry see Beckmann2010). Still, not many women do so, and the majority of sex workers thatattempt to rely on NGO help when making an exit indicate the shortcomings ofthe aid provided. The main problem of many programmes targeting sexworkers is that those programmes rarely help women to improve their positionwithin the prevailing socio-economic structures and many women findthemselves in a very similar or even worse position than when they entered sexwork.The gendered structures that disadvantage women in society, that define thepossibilities available for them in a labour market and that the same women tryto manipulate when looking for ways to secure some income are still therewhen women attempt to exit sex work. In the last three decades both thestructures and people’s perceptions about navigating them became influencedby neo-liberal practice and ideology. This thesis has shown that such influencescan be observed and are important when understanding women’s agency insociety. The analysis of Mombasa sex workers’ narratives and life stories revealthat many women are negatively affected by neo-liberal practices and as aresult of that, some of them enter the sex industries. While selling sex, manywomen successfully employ neo-liberal managerial ideas and many succeed insecuring a good income and create a basis for fulfilling the dream of a ‘good life’as a result of their agency and entrepreneurial ideas. Still, not all women areequally successful in this endeavour, and not all of them exit sex trade the waythey would like to.The functioning of the contemporary sex industries has a dual pattern that ischaracteristic of neo-liberal practice – there is a group of individuals whomanage to benefit from their entrepreneurial actions, but the majority remains
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outside the reach of the dream of a ‘good life’. Therefore, the agency of womenis limited, the dream of breaking away from a disadvantaged position is possible,but women have to behave according to the rules of the system. As a result,some women can position themselves in a better position than before sex work,but such actions do not challenge the system itself. As a result of sex work, asingle woman, who could not find suitable employment, can find a man tomarry and enjoy the status of house-wife after the marriage; a widow can saveenough money and open a kiosk and start selling vegetables for a living; anabandoned wife with children might secure work in a local NGO as an outreachworker; but all these options just re-incorporate women back into thestructures where gender biases are still at work. Some women may perceivesuch outcomes as a success, however, at a more general level, the fact that evenwhen women think they succeeded they still operate in an environment withlimited options, means that the agency of women is limited in a neo-liberalpatriarchal order.Having reached this conclusion, there are areas for further research that couldinform this argument more, but were not within the scope of this thesis. First,neo-liberal restructuring and practices put many men in as difficult positions aswomen. For example, as Meiu (2011 : 441) shows in his analysis of Samburumen who come to sell sex in Mombasa, economic difficulties and lack ofeconomic opportunities are connected to some Samburu men travelling fromrural areas to Mombasa with the aim of exchanging sex with Western touristsfor money. As this thesis has shown, neo-liberal practice and discourse alsoaffected Kenyan masculinities. For that reason, comparing male and female sexworkers’ strategies for work and life can tell more about agency in a neo-liberalworld; however, a task of such magnitude far exceeded the scope of this thesis.Another future research direction that can bring more insights when discussinggender, sexuality and agency is the analysis of the African Sex WorkersMovement or other sex workers grass root organisations and alliances. Thesemovements are still new and it is difficult to evaluate their effectiveness,however, their success in terms of gaining space in Kenyan public discoursesand even in the political sphere are undeniable (see for example Mghenyi 2012;
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Mutambo 2012; Wekesa 2012), and for this reason, further research of suchmovements can contribute greatly to the debate of agency and sex work.
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Appendix: Interviews
A: Interviewed sex workers
No Nickname Age Language of the
interview
Date of Interview
1 Alicia 24 English 27 November 20102 Katherine 18 English 26 November 20103 Marsy 18 Swahili 28 November 201012 February 20114 Lisa 36 English 30 November 20105 Ritangeri 36 Swahili 29 November 20106 Queen Latifah 37 English 9 December 20107 Kemuto 44 Swahili 10 December 20108 Wanjiku 30 English 4 December 20109 Tabitha 42 English 5 December 201010 Robina 34 English 2 February 201111 Sarah 29 English 2 February 201112 Helen 28 English 2 February 201113 Miriam 31 English 13 February 201114 Christy 20 English 20 February 201115 Floriana 41 English 15 February 201116 Chichi 32 English 12 February 201117 Mary 23 English 1 March 201118 Lorin 42 English 2 March 201119 Winnie 30 English 5 March 201120 Betty 31 English 3 March 201121 Kate 21 Swahili 9 March 201122 Precious 23 English 4 March 2011
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23 Dorpato 24 English 17 March 201124 Cinderella 28 English 8 March 201125 Toto 23 Swahili 6 March 201126 Dafnie 22 English 14 March 201127 Maureen 28 English 18 March 201128 Vivenzi 28 English 21 March 201129 Ashley 22 English 7 March 201130 Jasinta 28 English 24 March 201131 Lilian 27 English 16 March 201132 Suzan 24 English 18 March 201133 Patricia 22 Swahili 26 March 201134 Maria-Karen 21 English 1 April 201135 Stella 29 English 30 March 201136 Maria 32 English 31 March 201137 Chiquita Banana 40 English 2 April 201138 Anita 35 English 3 April 201139 Sylvia 25 English 10 April 201140 Faith 29 English 14 April 201141 Grace 37 English Multiple interviewsNovember 2010 - May2011
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B: The rest of the interviews
No Organisation Area of
organisations
work
Person interviewed Date Place
1 UHAI- TheEast AfricanSexual Health& RightsInitiative
Civil societyactivismaround theissues ofhealth,sexuality andhuman rights.
Program Assistant 25October2010 Nairobi
2 SWOP – SexWorkersOutreachProgram
Sexual health. The coordinator ofSWOP clinic in Nairobi 26October2010 Nairobi
3 TRACE Kenya The missing,trafficked andexploitedchildren forlabour,(domesticservitude) andsexualexploitation.
Paul Adhoch , director 9November2010 Mombasa
4 NGO no 1 Issues ofwomen andchildren. Program manager 24November2010 Mombasa5 KAACR –KenyanAlliance forAdvancementof ChildrenRights
Childrenrights. Director 25November2010 Mombasa
6 FordFoundation Advancementsof reforms inland,livelihoods,rights, mediaand civicparticipation,particularlyfor womenand youth.
Representative forKenya- Dr WillyMutunga 20January2011 Nairobi
7 Open SocietyInstitute in Publicparticipation Program manager 21January Nairobi
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East Africa in democraticgovernance,the rule oflaw, andrespect forhuman rights.
2011
8 Dailynewspaper Media. Journalist 31January2011 Mombasa9 SOLWODI Support forwomen indistress. Director 1February2011 Mombasa10 AdministrationOffice ofMombasaDistrict
Governmentalinstitution. District Gender andSocial DevelopmentOfficer 28 March2011 Mombasa
11 NGO no 2 Women andgirls support. Director 29 March2011 Mombasa12 Internet cafe Internetprovision. Owner 15 March2011 Mombasa13 KASH –Keeping AliveSocieties Hope Communitysupport. Manager 4 May2011 Nairobi14 KSWA –Kenyan SexWorkersAlliance
Sex workersactivism. Representatives: Johnand Phelister 4 May2011 Nairobi
15 ASWA –African SexWorkersAlliance
Sex workersactivism. Co-founderDaughtieOgutu 13 May2011 Nairobi
16 BHESA – BarHostessEmpowermentand SupportAssociation
Bar hostessand sexworkerssupport.
PeninahMwangi,director 19 May2011 Nairobi
17 University ofNairobi Research ineconomics. ProfessorMusambayiKatumanga 16 May2011 Nairobi18 NPI-SHAP –NewPartnershipInitiative
HIV/AIDSprevention. Program manager 10 May2011 Nairobi
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19 NACC –National AIDSControlCouncil
HIV/AIDSprevention. Field coordinator 10 May2011 Nairobi
20 APHIA II -AIDS,Population andHealthIntegratedAssistance
Public health. Meeting with partners 10 May2011 Nairobi
21 KANCO –Kenya AIDSNGOsConsortium
HIV/AIDSprevention. Research advocacyfellow 11November2010 Mombasa
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